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Sarsaparilla Co.:
Gentlemen :—I hereby certify that I have
been cured of CANCER by DANA’S
SARSAPARILLA- I INIUERiXED CAMCEROSJS HUMOR from my
no
H Spa 0“ parents. My iraotl-er died of
■ Ha us a CANCER ON HER FACE.
My father died of CANCER OF THE
STOMACH. For years I have seen symptoms of the dread disease which at last apB-y m at □=* peardS in the form of a CAKTwo
Ei B
O CER ON m NOSE.
prominent Physicians advised
X used different
me to have it CUT OUT.
remedies, but it steadily crew worse.
Hearing of the wonders performed by DA-
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Dana

Sulking.

SARSAPARILLA,

I

commenced its use, and
8 IrsMB
°
sonderfoi
to
relate,
THREE BOTTLES COXSFMLETERY
CURES* ME. I consider DANA’S SARSAPARILLA the greatest Blootl Pmrf*
tier in the world. Had
a
Km
1 rot Obtained it I should
Ca w
Lj irfes
a suw
now have been a victim
OF THE DREAD DISEASE.
Yours respectfully,
Clinton, Me. MERRITT A. BOOTHBY.
We hereby certify to the trntlt of Mr.
Bovthby’s statement. He is a thoroughly
reliable man, and his statement is trne,
Respsectfully, DODGE & JAQDITH.
Clinton, Me.
~

Award

Dana

1

Sarsaparilia Co., Beifast, Maine.

Staple Remady
Stomach, Nausea,*

»

For Heartburn, Sour
Water Brash, Wind In Stomach, Distress if
cr Fullness after Eating, Indigestion,if
Loss of Appetite, Palpitation, Hiccough,
Offensive Breath and
3

Ordinary'Extracts.

They flavor as natural as fresh fray.

J

ABSOLUTELY

PURE;
(No chemicals
acids.)
Troubles i
l For III Sferasch
k
FULL MEASURE,
Pepsin Troches,
Barks,
Pepsin,
3^
(No short weight panel bottles)
j(

or

Although costing a trifle more than brands of
questionable merits, are so far superior In

Dr. Bronson’s
made from
Boots.
Gnms and
are rek
liable and effective. 25c. and 50c. a box. i
k
Of all druggists or by mail,
2
k
BRONSON CHEMICAL CO., Providence, R. I. A

$

STRENGTH and FLAVOR
much more economical to
by grocers everywhere.
them

ju4

dec!6eod2wte

Tu.Th&S

STEAM CARPET BEATIM.
OFFICE AND BOOMS AT

Foster’s Forest City Dye House,
13 PREBLE ST., OPP. PREBLE HOUSE.
This machine with steam attachments patented and in use by the leading houses throughout the United States; largest floor spice In
New England; covered teaSns; no charge for
trucking; Carpets cleansed in any kind of
weather at all seasons of the year.

LACE CURTAINS CLEANSED EVERY DAY j
SPECIAL TELEPHONE
CONNECTION.
eodtfsa

SAVEP HER LIFE.

FIRE INSURANCL
The business and g >od will of the late firm ot

J. H. COFFIN &

CO.,

has been sold and trar.sl* red to

Hi, A. Hayliell of Charlestown,
Hass., Rescued from the Grave.
Mrs. L. A. Haskell was a dreadful sufferer
from nervous debility. Life was
gradually
Wasiintt away. She could barely wallc.
a shadow of her former self.
gBcamebut
JTomlnent unjrsicians could not help her.
Weeks ia the country were of uo avail'.
Turneu Her footsteps
sadly homeward.
Family and friends felt anxious. Thought
she mast die. A friend recommended
fa id-

Wantoll^er^TOTe^oo'i
Samaritan the hea

in
i* of need.
It rescued
her from the very brink of the
grave. Under date of Jan. 24, 1892, she
:
I
am mow
says
in very excellent health—a
living testinwmfinl to the rare Worth of
Hidd^n’^

WJasrnotlo Compound.”
tne same

85 Exchange Street.
All persons needing
hanges, transfers,
endorsements, assignments, renewals, etc., in
following companies formerly represented by
J. H. COFFIN & CO., viz:
ASTNA, HOME
INS. CO. of N. A., LANCASHIRE, GIRARD,
PEOPLE’S, are requested to call on the under
signed who haye the necessary authority to act.

They all tell

Patients improve from the
story.
dose. The flush of health returns.
vgry first
TTiey aria sqon well and strong. Our compound
is cot a sarsaparilla. Do not confound it with
such mixtures. It is a valuable all the year
'round njudlcine.
It cures nervous diseases,
paralysis, rheumatism, heart disease, diseases
of the blood, liver and
kidneys, and stomach
troubles of every name and nature. Hld-

den’* Mta&n&3to Compound
its

sells

on

merits. It dofts not require to be boomed.
tidal wins it new friends everywhere. Composed o'? carefully selected and scientifically
prepare# roots, herbs and barks, it is a natural
medicine. It cures in the natural wav. If you
try it once you wifl always recommend it. It
is th& epmanff m“$}jcfn©. Druesdsts. $t. BUY
A

(Successors to J. H. COFFIN & GO.)

Exchange

Street.
sntf

UNCERTAINTY WHICH HELPED TO

1

Mr. Clarkson
tive

TIL TRY 151s
are sick do not

no vmr conn

if

a

Reporter that Posi-

Assurances of Acceptance Would

Have

Brought Many

Secretary—Over
to Vote

Votes

to the

ex-

Five Hundred Wanted

for Him—Movements of Maine

GOODWIN,

(Lato City Engineer.)

Civil Engineer & Landscape Architect
1st National Bank

Hi50E)i SIEOIGIHE Cfl.,

Weather Observations.
are

the observations of

the

Familiar

Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday, Juno 10, taken at

Look

As

at

S p. m„ 75th meridian time, the observations for each station being given in
this order:
Temperature, direction of
the wind, state of the- weather:

the
Cork,

Household
Words.

Apollinaris
QUEEN OF TABLE

WATERS.”

“THE BEST OF ALL I

[Special to the Press.]

Minneapolis, Minn., June 10.—Benjamin Harrison, of Indiana, the President of the United States, and Whitelaw
Keid, the proprietor of the Hew York
Tribune, were today chosen to be the
President and Vice President on the
ticket of the Republican party. Ever
since last night, when the test vote on
the Alabama delegates showed that the
Harrison men were in full control of the
the result of the

situation,
balloting
largely discounted. After the convention
adjourned this morning, the anti-Harriwas

leaders
held
a
conference
which
until
two
lasted
o’clock.
With them was ex-Governor Foraker.
be
imRealizing that it would
to
nominate
possible
Blaine, the
opponents of the administration sought
to bring a new man into the field and
Governor Foraker was appealed to as
the man who could yet accomplish the
son

defeat of the President by

throwing

his in-

fluence in the direction of McKinley.
When Governor Foraker had consented,
LUO

AJlUiUD

LjV/ULOIOU^O

UlOpOiOOU.

TTlTOU

GEO. W. CHILDS.
Prop'r., PKILA. PUBLIC LEDGES, 1j
I

|

GREAT HALL.

Secure

Coolidge Received.
Paris, June 10.—Hon. T. Jefferson
Coolidge, the new American minister to
France/was received by President Carnot

'•

today.

and wife left for Bar Harbor on the 7 p.
m. train over the Boston and Maine railroad. Miss Dodge (Gail Hamilton) returned today from Hamilton whither she
went Wednesday, and accompanied Mr.
and Mrs. Blaine on their eastern trip tonight. Mr. Blaine would not consent to
be interviewed but before he left the city,
gave this conmmunication to a Journal

Blaine Forces Beaten in Numbers But

election in November. All minor differences should be merged in the duty of
every Republican to do all in his power
to elect the ticket this day nominated by
the National Republican Convention.
James G. Blaine.”

Bow Boston

THE HUB.

OHIO’S GOVERNOR

ONE OF

Papers Discuss the Convention’s Work.

nomination:

The Herald (Independent)—“We regard it as a fortunate thing for the counHe [Harrison] has not been a
try.
President but has been, within the

Seat
nitations of

intense partisanship, an
honest and upright man in office.
We
regard it as fortunate for the country,
also that politicians with less good intentions than himself have been overthrown
by his nomination.”
The Journal (Rep.) says of the nomination: “A deserved tribute to an administration which has been pure, dignified
and efficient and has won the respect and
confidence of the great conservative
forces of the country. The re-nomination of President Harrison cannot be interpreted as a personal defeat for Mr.
Blaine.
The course of the ballotthe
Blaine
ing was proof that
movement
originated not with his
friends, but with his enemios, who used
his great name and commanding popularity to aid them in ineir endeavor" to
defeat the President”

The

Trustee

Merrill, Principal

A

Purington,

President Chick and representatives of
the various classes. This evening a reception of the alumni and graduating
class of ’92 occurred at Normal Hall. It
was a very pleasant affair.
Grimmer's
Orchestra furnished music.

Thermometer...54.0
Dew Point. 37.

sewing

Humidity. 53.
Wind.......E

Velocity.11

52.
30.
56.

8W
8

90th

anniversary

of the ex-Senator’s

The city government adbirthday.
journed to pay their respects to the venerable statesman who is still
excellent health.

enjoying

CENTS.

Wolcott aroused the great audience to a
tremendous pitch of enthusiasm.
During the continuance of the demonstration, General Clarkson of Iowa and Land
Commissioner Carter were in close consultion upon the stage.
When Indiana was reached the aged
Dick Thompson of that state, still vigorous and strong despite his 83
years, attempted to utter a few words from his
The
place in the Indiana delegation.
crowd, however, would not be satisfied
until the ex-Secretary of the Navy had
walked down the aisle and ascended the
platform. He uttered but a few brief
sentences and they were full of vigor and
resounded with a note of perfect confidence in the result.
He spoke as follows :
Ex-Secretary Thompson’s Speech.
I do not intend to make a speech.

I
propose to make a nomination for the
Presidency which shall strike a chord of

sympathy
heart.

in

every

I propose

to

true

Republican

nominate for the

Presidency a man who does not seek
elevation by the detraction of any other
great Republican in the Republican
party. [Applause.] I do not propose,

THE

CONVENTION’S FAVORITES.

The

Speeches of

Spooner

and

Messrs.

Walcott, Depew,

Others—How

Mrs.

Lake

Set Thousands Cheering for the Man
From
ed

Maine—Whitelaw Reid Nominat-

at the

Evening

Session—Southern

The

ox-Speakers

Name

Promptly

With-

drawn and the Nomination Made by

The result of the vote which nominated
President Harrison yesterday follows,
Besides the votes for President Harrison,
Mr. Blaine and Mr. McKinley, four votes
were cast for Hon. T. B. Reed and one
for Hon. R. T. Lincoln.
h

2.
p

State.

chine and threw it out of the window.
One of the Jews seized an iron bar and
struck Driscoll on the head.
this

By

an

immense
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Maine. 12
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>nd attractive of face.
Senator Wolcott
it once captured the hearts of the audi-

He is always an eloquent talker
he excelled even the efforts
vhich have gained him fame in the Sen; ite.
His words, uttered with a depth of
i mce.
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;o us a matter of
! snce who shall be

1

comparative

inaifferchosen to lead the
we trust that they
vill again re-nominate their prophet of
ariff reform in order that we may dempnstrate how short a life slander and
lulumny have, that our country may repair the wrong of 18S4, and that we may
itamp with the seal of final disapprovd a policy which could lead only to impoverishment at home and which would

182

4

Press,]

crowd which filled the seats and aisles of
the convention hall this morning waited
for the routine business to be

transacted,
leaders, despite the sleepless hours
which they had passed since the convention adjourned this morning, were early
The

in their seats, hut their faces were drawn
and haggard and their eyes black and
The work that preceded the pre-

sentation of the

candidates was quietly
transacted.
At 11.15 the convention was called to
order. Prayer was offered by Eev. Dr.
Wayland Hoyt, of the First Baptist

church, Minneapolis.

case.

The question was then put and the majority report was unanimously adopted

Wliitelaw Reid was born in Ohio in 1837. Before he was 20 he had made speeches in the
Freemont campaign and has always been a Republican. He saw service in the Rebellion as
field correspondent of the Cincinnati-Commercial Gazette and served for a time as aide-decamp to Gen. Rosecrans. Ho served for three
years as librarian of tho House of Representatives. and engaged in cotton planting in Louishis
iana, embodying
experiences in a
volume entitled “After the War.”
He also
wrote “Ohio in the War,” a standard work. In
1868, at the invitation of Horace Greeley, he
became an editorial writer on the New York
Tribune, and in 1873, on Mr. Greeley’s death,
succeeded him as editor and principal owner
He declined offers of the German ministry by
Presidents Hayes and Garfield, hut became
minister to France during this administration
and served with distinction.
to repeat the history of his life
before this convention because that will
be done iu words of burning and breathing eloquence which cannot bo surpassed
in this or any other country in the

however,

world.

[Applause.]

with

Therefore,

these simple words of praise, I nominate
to this convention for the Presidency of
the United States, the warrior statesman, Benjamin Harrison of Indiana.
At the conclusion of Mr. Thompson’s
speech the demonstration of the Harrison
men came from all points of the hall.
Fred Douglas rose from liis seat in the
front row swinging his broad brimmed
white felt hat on the top of his hickory
came.
Up in the gallery, an enthusiastic
Harrison man was

shouting something
unintelligible about Tippecanoe William.
Henry Eustis, Minnesota’s fervid orator, seconded the nomination of Blaina
in a speech of unsurpassed eloquence,

brought us only contempt and dis- and then came one of those wonderful
abroad.
The welfare of our beloved party, Mr. spectacles that come in the history of
Like a maelstrom swept
Dhairman, is infinitely of greater im- conventions.
lave

......

Minneapolis, Minn., June 10.—It was
with evident impatience that the vast

heavy.

Maine would be President of the United
Mates, he raised a whirlwind of applause

Democratic hosts, but

* One member absent.
t Lincoln had one vote from a member of the
New Hampshire delegation.

to the

eeling that made them living things
fluently and forcibly and his gesures were graceful and effective. When,
vith smiling face he predicted that Mr.
lame

The greatest Republican now living
iuffercd defeat eight years ago because
he party he led and honored was torn
because fraud tripy discord, and
umphed. We meet today to undo that
vrong and present to bur uncrowned
eader the pledge of our unswerving demotion and the assurance of a victory in
November that will obliterate in his
leart and ours, the memory of past de:eat.
[Prolonged cheering.] With our
■eputation for fealty and devotion, it is

..

J.

13

19

535%

11
19

..

4%
4

28
15

1
1
9

today

vhich was renewed when he emphasized
he fact that Mr. Blaine was not seeking
.he nomination.
Senator Wolcott’s
ipeech was an eloquent tribute to Mr.
Maine. It was as follows:
Senator Wolcott’s Speech.

—

choice, 453.

[Special

1

—

—

2
2

Totals.904

Necessary for

9
8

4
4
8
20
34
30
20
22
11
8

J.O

Columbia.
Utah.
Indian Terrify-

—

_

Maryland.16

1

,—

15
8

Massachusetts. 30

accordance with the programme

£

15

26

WHITELAW REID.

5

;

>

A

ient.

mt

Alaska.
2
Alabama. 22
Arkansas.16
California. 18
Colorado. 8
Connecticut.... 12
Delaware. 6
Florida. 8
Georgia. 26
Illinois. 48
Indiana. 30
Iowa.2fi

patience to deal, preceded
presentation of the names for Presi-

p

crowd had gathered amid cheers.
This was followed by the action of those
and the situation looked serious.
The
had intended to antagonize
who
the
soon
arrived
and Driscoll was
police
on the Mormon issue.
hustled to the station house.
This report
Mr. Cullom, after
agreed
morning he appeared before the police not to delay matters consultation,
by raising a discuscaurt, being bound over to the Septem- sion on this question.
The chairman asked Mr. Cannon, of
ber term of the Supreme
Court, and also
Utah, if he desired a vote on his minorfined for drunkenness.
ity report. He said he did. The minorHis Condition Critical.
ity report was beaten by a decided maand the majority report adopted.
Livekmoise Falls, June 10.—George jority
Then on motion the delegates from
Smith, an employe of the Otis Falls Pulp Indian Territory and Alaska, were adCompany, was struck on the head by a I mitted.
Mr. Duffield of Michigan, asked that
falling log yesterday afternoou and the
Michigan delegation be allowed to
stunned. His condition is critical.
I retire for consultation.

time,

j mce had no

a

=

:

PRESIDENT HARRISON.

previously arranged, Senator Wolcott
dvanced to the platform when the state
< if Colorado was called.
He was dressily
ittired, sturdy of form, frank in manner

David Martin was announced as the
national committeeman from PennsylvaBoston, June 10.—Local foreoast for
nia, E. G. Evans from Kentucky and DaNew England for Saturday: Fair; rising
vid J. Dayton from Delaware.
-:-—
Consideration of the report on cretemperature; wind becoming southwest.
on
Driscoll
a Bender.
Joe
For Sunday, probably fair.
dentials was resumed the chair making
[Special to tlie Press.!
i Kocklanb, June 10.—Joe Driscoll, the gratifying announcement to the conthat Senator Quay had authorBocal Weather Report.
living on the point, got drunk las t night vention
and started to clean out the neighbor- ized him to say that no further opposiPortland, Mb, June 10,1892.
hood. He first visited a Jew store on tion would be made to the adoption of
the majority report in the Alabama
8 A.
Sea street where he seized a
P. M.
mar-

M.js

PRICE THREE

Acclamation.

Boston, June 10.—Local newspapers
comment thus upon the Minneapolis

...--

barometer.30.02l'29.959

witnessed, but with which the audi-

_

Delegates Who Wanted Reed of Maine—

because when I arrived here I could not
SCHOOL DAYS RECALLED.
give my personal pledge of honor that
Alumni and Teachers of Farmington NorMr. Blaine would accept if nominated.
Of course I had my own ideas, but I did
mal School Reunited,
not care to state them then. It is a wonder that we were not defeated worse than
Farmington, June 10.—Exercises at
the Normal School today included the
we are.”
“Will the fact that the President has triennial reunion of the alumni, the class
been renominated after a bitter fight lead meeting and the alumni dinner. At the
to any disruption in the party?”
huge gathering of alumni nearly every
These officers
“I can only say to yqp what I have told class was represented.
others since the ballot was taken. The were elected:
President—C. B. Chick.
men who have opposed General Harrison
Vice Presidents—W. G. Mallett, Miss Jillie
in this fight will work again a great deal H. Mayhew.
Secretary—Mrs. D. H. Hamilton.
to
see
him
elected
hearder
than those
Treasurer—A. AV. Pottle.
Executive Committee—A. F. Gammon, Miss
who have worked to see him nominated
Alice Prescott, Frank AY. Butler.
today.”
At noon the alumni, teachers and
The members of the Maine delegation friends formed a
procession at Normal
will not go home in a body. Some of the Hall and marched to Drummond Hall,
tvas
Avhere
a
dinner
served by Caterer
at
leave
delegates
midnight but the
of Portland. Nearly two bunothers will remain here or a day or two Robinson,
TV
A_A
1
A
-rv
-I
to rest after their labors.
Mr. Little- A.
Harrington was toastmaster. Toasts
field goes to Dakota before his return.
were responded to by Bev.
Hugh Elder,
wtrti ncKi

public speaking, filled the hall, although
he fact that she read her address detractid somewhat from its effect. A wrangle
petween the delegates from Alabama,
iucli as Republican conventions have of:en

J.UUUlUOUUU>

I Ht

North Carolina and Utah.
Then came a brief address by Mrs. J.
Ellen Foster, whose voice has so often
aeen heard in Washington in favor of
voman suffrage.
For the first time in
die history of the national convention a
voman stood face to face with the delegates to plead her cause. Mrs. Foster,
.vho is a matronly looking woman with a
landsome face, wore a stylish costume
)f black silk, the sombreness of which
vas relieved by a
huge bunch of La
France roses,
Her assertion that so;ial reforms should be conducted outside
>f party lines was heartily cheered, and
iloquently demonstrative was the reI iponse to her tribute
to Wyoming as a
I hate, which,
by the admission of women
o suffrage, had carried out the jprinciples on which the Republican party is
pased. He voice, accustomed to years of

Not in Enthusiasm.

Advertiser, (Republican)—“The Michigan. 28
daylight came, however, the Harrison more we think of it, the clearer it seems
18
to
us
that in the nomination of Harrison Mississippi.
forces were still at work strengthening
Missouri. 31
their lines and for the last time survey- the weak points are ephemeral and will Nebraska.16
fade away, while the
in it and Nevada. 6
ing the field. They were confident and the popular response strength
to it will grow tN. Hampshire. 8
Jersey.... 20
happy and the dispatches which passed steadily the more the issues and candi- New
New York. 72
President Harri- North Carolina. 22
between Gen. New’s headquarters here dates are discussed.
and the White House were of the son’s candidacy will have a tremendous Ohio. 408
Oregon.
weight among sober and thoughtful men, Pennsylvania..
64
pleasantest nature.
in that it involves no change next March Rhode Island..
8
The ticket is of course the
one topic
in an adminstratien, which by general South Carolina. 18
Tennessee.
24
The Republicans who have been fighting consent, is satisfactory to the country,
and under which our business, social and Texas. 30
for the President are jubilant, while
Vermont.
8
external conditions are in a wonderfully
Virginia. 24
those who have been opposed to him are
West
state.
12
Virginia..
satisfactory
not saying
The Globe (Democratic) says: “If the Wisconsin.... 24
anything except in praise
South Dakota..
8
Democrats
could
have
named
the
the
General
Repubof
nominees.
6
North Dakota..
Clarkson, iican
candidate tnemsoives, with a view
Montana.
6
chairman of the national committee, said
.8
strictly to increasing their own chances Washington..
to your correspondent tonight: “When of
Idaho. 6
sweeping the country next November Wyoming. 6
I came here last week I know that there they could liardly have done any better. Arizona.
2
It is a nomination that will chill the New Mexico... 6
were over 500 delegates who wanted to
2
Oklahoma.
to
the marrow.”
Republican masses
vote for Mr. Blaine. I know he lost 75
Dist.
2

Boston, 50°, E, cloudy; New York, 68°, Weather.(Jl’dles Cl’dies
SE, partly cloudy; Philadelphia, 6-1°, E, Mean daily ther.. .54.0|Max. vel. wind... 24 SW
partly cloudv; Washington, 60°, NE, Maximum ther. .58.0|Total precip... .0.
cloudy; Albany, 68°, N, cloudless; Buffa- Minimum ther... 01.0,
lo, 66°, NE. 'cloudless; Detroit, 72°, SE,
Mr. Bradbury’s Ninetieth Birthday.
cloudless; Chicago, 72°, SE, cloudless;
St. Paul, 68°, calm, cloudy; St. Vincent,
Augusta, June 10.—Hon. J. IV.
72°, B, cloudy; Huron, So. Dale., 64°, E,
rain: Bismarck, 68°, NE, cloudy; Jack- Bradbury’s residence was thronged with
callers all day, the occasion being the
sonville, 76, SE, cloudy.
Minister

CONSIDER APOLLINARiS.”

,

Mass.

lstplvcB

The following

“THE

Ssehitypcrt,

mar 14

Building:.
eodti

apll

to

MEMORABLE SCENES IN THE

10.—Ex-Secretary Blaine

COMMENT FROM

Delegates.

nnn

delay. Try

Tells

Probably Two Fair Days.

WILLIAM A.

Nom-

inated on the First Ballot.

representative:
“The resolution, energy and persistence which marked the proceedings of
the convention at Minneapolis, will, if
turned against the common foe, win the

DEFEAT THE MAINE MAN.

—

_
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35

the Blaine Forces

Says

Will do

In the White House.
Manufacture of glue.
Advertisements.
Everything adulterated.

Office,

Mr. Clarkson

CANCER!!!

mar29

Ex-Secretary I-eft Boston for Bar
Evening—He Declined to
Be Interviewed Bot Wrote a Statement

Harbor Bast
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lonor

portance than the nomination or vindica^
ion of any man within its ranks, and
vhen the roll of states is called, I believe
t will be remembered that the obligaions of t.hn nffion n.ro vonrnH caIpW lw
the faithful performance of its duties.
Manhood and independence are not forleited among good men for the emolunents and honors of public
station.
Loud
Our
candidate had
cheers.]
iever been President of the
United
States. He will be. [Vociferous cheerng\] But if he has not yet occupied that
ligli office he has, by

His Devotion to His Party
made Republican presidents possible. He
las guided two administrations with liis
sagacity and faithfulness. We are respected and honored abroad and we owe

t to his statecraft. There is no public
since the days of reconstruction
which has tended to the advancement of
mr country with which his name has not
been identified. When the history of
this generation of the Republic shall have
been written, his name will stand foremost among statesmen.
The best gifts of the world are not to
those who seek them. [Applause.] For
my part, 1 rejoice that the opportunity is
given to me to cast my vote for a nominee who seeks everything for his country
and nothing for himself. [Cheers.] The
same devotion to the nation’s welfare j
which has guided him in his public life
Eor nearly a generation insnres his acceptance of any duty which this convention
may impose upon him.
[Applause.]
For many months, there lias been an
apprehension in the public mind respecting his health and strength. It is gratifying to be able to state that the fears
which moved us were groundless. For
our country’s sake and his own, we could
measure

wish lie were again the young and ardent
leader whose light has flared in countless
battles and that his youtli could be renewed like the eagle’s. [Cheers.]
And
so, Mr. Chairman, in the hour when victory is at hand, we turn to the intrepid
leader who shaped for this party the policy which lilted it above danger of further defeat. To those of us who belong
to the younger elements of the party who
are content to follow and not to lead, he
stands our ideal and our inspiration. With
loving faith and trust that Providence
will long spare him to the people whose
grateful homage he lias earned and
whose affectionate devotion he possesses.
We pledge our unfaltering and loyal
support to James G. Blaine.
The magnificent oratory of Senator

the miehtv enthusiasm.

Ho man

sat near another man knew what

who

words

his fellow’s lips so great was
the pandemonium of noise.
There was
No
nothing that could stand before it.
human barrier could stem the tide. The
cheers were not to be stilled by tbe
band which was drowned as a sea would
drown a people.
Every possible demonstration that man could make was made.
The highest place in the auditorium that
men could reach by climbing they reached and waved their gonfalons of victory.
And now happened the strangest thing
ever seen in any national convention.
One woman literally stampeded nearly
twelve thousand people. Mrs. Carson
Lake, the beautiful wife of a New York
newspaper man, arose in the throng back
of the speaker’s stand and waved her
snowy parasol, all the while shouting as
if carried away by a frantic feeling of delight. Two or three other ladies near
her caught the infection of her wild enthusiasm. The gyrations of the white
parasol attracted attention even among
the thousand and one demonstrations in
the vast hall. Presently she opened her
umbrella and its snowy disc became
were on

Continued
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face to face with what Democracy and its practices were. The great
names which have adorned the roll of the
Republican statesmen and soldiers are
potent and popular. The great meas-

brought us

ures
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conspicuous than the flags, the
handkerchiefs and the waving hats that
surrounded it.
Hundreds of people
around her began to shout and cheer
more

and

their

communicated

outbursts

of

a current

electricity

to

every soul

gathered beneath the timbered roof.
When ex-Speaker Reed, who had been
sitting almost phlegmatically in his
chair, first arose and then swung his hat
and finally, when some one handed him
a flag, raised his mighty arm and swung
it in the air perhaps in all the scene this
was the strongest thing of all.
Some
one in the gallery began the cry. of
“Blaine, Blaine, James G. Blaine.”
The great sound spread like wild fire.
With the splendid swinging of concerted
movement, it swept back and forth,
up and down the auditorium.
Senator Washburn, ordinarily so dignified and precise, apparently
lost
all
control
of
himself
and
and
down
the
pranced
up
front of the platform yelling the refrain
at the top of his voice. Men swung their
hats upon their canes while others lifted
chairs into the air and with a strength
that was born of the excitement of the
moment swung them around their heads
as if they had been
made of paper.
Thousands of handkerchiefs moved with
the precision of a military company to
the musical chant of
name.

the

Maine

Whenever the crowd

loo.

man’s

seemed to
^r„

waved her parasol more furiously than
ever and urged the throng to renewed
exhibitions of its frenzy.
Minutes
passed and still the demonstration did
not cease.
From its flagdraped platform, up near the roof the band
send
forth the strains of a poputo
began
lar song but the crowd resented at this
and only howled and yelled the louder.
Twice did Gov. McKinley leave his chair
and attempt to still the pandemonium by
This action
noisy raps with his gavel.
was greeted with many hisses and by
more determined efforts on the part of
the crowd to prolong the demonstration.
In the Illinois delegation, a burly farmer
mounted upon his chair and apparently
made a speech but so overpowering was
the noise in the hall that he presented
the ludicrous appearance of an automaton who was doing nothing but moving
liis mouth and making signs.
In the
climax of the wild scene somebody
handed Mrs. Lake a picture of Blaine on
a star of
colored tissue papers.
With
this she made her way from her seat
down to the reporter’s platform but soon
returned to her seat and a few moments
later the cyclone was over.
It was \yith
a sense of relief that the thousands of
participants and spectators in this scene
subsided into something like order and
listened to an address by a colored delegate from Mississippi, seconding the
nomination of Blaine.
Then came the brilliant orator. Chauncey M. Depew, in an address marked by
nobility of language and with the resounrl
of eloquence in every phrase. He seconded the nomination of President Harrison. It was an earnest, thoughtful,
convincing tribute to the present administration and added many laurels to those
already won by New York’s famous
uujiei'.

vv

u«u

ue

gave

lu

xne

.rresiaenL

the full credit for everything which this
administration has achieved, and when
he spoke of the grand and magnanimous
treatment which Benjamin Harrison has
shown to his subordinates, there was
something of a sensation in the hail

which

was

repeated when he injected

into his speech Blaine’s much quoted letter to Garfield. Mr. Depew spoke as fol-

lows :

of the

Republican party

are

still the

best part of the history of the century.
The unequalled and unexampled story of
Republicanism in its progress and its
achievements stands unique in the record
of parties in governments which are free.
But wre live in practical times, facing
practical issues whioh affect the business,
the wages, the labor and the prosperity
of today. The campaign will be won or
lost, not upon the bad record of James
K. Polk, or of Franklin Pierce, or of
James Buchanan; not upon the good record of Lincoln, or Grant, or of Arthur, or
of Hayes, or of Garfield. It will be won
or lost upon the
policy, foreign and domestic, the industrial measures, and the
dministrative acts of the
Administration of Benjamin Harrison.

Whoever receives the nomination of
this convention will run upon the judgment of the people as to whether they
have been more prosperous and more
happy, whether the country has been in
a better condition at
home, and stood
more honorably abroad under these last
four years of Harrison and Republican
administration than during the preceding four years of Cleveland and Democratic government. Not since Thomas
Jefferson has any administration been
called upon to face and solve so many or
such difficult problems as those which
have been exigent in our condition. No
administration since the organization of
the government has ever met difficulties
better

or

more

to the

satisfaction of the

American people. Chili has been taugfi;
that no matter how small the
antagonist,
no community can with
safety insult the
flag or murder American sailors. Germany and England have learned in Samoa
that the United States has become one of
».*JV
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HUUU,

axxu.
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how mighty the adversary, at every sacrifice American honor will be maintained.
The Behring Sea question, which was
tlie insurmountable obstacle in the diplomacy of Cleveland and of Bayard, lias
been settled upon a basis which sustains
the American position, until arbitration

shall have determined our right. The
dollar of the country has been placed and
kept on the standard of commercial nations. and a convention has been agreed
upon with foreign governments, which
by making bi-metallism the policy of all
nations, may successfully solve our financial problems.
The tariff, tinkered with
and trifled with to the serious disturbance of trade and disaster to business
since the days of Washington, has been
courageously embodied into a code which
has preserved the principle of ghe protection of American industries. To it has
been added a beneficent policy, supplemented by beneficial treaties and wise
diplomacy, which has opened to our farmers and manufacturers the markets of
other countries.
The navy lias been
builded upon lines which will protect
American citizens and American interests and the American flag all over the
world. The public debt has been reduced. The maturing bonds have been
paid off. The public credit lias been
maintained. The burdens of taxation
have been lightened. Two hundred millions of currency have been added to the
people’s money without disturbance of
the

exchanges.

Unexampled prosperity

has crowned wise laws and their wise administration. The main question which
divides us is to whom does the credit of
all this

belong.

Orators may stand upon this platform
more able and more eloquent than I, who
_

1.
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they
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cannot put in more earnest
the affection and admiration of
can for our

Dibtingnislied ex-Secretary
I

yield

to

no

Republican,

UUU

thought
Republi-

of State.
no

matter

from what state he hails, in admiration
Speech
Cbauncey M. Depew.
and respect for John Sherman, for GovMr. President and Gentlemen of the Con- ernor McKinley, for Thomas B. Reed,
for Iowa’s great son, the favorites
vention:
Illinois, Wisconsin and Michigan;
It is the peculiarity of Republican Ra- of
but when I am
told
that
the
tional conventions that each one of them
credit for the brilliant diplomacy of this
has a distinct and interesting history. administration
belongs exclusively to the
We are here to meet conditions and solve Secretary of State, for the administration
of its finances to the
Secretary of the
problems which make this gathering not
Treasury, for the construction of its ships
only an exception to the rule, but sub- to the Secretary of the Navy, for the
instantially a new departure. That there troduction of American pork in
Europe
should be strong convictions and earn- to the
Secretary of Agriculture, for the
of Hon.

est

expression as to preferences and settlement, so far as it is settled, of the
politics, is characteristic of the right of currency question to Senator
John Sherindividual judgment, which is the fundaman, for the formulation of the tariff
mental
principle of Republicanism. laws to Governor McKinley, for the reThere have been occasions when the re- moval of the restrictions
placed by forsult was so sure that the delegates could
eign nations upon the introduction of
freely indulge in the charming privilege American poi k, to our Ministers at Paris
of favoritism and of friendship. But the
and Berlin, I am tempted to seriously insituation which now confronts us dequire who. during the last four vears,
mands the exercise of dispassionate
judg- has been President of the United States
ment and our best thought and experianyhow. Caesar, when he wrote those
ence.
We cannot venture on uncertain commentaries
which were the history of
ground, or encounter obstacles placed in the conquests of Europe under his
leaderthe pathway of success by ourselves.
ship modestly took the position of Aoenes
The Democratic party is now
when
he
divided,
said. “They are the narrative
but the hope of the possession of power of events the
whole of which I saw and
once more will make it, in the final batthe part of which I was.”
tle, more aggressive, determined and unGeneral Thomas as the “Rock of Cliickscrupulous than ever. It starts with 15 arnauga” occupies a place in our
nistory
States
secure
without an effort, by with Leonidas
among the Greeks, except
■nrocesses which a.rA n. trn.vpsf
that lie succeeded where Leonidas failed.
ular government, and which, if continued The
fight of Joe Hooker above the clouds
long enough, will paralyze institutions was the poetry of battle. The resistless
founded upon popular suffrage. It has rush of Sheridan and his
steed down the
to win ten more States in a fair
fight, Valley of the Shenandoah, is the epic of
States which in the vocabulary of politics our
civil war. The march of Sherman
are denominated' doubtful.
The Repub- from Atlanta to the sea is the
supreme
lican party must appeal to the conscience
triumph of gallantry and strategy. It
and the judgment of the individual voter fietracts
Irom
the
nothing
splendor or
IT

imATi

rvfVn

in every State in the Union. This is in
accordance with the principles upon
which it was founded, and the
objects
for which it contends. It lias
accepted
the issue before and fought it out with
an

extraordinary continuance of

suc-

cess.

The conditions of Republican victory
from 1860 to 1880 were
Created by Abraham Lincoln
and U. S. Grant. They were created
that the saved Republic should be run by
its saviours—the
emancipation of the
slaves; the reconstruction of the States,
the reception of those who had fought to
destroy the Republic back into the fold,

the merits of the deeds of his lieutenants
to say that having selected them with
marvellous sagacity and discretion, Grant
still remains the supreme commander of
the national army.
All the proposed acts of any administration before they are formulated are
passed upon in cabinet council and the
measures and suggestions of the ablest
secretaries would have failed with a
lesser President but for the great good
of the country and the benefit of the

Republican party they have succeeded
suggestive mind, the incomitable courage, the intelligent appreciation of situations and the grand magnanimity of Benjamin Harrison. It is an
fact that during the few
without penalties or punishments, and to undisputed
months when both the Secretary of State
an equal
share with those who
had and the
Secretary of the Treasury were
saved the nation, in the solemn obligaill, the President personally assumed the
tion
and
inestimable
privilege of duties of the State Department and of
American citizenship.
They were the the Treasury Department and both with
embodiment into the Constitution of
equal success. The Secretary of State,
principles for which two millions in accepting his portfolio
under President
of
men
had fought and half
a
Garfield jwrote: “Your administration
million had died. They were the restoramust be made brilliantly successful and
tion of public credit, the resumption of
strong in the confidence and pride Eof the
specie payments, and the prosperous people not at all
its energies for
condition of solvent business for 25 years. re-election and diverting
yet compelling that reThey were names with which to conjure, sult by the logic of events
and by the imand events fresh in the public mind which
perious necessities of the situation.”
were eloquent with popular enthusiasm.
Garfield fell before the bullet of the asIt needed little else than a recital of the sassin and Mr. Blaine
retired to private
glorious story of its heroes and a state- life. General Harrison invited him
to
ment of the achievements of the Republi- take
up that unfinished diplomatic career
can party to retain the confidence of the
where its thread had been so tragically
people.
broken. He entered the Cabinet.
He
But from the desire for a change which resumed
his work and lias won a higher
is characteristic of free governments there
in
our
place
history. The prophecy he
came a reversal, there came a check to
make for Garfield has been superbly
the progress of the Republican party
Fulfilled t»y President Harrison.
and four years of Democratic administration. Those four years largely relegated
to the realm of history past issues, and

Hon. John C’ Spooner’s Speech,
Mr President and Gentlemen of the Convention:
The preliminaries are settled and it is
to win, must carry a certain well known
number of the doubtful states. Patrick a relief that we are at last face to face
Henry, in the convention which started with the great duty which we came here
the rolling of the ball of the independ- to perform.
That the action of this
ence of the colonies from Great Britain,
body, composed of representative men
said: “I have but one lamp by which my who
love the Republican party, and seek
feet are guided, and that is the lamp of
experience. I know of no way of judg- to promote its success for its record and
ing of the future but by the past. New its principles, will be deliberate, though
York was carried in 1880 by General Gar- truthful and patriotic, and such as to sefiele and in every important election cure for it the approval of those who sent
since that time we have done our best. us here, cannot well be doubted.
We have put forward our ablest, our
National Republican Conventions have
most popular, our most brilliant leaders not been accustomed to make mistakes.
for Governor and State officers, to suffer That which met at Chicago in 1888 made
constant defeat. The only light which no mistake when it entrusted the honor
illumines with the sun of hope the dark and responsibility of leadership to Bon
record of those twelve years, is the fact jamin Harrison of Indiana. He quickly
that in 1888 the State of New York was proved himself an ideal candidate and a
triumpantly carried by President Harri- leader who led. Millions of hostile and
son.
He carried it then as a gallant eager eyes searched his whole life in vain
soldier, a wise senator, a statesman who for spot or blemish. On the march and
inspired confidence by his public utter- in the battle no man rode before him.
ances in daily speech from the commencCalm, dignified and wise, each day
ment of the canvass to its close. He brought from his lips a deliverance in
still has all these claims and in addition itself a perfect
platform, unexcelled for
an administration beyond criticism and
grace of diction, power of epigrammatic
rich with the elements of popularity with statement and the spirit of true elowhich to carry New Ycrk.
Ancestry quence. He imbued the party with rehelps in the Old World and ^handicaps in newed vigor and strength and intrepidly
the new. There is but one distinguished led it to
victory. His friends bring his
example of ;a son first overcoming the name into tins convention proudly conlimitations imposed by the prominent scious that the record which he has made
fame of his father and then rising above needs not to be
supplemented by words
it and that was when young Pitt became of advocacy., He has been from the
day
greater than Chatham. With an ances- of his inauguration, what the people
tor a signer of the Declaration of Inde- elected him to
the
President
of
the
be,
pendence |and another who saved the United States. He has given to the
Northwest from savagery and gave it to country an administration which, for
civilization and empire and who was also ability, efficiency, purity and patriotism
President of the United States, a poor challenge without fear, comparison with
and unknown lawyer of Indiana lias risen any which (has
preceded it since the
by his unaided efforts to such distinction roundation of the government. He has
lawvfii'
cnlrliAv cta+pcmnn nnrl
been free from variableness or shadow of
President that he reflects more credit on turning in his devotion to the principles
his ancestors than they have devolved of the Republican
party and to the reupon him and presents in American his- demption of the pledges made bv it to
tory the parallel of the younger Pitt. the peopJe. He has stood for the proBy the grand record of a wise and popu- tection of American industries and the
lar administration, by the strength gained interests of American wage-workers and
in frequent contact of the people, in won- placed with
alacrity the seal of his apderfully versatile and felicitous speech, proval upon the great tariff bill of the
the
claims
a
life
in
ana
of
by
pure
public
Fifty-first Congress, which has outridden
in the simplicity of a typical American the flood of misrepresentation which
home 1 nominate Benjamin Hairison.
swept over it as did the Ark the deluge
The eloquent peroration which Mr. of old and now rests upon a foundation
as solid as Mount Ararat.
He chamDepew delivered with impressive force pioned and promoted, by every means in
evoked a repetition of the scenes which harmony with the dignity of his great
had just been enacted in honor of the office, the adoption of
The She me of Reciprocity
late Secretary of State.
Somewhere in
the rear of the hall, somebody brought which, as enacted, has found favor with
forth from its hiding place an enormous our people, not limited to the South
picture of|Hamson,life size and gorgeous- American republics or bartering the inly decorated with red, white and blue terests of one industry for the benefit of
streamers. It was borne to the speaker’s another bv the free admission of competitive
but compelling fair treatplatform on the shoulders of a dozen ment products,
by all governments of our people
men and the sight acted like an intoxand our products under penalty of comicant to the friends of the President. As mercial retaliation.
if by magic, there appeared in front of
Openly friendly to the use of silver,
as one of the coin metals of the country,
the “hall
the
velvet banner of the
under conditions which shall surely
Chicago Blaine Club bearing a portrait maintain it at a parity with gold and
of Mr. Blaine.
This was carried down striving to secure by international agreethe aisle amid the yells of the Blaine ment the existence of those conditions,
sliouters and when the two pictures were he stands nevertheless as firm as the
brought together to Chairman McKin- granite which underlies the continent
ley's side, the scene was one of wildness against a policy which would debase the
gone wild.
currency of the people. Nor did he forget or disregard the solemn pledge of the
Hnge Bed, White and Blue Flumes
Republican party that “every citizen,
were brought into the hall and added
rich or poor, native or foreign horn,
their color to the picture. Presently white or black” is entitled at every public
free ballot and to
both pictures were taken out of the hall, election to cast one
have that ballot honestly counted and
their exit being attended with renewed
returned.
faithfully
With a skill, dignity and
demonstrations, but even with their discourage
which
has compelled the admiration of
appearance the ovation to the President
friend and foe alike, ho has
political
did not cease. A young woman of 20, caused it to he nmlerstnnd thvnmyTirtut.
who had been sitting near Maj. Huxford the world that the American
flag repreWashington in the space reserved for the sents a government which has the power
national committee, endeavored to outdo and the will to protect the American unithe actions of Mrs. Lake and gave utter- fonn and American interests at all hazance to a
series of
piercing yells, ards everywhere, whether assailed by
made more conspicuous hy striking peppery neighbors to the southward of
her mouth by her fan throughout her us, or by the
diplomacy or power [of
After
five minutes she Great Britain.
screaming.
sank back in her
seat
exhausted,
Every interest of the people has had
only to be succeeded by a man in the his hest care and his best thought, and
Nebraska delegation, whose ear-splitting he stands before the country today well
cries would have put a calliope to shame
approved, and universally acknowledged
A man with a musical instrument that to be a man of transcendent
ability, of
a
forth
noise
much
like
the
gave
very
extraordinary capacity for the discharge
moan of a sick cow, added his contribuof executive duty, of exalted patriotism
tion to the din, while still another enthu- and lofty purposes, who wonlcl not for a
siastic man rang a huge dinner bell with unanimous re-nomination
by this conincessant vigor.
Elliott F. Shepard, vention and a re-election by the people,
standing upon a chair, seemed to have swerve one liair’s-breadth in any matter
and the black-whiskered of duty, great or small, from what he begone daft,
O’Brien, the commissioner of naviga- lieves to be just aud right. It is said
incited
the New York delegation against him that he has made
tion,
enemies,
into participating in the excitement. For and it is
evidently true. So did Washa few minutes the crowd shouted and
so
did
so
did Lincoln,
ington,
Jackson,
cheered and indulged in every manifesta- so did Grant, so did Garfield, and so did
tion of frenzied enthusiasm.
Arthur.
When ex-Senator Warner Miller ascendBut this convention will not mistake
ed the platform, it was very plain to see the lamentations of the
disappointed
that it was the purpose of the anti-Har- for
risons to endeavor to create an impresThe Voice of the “Plain People”,
sion in the minds of the delegates that it
This argument against him overestiwould not be safe to nominate Harrison
as aew xoi'K was aiviaeci
against; mm. mates the importance of individuals and
The Blaine crowd, specially appreciating underestimates
the intelligence and patthis, gave him a hearty cheer when he riotism of the masses.
They will not be
asserted that he represented a majority
of the New York delegation and, as he beguiled into the belief that the object
believed, a vast majority of the Republi- of the government is the bestowal of
office. They care little for the ambition
cans of New York state.
Representative Chatham of North Caro- of leaders or whether John Smith selina seconded Harrison’s nomination in a cures an office this month, next month or
They do not demand of a
speech which was well framed and effect- not at all.
President that he shall be able to please
ly delivered.
Foraker sat significantly silent when every one. They want good government.
Ohio was called, although the crowd, j-jiyy uumiiuu nonesty, aomty ana inunaware of the deal which had been
dustry and purity in public and private
made, cried loudly for a speech from life and all this they have had in Benjahim.
From this time, the speeches lost min Harrison. We place him before this
interest.
Delegate Boyd, of Tennessee, convention as one who can bear and will
a young colored man spoke in behalf of
bear, whether nominated or not, for he
Blaine and a bearded man from Wyom- is a Republican, his full share in the naing gave the first touch of comedy by a tional contest which today is to begin.
speech in which he mingled classical The Republicans of every state save one
allusion and bad grammer with a comical in convention assembled have endorsed
manner of delivery.
administration.
After his first sen- with enthusiasm his
tence in which he told the audience that Upon that administration and its record
of efficiency and achievement the Repub“I came from one of the far oif
states, lican
which is many miles from here,” he
party is to win, if at all, in the

logic of events and the imperious necessities of the situation.”
The man who is nominated here today,
the

Likened

because of the

In the language of Mr. Blaine, “the
President has compelled a re-election by

Depew to Demosthenes

and then launched upon a eulogy of
Blaine that was so rhetorical that it was
ridiculous.
When he paid his tribute to
rose
Depew, Elliot Shepard
with
and
great
gravity
grasping Depew’s hand congratulated him upon
the distinction thrust upon him by the
The New Yorker blushed
parallel.
deeply and the vast audience, convulsed
with laughter, cheered the little scene
with much vigor.
The speaker, continuing, grew somewhat tiresome and was

interrupted

with
cries
of
“Time,”
“time.” Chairman McKinley came to
his relief by stating that there was no
limit to the time of nomination speeches

and that every gentleman was entitled to
respectful hearing. The grateful Westerner testified his appreciation
by turning to Mr. McKinley and telling him to
make no pledges, and that when four
years more rolled around, he would be
the invincible candidate of the Republican

party.

There is nothing
coming campaign.
persuasive iu the assertion that those
so
who
approve
enthusiastically
an
will
withadministration

hold
man

their
from
the
approval
who is responsible for it, and who

has largely made it. Put him again at
the head of the column. Place again in
his hand the banner of Republicanism
and he will carry it aggressively all the
time to the
front, and he will lead us
again to victory. There will be irresistible power and inspiration in the knowledge which pervades the people, that so
long as he is President there is one at the

helm who, whatever betides us, at home
or abroad, will
bring to the solution of
every question, to the execution of every policy, and to the performance of
every duty, a splendid and disciplined intellect, absolute rectitude of purpose, an

unfaltering desire to conserve every interest of every
section, a self poise which
is a sure safeguard
or misagainst hasty

taken judgment and a patriotism which
never has
wavered, either in peace or in
war.

'•’he Balloting Begun.

The last speech for President Harrison
rl he convention had now reached the
made by Senator Spooner of Wisconsin.
Ilis eloquent tribute to the crisis of its deliberations. There seemed
President was listened to with marked to be
something unusually impressive in
attention by the tired delegates.
i the sight of Major McKinley when, with
was

formality, lie announced that the
now
would
invention
proceed
to vote for
presidential candidates.
l'he shout of approval from the galleries
was followed
by scenes of confusion on
die floor, where the chairmen of the
treat

ielegations

polling the individual
Platt, Foraker, Wolcott and
were

members.
the
other
anti-Harrison
men
gathered about Senator Quay for final
consultation and instructions.
Alaska and IndianTerritory were granted votes, and then, amidst a silence that
was a marked contrast to the hurricane
of sound that had
swept across the hall,
the secretary commenced to call the roll,
l'he anti-Harrison men in Alabama began to carry out their arrangement with
the opposition leaders
by voting for Governor
McKinley, who sat with an atosolutely expressionless face and listened to
the announcement that seven votes had
been cast for him
by the first delegation
in the list.
It was significant that in
this delegation, the first to be called.
Harrison showed a gain over the test
vote of last
night, a gain that steadily
increased as the states were called
When Illinois was reached, the accuricy of its announced vote was

questioned

ind the delegates were polled with the
result of a gain of one for the President.
Ln nearly
every state, as the call proceedid, the figures in the President’s column
increased in a far greater ratio than in
the column of the others. Col. Buffield
isked when Michigan was reached that

emainder of the states had been called,
'liis suggestion was at once acceded to
* nd Governor McKinley resumed the
hair. Even now the friends of Blaine
c id not desert him in the face of
a for1 jrn hope, Tho ex-Secretary got no less
han six in Tennessee and Washington
) nd 13 in Virginia, Of course the DisJ rict of Columbia, through Perry Carson,
c ast its two votes for Blaine.
A few minutes later the vote was anI ounced and the nomination made unanmous.
The convention then adjourned
ill this evening.
r
i

me uaio

aeiesrarion.

gation.

“The chair overrules the point of orsaid Governornor McKinley, “and

der,”

asks the secretary of the convention to
call the roll.”
Another ovation fell to the lot of the
Governor of Ohio, this time, however,
from the Harrison delegates, in admiration of his loyal support of the President. There was no noise throughout
the hall as the secretary of the convention calmly turned the leaves until the
roll of the Ohio delegation was reached
and called the first name of the list, William McKinley, Jr.

‘‘i Vote for Benjamin Harrison,”
said the great protectionist. The cheers
that resounded through the hall were
quieted only when the object of all this
enthusiasm waved his gavel deprecatingly to restore order.
“Joseph B. Foraker,” shouted the
clerk, and there was a breathless
pause,

“William McKinley, Jr.,” said the exGovernor.
This time it was Foraker, who for his loyalty to the governor of
his state, deserved the plaudits of the
multitude. Name after name was called
and when the end of the roll was reached
the state gave one vote to Benjamin Harrison and 45 votes for William McKinley,
Jr., a loss of one vote to the President by reason of the polling of the
delegation. One of the Harrison dele(TiltAg

Vl n rl rAAAncirJni'Ofl
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The Governor’s alternate, it
Kinley.
was discovered, had on the first ballot
actually voted for Harrison in obedience
to the request of Gov. McKinley, although the latter doubltess supposed he
had disobeyed this injunction and voted
for his chief.
A moment

later, when North Carolina
called, Harrison had four more votes
than he had last night.
There was intense excitement when, upon the request
of Senator Quay, a poll was taken of the
The result
Pennsylvania delegation.
showed that Chris Magee, of
Pittsburg,
who had promised Gen. New and the
other Harrison managers seventeen votes
could more than redeem his promise for
18 were added from that state to the
President’s column.
The excitement
now grew intense but the hitherto almost unbearable suspense began to
give
way to a belief that nothing could prevent the nomination of the President
He now lacked only about 50 votes of a
majority of the convention and there
were nearly 20 states and territorities
yet
to be called. Khode Island gave him
five and South Carolina added 13. The
South Dakota delegates came to him in a
body, although they had been divided
last night, and Tennessee came forward
was

with

17, only seven less than its entire
The President now only
delegation.
needed eight votes and a colored delegate
from Texas stood out in the aisle eager
to nll&ke the nomination certain.

“Texas

gives for President Harrison,” he said,
“twenty-two and”-

He was never allowed to conclude his
sentence.
Here and there the delegates
who had been keeping as close a
tally as
the official reporters saw that the Presidenl’s success had, after a
long and bitter fight, been assured. Unable to restrain their enthusiasm,
they began to
cheer.
That was all the signal that the
waiting crowd needed, and then occurred
for the third time within a few hours,
another of those ebullitions of uncontrollable enthusiasm which makes every
national convention memorable. Elliot
Shepard climbed up on the platform and
McKinley tumbled rather than walked
down the stairs leading to the floor.
Mounting the chair, he waved his hand
for quiet while Mr. Shepherd pounded
with the gavel. Mr. McKinley moved to
make the nomination unanimous, but to
this Senator Wolcott objected until the

of the Nomination.
m

..

A SHORT SPEECH TO THE NEWS-

PAPER MEN.

Vliitelaw Reid Nominated for Vice President.

Minneapolis, Minn., June 10.—At the
< vening session Governer McKinley said:
‘The order of business is the presenta-

Ihe

>f
i he
<

a

state

distinguished

citizen

of

of

Greely.”

[Applause.]

Governor Bulkeley of Connecticut said:
“For a sister state, one
closely allied to
the State of New York, at the request of
the
Connecticut delegation,
I
am
here
to
second the nomination of
I
Whitelaw Reid.
am
pleased to
issure the Republicans assembled here
n this convention that while we
appear;d here on this floor today in favor
if another candidate than the one you
lave
selected for the presidency of
;he United States you will find in the
Republicans of Connecticut the same
loyalty and same energetic endeavor for
success which we gave Harrison four
years ago.
The chairman—“Is there any further

nomination?”
Mr. Hutchinson of West Virginia—
“Mr. Chairman, I ask that the nominaition of Mr. Reid be made by acclamation. The motion was seconded.
Mr.
Settle
of
in
Tennesse,
brief
nominated
exspeech,
Reed
of
inMaine,
speaker
sisting that the Southern states should
have some recognition.
He eulogized
Mr. Reed and characterized him as one
if the grandest characters in American

politics.

C. B. Louthan, of Virginia, seconded
the nomination.
Subsequently these men both admitted
that they had no word from Mr. Reed
that he would accept and they therefore
withdraw Tits rmiTja
The rules were suspended and "Whitelaw Reid was unanimously ™™*iinated

by

acclamation.
The usual thanks of the convention were
voted to Chairman McKinley, Secretary
Johnson, Sergeant-at-Anns Meek and all
ether officers, as well as to the citizens
ef Minneapolis.
A committee of one
from each state was appointed to notify
lie nominees.
The convention then adjourned with great cheering.

Queer Treatment of an American.
The Hollanders have queer ideas of
executing the law, especially in the colonies, and their knowledge of international comity is so attenuated as to be
almost imperceptible. Captain Carpenter, the commander of the whaling vessel Costa Rica Packet, while on a whaling cruise last fall was arrested at Macassar.
The Dutch refused to tell him
what he was arrested for, kept him in
prison for a month and then released
bim. He ascertained that he was accused of piracy committed in 1887, when
be picked up a small waterlogged and
abandoned vessel thirty miles from land
and removed the few cases of goods that
were found on board of her to his own
ship as salvage. The government of
New South Wales is corresponding with
the Dutch government, and Captain
Carpenter demands pecuniary redress
for personal indignities and remuneration for the loss of the whole whaling
season.

Things That Annoy a Diver.
The diver, as the reader may imagine,
rets many scares when below. A fifteen
toot shark, magnified by the water and
making a beeline for one, is sufficient to
make the stoutest heart quake, in spite
)f the assertion that sharks have never
been known to attack a man in dress.
Neither is the sight of a large turtle
somforting when one does not know exactly what it is, and the coiling of a 6ea
snake around one’s legs, although it has
mly one’s hands to bite at, is, to say the
east, unpleasant.—H. P. Whitmarsh in

Century.
German railway officials are experimenting with rails made of paper, which
we said to be as superior to steel rails as
paper car wheels are to those made of
xon.

the

Bulletins

were

Received

Kept Tally,

Then

They and the Reporters Tendered Con-

ion of candidates

for Vice President,
'he secretary will call the roll of the
6 tates and territories.”
The clerk proeeded until New York was reached.
Jhairman O’Connor, of New York, said:
‘At a meeting of the New York delegat ion I was designated as chairman and intructed by
a
unanimous
vote of
he delegation to present the
name
*

Scenes

—Cabinet Officers

<

1

This generous action ofHie ex-governor
towards a man who but recently had
been identified with the opposrtlan (notion in the state of Ohio, evokedt 5. the
better impulses of the vast audience and
Harrison, as well as Blaine and McKinley
delegates, found themselves cheering the
generosity of the chairman of the dele-

How tlie President Heard the News

rlE EVENING SESSION.

New York
in
nomilation for Vice President. As you
; ,11 know a great majority of the New
fork delegates since the opening of this
iju khcd uirne to
out
tms
( onvention have
was
been working very
comer,
denied. He created the first genuine i trenuously for the nomination of a cansensation of the roll call by
announcing < lidate that this convention in its wisdom
that 19 of Michigan’s 28 votes would go < lid not see fit to sanction, but I want to
to McKinley. There was wild
applause i lotify the Bepublican delegates from
it this announcement, which was
repeat- < very part of the United States that a
sd when New York added ten votes more 1
arge majority subordinates here perto the McKinley column. It was noticeonal views and acquiesces
in the
able; however, that the anti-Harrison i ction of the convention. [Applause.]
men, if they had hoped to draw from the
Ve want to assure you that in our oppoPresident’s strength by throwing Me- i ition to the nomination of the successKinley into the breach, were being sadly i ul candidate, there was nothing of a
disappointed for the Harrison column ] >ersonal nature and we now recognize
was gaining rather than
1 he duty of
losing.
every Bepublican to bow
When Ohio was reached there occurred 1 o the judgment of this convention.
one of the most dramatic incidents ever
We
believe
the
j Applause.]
witnessed in a national convention, that s’ew York man whom I shall name will
of a presidential candidate
challenging : lid us materially in accomplishing the
the liberality of the vote cast for him bv I dection of our nominee. I will not dehis own state.
“Ohio gives two votes 1 tain this convention as Gen. Horace Porfor Benjamin Harrison and 44 votes for
,er of the city
of
New York will
William McKinley,” said ex-Governor
ell this convention the
distinguished
Fo raker.
A pandemonium of enthusi- < ■laims of the gentlemen I shall norniasm greeted this announcement, which
: late.
I therefore will conclude my lashowed that President Harrison had lost >ors in behalf of the New York delega27 votes in Ohio.
;ion bv nlfLCiincr in TWYmina-f-inn
When the cheering
delegates were hoarse and tired, Gover- Vice Presidency the Hon. Whitelaw
nor McKinley, who had been
sitting si- Reid.” [Applause.]
lent with a visage as immovable as the
General Porter eulogized the canarose
and
a
in
clear
voice which
in
sphynx,
lidate,
“His
saying
part:
penetrated to every corner of the vast lame,
character
and
services
said:
win
“I
the
vote
of
the
assurance
that
he
hall,
will carry out
challenge
gjve
State of Ohio.
I am a delegate from
he p _licy of the party, that he will
that state.”
stand s'trong in the affections of his felThere was a breathless pause out cne
ow citizens, that he will command the
fiery Foraker was on his feet and, waving inqualified respect of all the civilized
his hand deprecatingly at the chairman, ?lobe. [Applause.] Mr. Reid began his
said: “But you have been retired from
;areer and continued his service in the
this delegation, Mr. Chairman, by your broad and active field of American
eleotion to the chairmanship of this conHe became the legitimate
journalism.
vention. Your alternate has taken your md worthy successor to that great
creator of modern
a
place and we no longer know you
journalism, Horace
mciuuur

AT THE WHITE HOUSE.

gratulations
Responded.

to

Which the

President

Washington, June 10.—It was halfpast five when President Harrison learned
that the Republican convention had endorsed his administration by nominating
him for a second term. He was sitting
in his office at the time, chatting in a
most composed manner with several
members of his cabinet in regard to the
work of the convention. He was probar
bly the least excited man in the group.
The arrangements at the White House
for the reeeption of the news from the
convention were admirable. A special
wire with supreme right of way established free and uninterrupted communication between the convention hall and
the White House.

The executive telegraph office is ou me
northeast corner of the second floor, al
most directly across the hall from the
President’s office.
Very interesting
events occurred in these
two rooms
The telegraph
during the afternoon.
office had been closed during the forenoon to everyone except the officials of
the executive mansion. About 3 o’clock
when it became known that a ballot was
to be taken, Private Secretary Halford
directed that the room be opened to the
newspaper men and others who had
in
hall
the
and
in
gathered
the
to
room
await
adjoining
the result. The small room was soon
The
crowded.
telegraph instrument
was

in one corner of the room

and

Mr.

Montgomery, the operator, sat beside it
with a typewriting machine in front of
him with which lie printed the bulletins as received.

Mr. Halford sat at the
table by his side and Postmaster General
Wanamaker occupied another desk near
by. Each was supplied with a tally
sheet containing the names of the candidates, together with the number of votes
each state was entitled to, and the vote
taken last night on the report of the committee on credentials.
This latter column of figures was to show the gains or
losses in the case of each state.
Crowded around and behind these gentlemen
were about 80 newspaper men and friends
of the President.
Secretary Elkins gravitated between
the telegraph office and the President’s
room and showed a thorough knowledge
of the situation as it developed. He frequently consulted the Postmaster General’s figures as the votes of the different
states were recorded. He remarked significantly at intervals that “everything is
going all right,” that “Harrison dele-

gates know their business” and that “wa
are
gaining votes in some places where
we did not even hope for gain.”
There was net the least rush or excitement during the balloting up to the
time the wire announced that Ohio
had cast 45 votes for McKinley. This
was entirely unlooked for and for the
first time caused a doubt of Harrison’s
nomination which up to
that time
seemed assured. It was here remarked
that it was now clear that the opposition
meant to swing all the votes they could
get to McKinley and Pennsylvania’s
sixty-livc votes would be a great

that
direction.
factor
in
The
When it was announced that the Keystone State had given the President 19
votes, an increase of 10 votes over last
night’s vote, the small cloud of doubt
that had arisen was speedily dispelled.
Mr. Wanamaker said the President now
wanted only 60 votes from the states
which last night cast over 110 votes
After the vote
against the opposition.
of South Dakota had been received, and
while every one was waiting to hear the
vote of Tennessee, the operator repeated excitedly “Harrison is nominated.”
Great excitement followed the announcement.
The President was
ruuuutsu

uy

uie

immediately

sur-

geuueumu present

auu

the members of his f amily by whom he
was warmly congratulated.
At the suggestion of a member of the cabinent be
spoke briefly to the newspaper men present. He satd, showing much feeling:
“I can only say with reference to this
event that brought you here that the first
thought that fills my mind is one of
gratitude and thanks to the great multitude of friends who, in this and divers
other ways, have expressed approval of
my very conscientious, though possibly
now and then mistaken attempts to serve
the country upon Republican lines. X
claim no other credit than having attempted without sparing myself as to
labor, to discharge these public duties
conscientiously. I cannot expect my
Democratic friends to think I have been
on

right

lines

and

always;

yet it has

been very gratifying to me to know that
many things have deserved the approval
of my political opponents. I have been
filled with the thought that this country
was coming to that epoch when the flag
and those things that it symbolizes will
be upon a still higher plane than now,
and when our influence
among the
be
will
of
earth
the
powers

enlarged,

wisely,

yet

energetically.

love for all our people.
X exclude no section, and I take into my
affection and respect all the states and
all our people.
In entering upon this
campaign I shall do so without malice
towards any one.
I think I have sometimes been suspected of being very little
of a politician from the fact that I have
never drawn inside my party personal
I have tried to treat every one
lines.
to
which
with the respect
his
and I have
station
entitled him,
in
case,
any
never,
suggested
much less demanded, personal loyalty
I have asked of all pubfrom anybody.
I have a sincere

lic

officers

a

faithful

performance

of

I have felt great regret that
their duty.
I was unable to fiud a suitable place for
every deserving friend, but I have insisted that I did not disparage those I could
not appoint to place. As I have light and
strength I have tried to discharge my
duties for fhe public good. ”
Failures of
New

a

Week.

York, June 10.—Bradstreets

re-

ports 187 failures iu the United States
during the week against 228 in 1891.
New England had 30.

THE GODFREY ALIBI.

AUCTION SALES.

F. O. BABLEY &

CO.,

Aactioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
C.

«*, o BAILEY.
marl 4

All the

Family Say

Clark Was at

witness’s

Home.

W.ALLEN.

short cash account. These entries seemed to confirm the testimony of Newbegin
and Plummer.
On cross examination witness admitted
that he had given Godfrey to understand that he must be a man of nerve to
join tile gang. The cross examination
was
searching; but did not shake the
Capt.

dtf

of

IF HE WAS SOMEONE ELSE MUST
HATE STRUCK STROUT.

Warm Weather has come at last,
for which our

-AND-

Umington Assailant If the Jury Conclude
to
Believe It—The
Prisoner

Has been waiting so patiently, or
otherwise. It has been so long delayed
in order to make np for lost time,

SPECIAL PRICES
Will Rule this Sale of

Dinar, Dairy aid leu’s
Fiiisigs.
MEN’S SHIRTS AND DRAWERS.
Men’s

Negligee Shirts,

(In cheviot and outing flannel,

extra

50c

value.)

Men’s Gauze Shirts and
25c

Drawers,
(Excellent quality for the price.)

Men’s Balbriggan Shirts
and Drawers,
50c
(Fine quality, usual price 75c.)

Men’s White
Merino
Shirts and Drawers, 50c
(Medium weight, usual 75c quality.)

Takes the

Stand.

[Special to the Press.]
At.fefd, June 9.—The second day of
the Godfrey trial has been marked by a
larger attendance even than marked the
first day. Tlio prosecution have rested
their case and the defence has been outlined in the form of a general denial

supported by an attempt to prove an
alibi, and to show that Godfrey was
fooling the detectives instead of being
fooled by them.
The testimony of Detective Newbegin
was finished yesterday, and tins morning
Deputy Sheriff Samuel D, Plummer
the first witness to take the stand.
Mr. Plummer related how he was first
engaged on the case when Mr. Hobson
came to Portland for a ssistance; how he
first saw Godfrey Sunday evening following the assault when lie called at the
Godfrey house in company with Captain
Black of Portland, ostensibly to look for
was

missimr

u,

lmrcf*

Godfrey:

“What sort of

(Ought

to

sell for 15c, excellent to wear.)

Fast

Men’s

Black
12 i-2c

Hose,
(A genuine bargain.)

Men’s Fast Black (Shaw
Knit) Hose,
25c
(Would be good value at 38c.)

3

a

Godfrey.

10c

less,

a

Men’s
Fast
Black Hose for
$1.00

place

is it for a

job

in

damned good place,” replied

“Are there many wealthy people
there?”
“There are.”
It was on May 2 that Mr. Plummer
next saw Godfrey at the United States
Hotel. Newbegin introduced Godfrey,

whereupon Plummer, who went by the
name of “Sam,” objected to Newbegin’s
carelessness in taking an unknown man

into their confidence.
Newbegin replied with spirit that he
(the witness) always kicked, and had betlci

pairs

iliipinfr +I110

Clark Godfrey exhibited a
suspicious uneasiness on the presence of
officers.
The witness testified that at
his request John P. Newbegin went to
Limington to assist in detecting the assailant of Strout. The witness on April
20th met Clark Godfrey at the Union
station in the waiting room. The witness knew him and accosted him; took
from him the package sent by Newbegio, and delivered him another for
Then the witness asked
Newbegin.

“It is

Men’s Middlesex Seam-

woo

visit that

Limington?”

MEN’S HALF HOSE.

T+-

uui uu it

tins

Lime

until

ne

Knew

about it. This man, Godfrey, was
good man, who had done time in Concord prison, and in the prison had done
(Shaw knit, actual value for 3 pairs, $1.50.)
time with “Cris” Carter, their old partner.
(Carter was a horse thief whom
Men’s Summer Neck Ties, Newbegin arrested and had sent to Concord while Godfrey was there.)
?5c.
Plummer then asked Godfrey if he
Meiite Summer Neck Ties, had “nerve to slug a man.”
Godfrey replied that he had.
sq&
The next evening, with Newbegin, the
(The abov«menttoned Ties are all new and witness met Godfrey again in the United
choice styles and good value.)
States Hotel.
Plummer told Godfrey
New styles in Collars and that he had a job that he was about to
do, and that they might take him (GodCuffs at Low Prices.
frey) in, only they had doubts about his
the witness went into the
Bargains in Men’s Sus- nerve. Then
While
adjoining room to take a bath.
penders.
he was there Newbegin said to Godfrey:
(All new styles, including Wash Suspenders.)
“Why didn’t you tell him about the
Limington job?”
Godfrey—“I don’t want to.”
MEN’S WHITE SHIRTS.
Newbegin—“But you did it, didn’t
you?”
Our Unrivalled Line.
Godfrey—“Yes, but I don’t% want to
Our Seneca SI.OO, Bonner tell him.”
The conversation took place in the wit75c. and Ego 50c.
ness’s hearing.
The next night the three met again.
Plummer expressed renewed doubt as
HOSE.
to Godfrey’s nerve, and told him that if
Women’s Fast Black Hose, caught he would surely be convicted and
punished. To this Godfrey replied that
5qj
he had escaped detection so far.
(Not less than five pairs to each customer.)
Friday night the three again met at
Newbegin
Women’s Fast Black Hose, the United States Hotel.
here took Godfrey to task for some pet12 l-2c.
ty deception practiced by the latter; and
Plummer told Godfrey that he doubted
(Sale not limited.)
whether he, (Godfrey) had done the jobs
Women’s Fast Black Hose, which he claimed.
There was no certainty that he had done the Strout job
25c.
in Limington.
Thereupon Godfrey de(Fine imported, 38c. quality, Hermsdorf’sDye.)
more
a

WOMENS

tailed to Plummer

Women’s Fast Black
3 pairs for SB.00.

Hose,

(Actual value for 3 pairs, $1.50.)

WOMEN’S UNDERWEAR.
Women’s Jersey
(A lower price than

we

Women’s Jersey
!2 I-2c.

Vests,
ever

8c

made.)

Vests,

James M.

the circumstances of
the assault upon Strout. It seems that
Godfrey came to the Strout house about
6 o’clock in the evening.
He new that
Strout had company.
Godfrey went
first to the barn and entered; then seeing Strout coming, went out of the barn
and into the shed. After Strout went
into tlifi hn rn f-ir»rifvAv prhnt nn fn tho
tie-up door and waited for Mr. Strout to
come out.
Whon
he
came
out,
Strout partially turned, to set down the

Black,

next called.

He testifled that he was at Limington with Samuel D. Plummer early in December. He
saw the
respondent at the Godfrey house

Portland,

was

Sunday evening,

Father, Mother, Brother and Sister Agree
in a Story Which Will Clear the Alleged

Summer Underwear

statements.

Dec.

6th;

in com-

was

pany with Plummer. As they entered
the house Plummer remarked: “We are
ofiicers.” As Plummer did this the respondent jumped nervouslyfrom his seat
and was manifestly discomposed. Plummer said
they wore there on the Frank
Jewell horse ease. Then the respondent
said that he thought they were there
looking up the Strout matter. Finding
that the Godfreys knew nothing about
the horse case the conversation turned to
the Strout case. Tito respondent was
ready to talk, and advanced the theory
that the horse did it. Plummer remarked that the horse could not commit
the robbery. The respondent said he
did not think there was a robbery. In
case there was one he
thought the horse
might have been let out for a blind.
Mr. A. C. Hinds, of the Press, testified
as to the circumstances of the
arrest, and
the conversation between Plummer and
after
the
arrest.
Godfrey
Dr. Weeks, of Cornish, testified as to
the cause of the absence of Dr. Moulton,
Mr. Strout’s physician, on account of an
attack of lumbago.
Dr. Samuel L. Clark, of Limington,
testified that he was called to see Leonard J. Strout, December 8th. There was
a bruise on the right side of the
head,
such as would be produced by a blow on

the head.

The

It

Defense.

when Mr. Higgins
opened for the defence. There had been
a great deal of
speculation as to what
this defence would be.
It proved to be
an attempt to prove an alibi.
The Godfry family were relied upon to
prove the alibi. The father and mother,
a sister and a
younger brother were
relied upon as witnesses.
was

nearly

noon

Benjamin

S.

Godfrey.

grizzled, weather-beaten man of about
sixty, father of the respondent, was the

first witness examined for the defence.
Witness remembered being at Mr. Strout’s
to supper on the day of the assault Had
been working for Mr. Strout that day.
Ate supper between 5 and 6 o’clock.
Af ter supper Mrs. Strout gave him a little
quart pail with something in it for his
wife.
Went directly home from the
Strouts’, getting there at a quarter to 6.
The family, including Clark Godfrey,
the respondent, were at home, eating
supper. At the latter part of the evening,
between seven and eight o’clock, saw a
light out in the field. Witness went to
the door to inquire about it. It was the
light used in the search for the Strout
horse. His son, Clark Godfrey, was at
home all this time, and had been at home

continuously

from the time the witness

The day after the assault witness called to see Strout and
inquired
after him.
The cross-examination was conducted
by Col. Burbank. The testimony of the
senior Godfrey completely covered the
time when the assault was committed on
Strout, and the cross-questioning was
severe.
But the witness kept to his testimony well.
Mrs. Susan K. Godfrey,
the mother of the prisoner, a
pale, little,
faded-out woman, with a pitifully weak
voice, next testified. She corroborated
her husband’s testimony in all importarrived.

ant

points.

Mrs. Tena ILavoy,
sister of the prisoner, was next called.
She testified the same as her father and
mother.
She remembered the hours
and minutes of time remarkably well,
and was ready always with a reason for
her good memory. She was as sharp as
the lawyers, and their volley of questions
could not disconcert her at all. She was
closely questioned about several trips
she made to Portland with Willis Weeman, a man for whose parents she had
worked, and who is quite a frequent visitor at the Godfrey house. She had
been
with
Weeman
to
Dorrity’s on Green’s street, but said they had
stopped there only a few minutes. Since
then she had stopped one night at Tolman Place with some of Weeman’s relatives. She had been to Cape Elizabeth
with Weeman, but denied that they had
ever stopped with the Bryants.
Franklin L. Godfrey,
brother of the prisoner, testified,
the same story.

telling

The witness, on cross
examination,
said the matter of the case
against
Clark had been discussed in the family
and ho had talked it over with Clark.
His memory did not seem good on all
points, and he was the poorest witness
in the family.

THtS

A REWARD OF
is nereby offered by the Slegantic P’ish and
Game Corporation for information leading to
conviction of any party taking fish or game on
the Megantic preserve in the close season.
J. O. WOODRUFF. President.
Attest; A. W. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Bug 2 2
diawSly

Strout and he said he did not know.
Witness told him that it would be better
if the money and papers could be recovered, and asked him what he did with
them.
Here the court excluded further testimony upon this point on the ground that
an inducement seemed to have been here
implied for the prisoner to disclose more
than he otherwise would have.
The county attorney also was stopped

by

the judge when he attempted to introduce a conversation which Godfrey had
with his father after his arx-est.
During Mr. Plummer’s testimony there
were introduced as evidence letfei-s and

telegrams which passed between Godfrey
and the witness while they were planning to “do tlie job,” and a pocket
memorandum book wherein Godfrey
had kept notes of his proceedings and a

Boston, June 10.—The House bribery

investigating committee
ing.

met this

The counsel for Horace K.

morn-

Osborn,

who is alleged to have attempted to
bribe members of the House in the interest of the Cape Cod canal and endowment orders, stated that Osborn would
not testify before the committee until his
case in court had been settled.
The
committee adjourned until Tuesday.
Osboi-n was arraigned in the municipal
court this morning charged with
bribery.

He pleaded not guilty and the government not being ready the case was continued until the 16th, bail being furnished in $5,000.

The Pbess costs Only 50 cents a month.
—You want it for the Campaign.
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Congress street, AnEgg-Mystic Hall, 467% 2.30
drevf'Cross will lecture at
p. m subject:
t.ic Bible.
All are in“Spiritualism outside of

vited. Seats free.
v
RSf-The Sail Loft meet,!’“?„arte held at No. 6
Central Wharf every Snnday morning, commenand others are
cing at 10.60 a. m. Strangers
cordially invited to be present. All are welcome.
service
on
the comer of
KS'-The open air
Howard and Quebec streets, will begin at 6 p.
m.
Rev. MattS. Hughes will preach. Singing
led by the cornet.
All Sours Chuech (Universalist), Deering
-Rev. O. F. Safford.D. D■> Pastor. Rev. A.
A. Miner, of Boston will deliver the Baccalaureate sermon before the graduating class of Westbrook Seminary at 10.46 a. m. Sunday school
at 12.20 Young People s meetiug at 7.15 p.
m.

Abyssinian Chuech—Services with preacheople’s meeting in
ing at 3 o’clock. Youngof i the
Second Parish
charge of Y. P. S. C. E.
church at 7.30 o’clock.
Bethel Chuhcii, No. 283 Fore street, near
Custom House, Rev. Francis Southworth,
pastor. Services at lO;"" ,a- m-> 3 and 7 p. m.
Services Tuesday and Friday evenings at 7-30
p. m. All from sea and land invited. Seats

H

THIRD AHHUAL SALE
-OF-

Cottons & Domestics
-FOE-

4§©

Chestnut St. M. E. Church—Rev. Matt S.
Israel Luce, associate
1.30 Sunday school. Children’s Day
pastor.
Exercises at 3 and 7.30 p. mi 6 p. m., Epwortli
Leagueimeeting. All are welcome.
Clare Memorial M. E. Church. Woodfords—ltev. H. Hewitt, pastoy. Sunday school,
at 1.30. Service at 2.30 preaching bv the pastor.
Subject, “The Path of Life. Prayer and praise
meeting 7 p. m.
Church of the Messiah— (Universalist)
Corner India and Congress Sts. Rev. G. I.
Keirn, pastor. Preaching at 10.30, a. ra. by
Rev. L. L. Greene of Wakefield, Mass. Sunday
school at 12 m. Young people s Christian Union
service at 7.30 p. in.
Congress square Church (First Univesalist.) Rev. Dr. Blanchard, pastor. Services
10.30 a. m. Subject of Sermon, “Among the
Lions.” Sunday school 12.00 m.
Congress St. M. E. Church.—Rev. George
At 10.30 a. m. Sunday
D. Lindsay, pastor.
school with pastor’s Bible class. 8 p. in. preachto Children’s Day
suitable
the
ing by
pastor
on “Breaking Hedges” and baptism of children.
Children’s
concert.
Day
7p. in..
Strangers
cordially invited to these services.
Free Street, baptist Chuech—Rev. B.
L. Whitman, pastor.
Preaching by the pastor
at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School at 12 m. Y. P.
S. C. E. prayer meeting at 6.15 p.m. Exercises
appropriate to Children’s Sunday at 7.30 p. m.
First Parish Church (Unitarian), Congress street—Rev. John C. Perkins, pastor.
Services at 10.30 a. ra. and 7.30 p. m,
First Baptist Church—Rev. W. S. Ayres.
Preaching 10.30 a. m. and 7.30, p. m.
unday school at 12 m.
First Presbyterian Church, comer Fark
and Pleasant Streets—Rev. W. Courtland Robinson, pastor. Sunday school at 2p. m. Preaching at 3 p. in. by the pastor. Children’s Day
exercises at 7.30 p. m, All seats free.

COMMENCING TODAY.

No service at the meeting house on
gress.
Oak street. Quarterly meeting at Deering at
10 a. m. amt 2.30 p. m. Barge will leave
Oak street at 9 a. in.
First Free Baptist Church. Opposite
Public Library.—Bev. C. E. Cate, pastor.
The pastor will preach in the morning. Subject: “Beauty.” Children’s Day concert at 7.30
p. m.
Gospel Mission—Rev. S. F. Pearson, pastor. At 1.30'p. m. Sunday school and pastor’s
Bible class; at 3 p. m., preaching by the pastor,
communion service at the close of the sermon;
at 7.30 p. in., service of song; at 8 p. m.,
praise service. All are welcome.
High Street Church—Eev. W. H. Fenn,
D. D„ pastor. Morning service at 10.30 a. m.
Lecture at 7.30 p m.. subjec: “The Indebtedness of the Church to the Community.”
Ilsley Hall, East Deering—Rev. H. Hewitt,
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. by the pastor
Sunday school at 2p. m.
Prayer and praise

meeting

at 7.30 p.

m.

New Jerusalem Church
New High
street. Divine worship and preaching at 10.30
a. m., by Eev. J. B. Spiers.
Sunday school at
12. All are welcome.
Pine Street M. E. Church—Rev. John F.
Clymer, D. D., pastor. 10.30 a. m. Eev. E.
P. Woodward will deliver temperence lecture.
Theme, The Secret causes of drunkenness.
12 m., Suuday School.
0.30 p. m.. Epworth
League prayer meeting. Everybody welcome.
Preble Chapel—Sunday school at 2 p. m.
—

Preaching by
pastor
monthly temperance meeting at
invitation to the public.
;
State Street Church—Preaching
the

at 3 p.

The usual
7.30. A cordial

m.

at

10.30

and 7.30 p. m. by Rev. E. B. Mason, D. D.
of Brunswick. Sunday school at 12 m. The
annual collection for the Maine General Hospital will be taken at the morning service.
St. Lawrence Street Church—Rev. A.
II. Wright, pastor. Children’s Day. Sermon in
behalf of our children at 10.30 a. in. Sunday
school at 7.30 p.m.Sunday school concert at 7 ji.
m. Pastor’s address to the children.
Second Advent Church—Congress Place,
Rev. E. P. Woodward, pastor. Prayer meeting
at 10.30 a. m.; Sunday school at 1.30 p. m.;
at 3.00 p. in., by Eev. J. F. Clymer,
i. D. Preaching by the pastor at 7.30 p. m.,
“The
foundation principles of Christsubject,
ianity as distinguished from the other reliSeats
free.
gions.”
Second Parish Congregational Church
Congress, cor. Pearl street—Rev. J.G. Merrill pastor. 3 p. m. Children’s Day service, address by the pastor. Approm'iate.’services with
sermon 7.30 p. m. Subject: Will von accept the
Invitation? 1.45 p. m. Sunday school.
St. Stephen’s Ciiurch— (Protestant Epis.
copal), Congress St. head of State, Bev. Dr
Dalton, rector. Morning service 10.30; Sunday school at 12 in. All are welcome.
St. Luke’s Cathedral
State
street;
Clergy, Rt. Bev. Henry A. Neely, D. D., Bishop,
Bev. C. Morton Sills, D. D., Canon.
Services—
Morning prayer, Sermon and Holy Communion
at 10.30 a. m.; Sunday school catechising at 3
p. m.; evening prayer (choral) with sermon at
a. m.

Ereaching

—

7.30 p.

m.

Union Hall, 143 Free street—Services at
2.30 and at 7.30 p m.; also every night through
the week, led by N. A. Gentlmer.
West Congregational Church—Congress
street.
Bev. James A. Anderson, pastor.
Preaching service at 10.30 a. m. Vesner service at 7.3U p. m.; suuuay school at 12 m.
A
cordial welcome to strangers.
West Methodist Church—Sunday school
at 1.30 p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m. by the pastor, Eev. O. S. Pillsbury. Epworth League service at 6.30 p. m. will be omitted. Children’s
Day concert at 7. Cordial welcome to all.
Williston Church—Corner Thomas and
Carroll streets, Eev. Dwight M. Pratt, pastor.
Children’s Day service at 10.30a. m. Sunday
school at 12 m. Praise service by choir anil
Congregation at 7.30 p. m.
Woodfords Congregational Church—
Eev. Edwin P. Wilson, pastor.
Morning service at 10.30 a. m. Chiluren’s Sunday will be
observed with sermon by the pastor and other
Sunday school at close
appropriate exercises.
of morning service.
Sunday school concert ai
7 p. m. Prayer meeting Tuesday 7.30 p. m.
Vaughan Street Church—Eev. C. Everett
Beau, pastor. Sunday school at 1.30 p. m.
Preaching at 3 p. m., followed by communion
service. Epworth League prayer meeting at
6.30 n. m. Praise and prayer service at 7.30 p.
m.
Strangers are invited to all services.

Same Facts

About Gout.

It has been the generally accepted idea
that gout is a disease peculiar to lazj',
sluggish minded high livers who have
nothing in the world to do hut live—and
eat. But there is a new light, and Dr.
P. Smith says it is not the result of alcoholic drinks, for it is rare in Scotland;
nor do wines superinduce it, for it is
rare in Spain and Italy, and the beer
drinkers of Munich and Vienna know it
not. According to him it is a proud distinction, for it "belongs to the most civilized times and nations, to the stronger
sex, to the most vigorous period of life,
to tlie higher classes of society and to
tlie most able.” And so another popular
delusion is attacked, if it js no£ yet destroyed, and the gout must be classed
with William Tell and Lucrezia Borgia.
It will be remembered that Dr. Johnson
once wrote Br. Taylor as follows, “My
opinion is that I have drunk too little,
and therefore have the gout, for it is of
my own acquisition, as neither my father had it nor my mother.” At the
same time Johnson was immoderate in
all things, and he
acknowledged that he
was "a hardened and shameless tea
drinker.” _it_;_

worth of Boots, Shoes Slippers and
Rubbers to be sold regardless of cost.

^000
wv

Hughes, pastor; Rev.

Eastor.

Street.

Congress

HOTELS AND SUMMER COTTAGES

tree.

a

Benjamin Clark Godfrey,
“And
lantern, as Godfrey thought.
then,” said Godfrey to Deputy Plummer, the prisoner, himself, was called next.
“I lammed him.” Godfrey then took He walked to the stand
(Would look cheap at 18c.)
coolly and boldthe pocketbook, went into the barn and
His testimony was not begun at
women's Jersey vests, Sac let the horse loose.
He thought this ly.
might serve as a blind. Godfrey in his once, however, as his counsel who had
(Regular 25c. quality.)
narrative told the detectives lxow much not been well all the
afternoon, asked for
Women’s Jersey Vests, 25c money was in the pocketbook, and that
a recess of an hour, which was
granted.
ever
shown
at
he
the
the
burned
checks
and
other papers.
(Best bargain
price.)
After the recess Godfrey testified^
One check was endorsed.
that
he
committed
the
simply denying
The higher priced Vests are
Godfi’ey met Plummer and Newbegin
equally good bargains. If you for the last time in room No. 33, United assault.
brief
There
will
be
in
the
arguments
tools at them you wili purchase. States hotel. The thx-ee had
arranged to
“do a job” that night. After a prelimi- morning.
nary conversation, Newbegin said he
Adam I'orepaugh Kicked Him.
would go out and get “Ned,” who had
[Special to the Press.]
been represented to be another of tlie
Bangob, June 10.—Orrin Nickerson
gang. When Mr. Newbegin returned it
it was with Officer Phillips of the Port- met with an accident today which will
land police force and Mr. A. C. Hinds of
lay him up. He was working around
the PxiESS. At once the witness and
Street.
Congress
the horse Adam Forepaugh when the
Officer
under
ax-rest
Phillips put Godfrey
dtf
1e3
After the arrest Newbegin went after a animal kicked and struck Nickerson
carriage and Deputy Plummer took God- several times before he could get out of
frey down to tlie ladies’ entrance of the the way. Several ribs were broken.
EQUITABLE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY.
hotel.
While there the prisoner was
rROVINCETOWN, MASS.
asked why lie committed the assault upon
A Bay State Bribery Case.
INCORPORATED, 1845.—MARINE BISKS ONLY.
old and reliable Company is now writing Marine Risks on tho most favorable
terms.
If you desire Marine Insnrance, write the
Company for rates and terms.
Correspondence solicited and given prompt
attention.
L. N. PAINE,
LEWIS NICKERSON,
President.
Secretary.
dam
may2

MISCELLANEOUS.

SUNDAY SERVICES.

0

One lot Bleached Pillow Slips, sizes 45
and 40, at 16 2-3c each.
One lot Bleached Sheets,heavy quality,
size 81 and 90, 50c each.
The best Brown Cotton made 5c

yard.

The

best 9-8 Brown

6 l-2c yard.
Extra fine

15c yard.

Cotton

made

heavy 9-4 Brown Cotton

Extra fine heavy 10-4 Brown Cotton
15 l-2c yard.
Extra fine heavy 9-4 Bleached Cotton
19c yard.
Extra fine heavy 10-4 Bleached Cotton

21c yard.

5-4 Oil

quality
Tabling 12 l-2c
yard.
Bed
Damask
23c yard.
Turkey
Bleached Table Damask, extra, 25c
yard.
Unbleached Damask, 19 and 25c
yard.
Eemnants best quality Dining Cambric 2 l-2c yard,
Eemnants 25c English Silesias 8c
yard.
Best

50 dozen Turkish Towels 5c each.
Best Cotton Twilled Crash, 2 3-Ac

yard,

Pure Irish Glass Linen Crash

6 1-Ac

yard.
Eegular 17

cent Barnsley Toweling for
yard.
Our customers are well aware our line
of Linen and Housekeeping Stock has no
rival in prices or quality.
Gne more case of that 15c Nainsook,
Checks and Stripes, to be sold at 6 l-4c

■jc

yard.

A poorer quality for 3 3-4c.
18 inch Cotton Diaper at the
price 39c piece.
Ginghams 5c yard,

te8dlw

Hi hate Site!
llSrSi

0

Special Sale

ASSES.

-OF-

Ex. sch. Grace Kiee, sailed from Barbadoes, W.
X., May 14, arrived May 29, now landing
and for sale by the importers,
TESS

—

TWITCH Ell

—

We

CHAIM CO.

my31eod2w

them

THE REYNOLDS MFG. CO..
Cincinnati, O.
TTh&Sm#
4k

■

umut aimits

popular

—AND—

as

follows:

(box plaited, pearl buttons, fine styles.)

Boys’ Outing Waists, 50c.,
(box plaited, pearl buttons, first quality.)

Boys’ Boston Waists, 50c.,
(box plaited, pearl buttons, Tercale, same In
style and fit as the
E AK Wfiia 8 S».
Women’s Shirt Waisls, 50c.,
(made of Momie Cloth and Cambric, plaited,
with belts, choice stvle. Iaundereu
Collars and Cuffs.)
Women’s Blouses, 50c.,
(an odd lot at half price to close.)
Women’s Percale Waists, 75c,.
(laundered Collars and Cuffs, plaited, with
belts, superior styles.)
Women’s Safin* Waists, $1,
(laundered Collars and Cuffs, in black, biack
and rvhite and fancy colors,
and up to

Good quality Dress Cdnghams lie
yard.
Monday morning we shall open 1000
ALL KINDS OF
pieces Llama Cloths, a perfect imitation
of Wool Cashmere, cream
ground in
beautiful designs and coloringing, 7 c
yard.
100 pieces Cream ground Challies at
Made to Order
at Short
3 i-2c yard.
500 pieces Gloriana Tissue, one yard
A FULL LINE OF
wide, light, medium and dark ground,
each and all are beauties, never been sold
DENMSSOMS’S
less than 17c, Monday morning we com-

a

(bone buttons, good quality and styles,)

This medicine for babies prevents and
pains of teething and resulting
diseases, not by putting children to sleep
with an opiate, for it contains no harmful
drugs, but by supplying the teeth-forming
ingredients which are lacking in most
mothers’ milk and all artificial foods.
It is sweet and babies like it. jti.oo a
Send for pambottle, at all druggists.
phlet, “Teething Made Easy.”

4bagfffeS%R

purchased

Boys’ Percale Waists, 50c.,

cures

AIP

just

Boys’ Cambric Waists, 25c.,

Tooth-Food.

jn2

have

wholesale stock of Boys’ Shirt
Waists, at very low prices, by
taking the quantity, and offer

$2.25.)

W ash Silk W aists, $4.
The warm weather is creating quite

a demand for Shirt Waists. Most of our patrons
remember how difficult it was last summer
to find a good assortment after the first of the
season.
Please give us an early call.

I will

ACCOUNT BOOKS

mence

je7

Congress Street. dtf

the sale at Sc.

pieces Corded Taffetta Lawns, these
have been rapid selling at 25c. We shall
show you a fine line of these goods at a
divided price for this sale, 12 l-2c
yard.
Cumberland Figured Serges, 36 inches
wide, 5c.
Striped Outing Flannel 5c yard.
Homespun Outing Flannel, sold everywhere for 10c, Middle street price
50

6 1-4c.

A large variety of Scrim,

5c

Notice.

yard.

TAGS AND LABELS.
FRYE’S AMANDINE
with QUINCE, Remember to use it for bathing
the face and hands while
journeying to your summer home.
Use it freely during the summer,
and when yon return,
your skin will be soft
and beautiful.

Stevens I ionesCo.,
UNDER THE FALMOUTH.
eodtf

aprl8
full

Crochet Quilts, 65c,
Genuine Marseilles Quilts,
They say they are worth $1.75.

width,
$1.19.

MONEY TO LOAN.
—

«r 3=123—

White Domet Flannel 5c yard.
An extra heavy yard wide Sheeting

Flannel, slightly imperfect, actually
worth 25c., for lOc.
TL'he Price of every Lady’s and
Child’s Garment in our Cloak Department will be divided ©siie-tifi8f. The
prices made will close every garment in
the store.
Children’s Light Print Dresses, made
in Gretchen style, front of waist with
three box plaits, sizes 3, 5 and 7; price

all sizes, 25c each.

GEO. L FISH,

HOSIERY.

ap!3

The celebrated Fast Black Linworth
with the linen heel and toe, is
the most durable of any make on the
market for the same price. Wo have
them for men, women and children, all
sizes; price 25, 37 1-2 SOc pair. Sold
only at this store, 246 Middle street.
Other makes in the fancies and plain col-

Hosiery,

ors.

GENTLEMEN’S WHITE SHIRTS
you know from experience that
there is some satisfaction in putting on
a shirt that’s fit to wear? an excellent
place for the shirt that isn’t is the rag
basket. If you have not been troubled
with an ill made, ill-fitting, uncomforable shirt, you have escaped a positive infliction; if you have been bothered by
such an article you will be all the more
apt to steer clear in the future. Don’t
get in a perfect rage every time you put
a shirt on, but try OUR SENATOR, the
most perfect litting shirt made. The
price does not signify the value.
Do

LAUNDERED, $1.10.

UNLAUNDERED, $1.00.

You have had plenty of experience
with shirts, and the experience has probably taught you something. There isn’t
the'least reason why you should ho content
with second rate material or make when
that which is neither the one or the other
is at your disposal for less than the same
amount of money.
Our BONANZA,
made of the Langdon Cotton, reinforced
and
front
back, perfect in fit and work-

manship.

Try

one.

7Ee, ULNAUNQERBD.

Negotiates mortgages on household furniture, pianos, organs, horses and carriages,
farming stock and machinery; also pays up furniture leases, allowing the property to remain
with owner. All loans may he repaid by installAlso
ments reducing principle and interest.
advance money on watches, diamonds, jewelry,
stocks, bonds, goods in bond and warehouse receipts. Business strictly confidential. Enquiries
by mail promptly attended to. Office, Room 1,
No. 478Vs Congress Street, (up stairs directly
opposite the Preble House) Portland, Me.

Only

SOliD SY

my31eodtf

Manager.
MW&Fti

TEIsEPMOWE 426-2
FIRST

NO. 114 !-2 EXCHANCE ST.

CfffiSEY, JOSES & ALLEN,
538

Congress St.,
OPPOSITE RINES

BROS.

Portland,

jelOeodti

WM. M.

MARKS,

Card

Book,

-AND-

JOB

PRINTER,

PRINTERS*

W.

tee 17

The Wonder Shirt is lightly named.
Price 35c. unlaundered, 10c. extra for
laundered.

P. HASTINGS’.
dM

Me.

Rubber and Cotton Rubber Lined,
Hose Beats and Nozzles; best
quality, lowest prices.

CHASE & SOI

EXCHANGE,

97 1-2 ExcSismge St,, Portland.

&

MAINE
d6m

janl9

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
orders by mail
tended to.
All

or

telephone promptly

at

novlleodtf

HIGHLAND
Central

Street,

HOUSE,

Westbrook,
9,1893.

IVTe.,

CITT OfE'IOaaiESIELXlWa-.
Board of Registration of Voters, I
Deeriug, Me., June 8, 1892.
Attention Voters of Deering.

Board of Registration will be in session
THE
from 9 to 12
and from 2 to 5 and 7
to 9
named

mHIS house is situated on an elevation overJ. looking the city of Westbrook. Rooms all
light and airy. Accommodation for t>0 guests.
Three minutes from 1*. & it. station. Reasonable rates for boarders.
M. U. BLANCHARD, Prop.
jnOdlm

dates and
p. m. on the following
the follow ing named places to register voters.
June 0 and 10 Wilson’s store, Morrill's Corner.
11
Abbott’s Hull. Allen’s Corner.
13-14-15 Ocean St. Hall, Luut’s Corner.
16-17 Oakdale Hall.
18-20-21 Deering Center.
Anil you must register in order to vote.
J. N. READ, Chain nan.
Board Registration.

at

ju9__

e

je7

dtf

j

a. m.

Open

June

J. C.

CO.,

57 and 59 Kennebec Street.
PORTLAND,

85c. LAUNDERED.

Our Forest City Short Bosom Shirt
and Portland Pride are equal value, according to price, 65c. and 50c. each, 10c.
extra laundered.

CLASS

To have year PIANO or ORGAN
PIAKTOS
TONED, POLISHED or REPAIRED.
FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
All orders for Sheet Music or anything in the musical line will receive ORGANS
Very Fancy or Plain at
prompt and carefuUHention,

CLAY,

Stenograplier and Typewriter.
Formerly with Hon. W. L. Putnam, U. S.
Circuit Judge, will hereafter be found at office
of A. H. Woodman. Attorney-at-Law. No. SC
Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
All work
promptly executed.
mayl81m*
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To those dependent on you your life
is of inestimable value. Do your dutv
by insuring it in v’nr Home Company
-the UNION Mutual. Write today for particulars and details a3 to
plans, ieatures, cost, etc.

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
AND
MAINE

STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
DAILY (In advance) $6 per year; $3 lor six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
■Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of

$7

year.

a

Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday,'$2 per year;$l for six months;
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

Advertising

Rates.

$1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three insertions or less, $1.00 per square. Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
Daily Press

In

rates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
“A Square” is a, space of the width of a
column and

inch long.
on first page,

one

Special Notioes,

very likely have been for him also had it
been supposed at the time their conventions were held, that he would accept the
nomination. The lateness and indirectness of Mr. Blaine's consent to allow the
use of his name handicapped his supporters, and rendered nugatory efforts
which otherwise would probably have
been successful.
The convention has been a very earnest
one, and undoubtedly some bitterness
has been developed between the Harrison and anti-Harrison forces.
But now
that the contest is over and President
Harrison has fairly won all differences
be
should
forgotten, and warfare
should be made solely upon the common
Democratic
enemy, the
party.
Disappointment is an inevitable concomitant of all nominating conventions where
there is more than one candidate, and if
disappointments are to be kept alive harmony, which is absolutely essential to
success, will be impossible. It is fair to presume
are

likely

third ad-

aud similar adweek, in advance,
for 40 word3 or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adUsements not paid In advance, will be charged
Want, To Let, For Sale

vertisements,

26 cents per

at regular rates.

Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent Insertion.
In

Address all communications relating to sub
senptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 87 Exchange Street,
Portland. Me.
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TWELVE

SATURDAY, JUHE 11.
FOR

PRESIDENT,

Benjamin Harrison.
FOR VICE

As in the

campaign of 1888 the tariff
question is likely to be the most prominent one in the coming contest. The silver question may cut some
figure if

M.

which

general

our governit is a correct

The obvious explanation of the large
vote for Gov. McKinley is that the antiHax-rison men

finding

from the test vote

the report of the committee on credentials that Mr. Blaine could not secure a majority of the votes divided, in
the hope that Gov. McKinley, who was
a strong Harrison supporter and very
on

popular with many delegations, might attract enough of Harrison’s supporters to
a

nomination

on

the first ballot.

But the Harrison men stood firm.
REPUBLICAN PLATFORM,

The Republican platform is a concise,
clear and vigorous statement of the print ciples and policy of the party. It reafi firms belief in the
policy of protecting
1 American industries against foreign com-

j!

petition by tariff duties, warmly commends reciprocity, favors the use of gold
and silver for currency under such legislation as will secure the parity of values
betwen the two metals; approves the
movement for an international monetary
conference, declares for a free ballot and
fair count, favors the continued protecshipping and the building up of the

tion of

navy, declares in favor of the restriction
of fjmjirp'itirtn

or*

aoM offoo+no 11-t-r avaIh^a

criminals, paupers

and

c

-r-vict

laborers,

denounces trusts and demands further
legislation if needed to abolish them,
approves the one cent postage idea, endorses civil service reform, favors the
admission
of
the
territories
at
the
ealiest
practicable
date, approves government aid to the Columbian
Exposition, expresses sympathy for all
legitimate measures to abate intemperthe

party’s pledge to the
care and recogniof their just claims, re-affirms the

ance. renews

veterans of

watchful

Monroe doctrine and commends the administration of President Harrison.
The platform is one that will win the
universal approval of all Republicans
except a few in the silver States who will
not be satisfied with the silver plank.
On all the prominent questions of the
day it speaks with no uncertain sound.
There is no trimming, and no declarations merely for the purpose of catching

] votes.
PRESIDENT

HARRISON’S RENOMINATION.

The re-nomination of President Harrison was so clearly foreshadowed by the
vote of Thursday night on the report of
the comnrittee on credentials that the
result of the balloting yesterday was not
a surprise. President Harrison’s supporters showed remarkable firmness and cohesion from the start, largely due no
doubt to the fact that many of them
were under positive instructions from
their State conventions to support him,
while many more were kept in line by
resolutions which though not exactly instructions were strong recommendations
of the President's re-nomination. It was
the binding force of these instructions
and recommendations that kept many
delegates away from Mr. Blaine whose

personal preferences were for him, and
the preferences of whose States would

HENRI

The coolest place In Portland.

road Compaiiy Securities.

State Senator James H. Shields, of
Dubuque, la., has
twice had the
honor of placing
Horace Boies in
for
nomination
governor of that
state, and accord-

ing to present arrangements will
crown

-OF-

246 Twiddle Street.

Nominate Boies.

his efforts

by

nominating
the same gentleman for president
at Chicago.
In
fact
the Iowa
JAMES H SIiIELD3.
Democrats have
come to look on Mr. Shields as a “mascot” in conventions, as the men he nominates are generally elected regardless
of odds.
Mr. Shields is of old Virginia stock,
but was born May 8, 1842, in Pike
county, Mo. He was graduated from
Union college, New York, in 18g2, studied law with Senator John B. Henderson, of Missouri, and practiced with
success till in 1883, when he was elected
prosecuting attorney for the judicial
district including Dubuque, where he
had settled. In 1889 he was elected
state senator for four years, his majority being 4,200. In the senate he greatly distinguished himself, and his speech
last winter in favor of a license bill is
regarded by many as unanswerable.
His reputation as an orator and close
reasoner caused his nearly unanimous
election as delegate to the approaching
national Democratic convention. He is
so effective before a jury that he is nicknamed “The Little Giant.” The nomination of Governor Boies will be seconded by Congressman Bryan, the
young orator of Nebraska.
In 1889 fifty Bonapartist journals flourished in Prance, but this number has
been now reduced to five, the others
having turned in favor of the republic.

UNDERWEAR
SALE.

HOLDERS

FRED E. RICHARDS & CO.
Portland, Me., May 31,1892.
my31
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On account of the lateness of
the Summer Season one manufacturer was obliged to sacrifice
profits to close out the stock of
summer-weight Underwear.
We have
purchased eight solid
cases of Ladies’, Mens’ and Children’s Medium and Summer-

Ladies’

Maine Central Railroad

7's

Mains Central Railroad
Portland Water Co.
Norway, Maine, Water Co.
Bath Water Supply Go.
Indianapolis Water Co.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway
Merchants National Bank Stock

41-2’s
6’s

Gallery

5’s

Ladies’ and Children's Matinee Saturday, 2.30.

5’s
5’s
Stock

3d SPECIAL EVENT SATURDAY NIGHT,
jet;_dlw

sleeves,

25c Each.
One lot Ladies’ Swiss Ribbed
Vests, low neck, short sleeves,
worth 50c, for

25c Each.
regular 25c quality
Ladies’ and Misses’ Jersey Vests,
low neck and sleeveless,
One case

8c Each.

ANX)

—

There is nothing so neat, cool and
serviceable at this season of the year

as a

We have just received a new line, inall the latest styles and deThe prettiest styles will of
signs.
course go first.
We would therefore
advise our customers to examine the
stock early.
Ladies’
Cambric Finished Print
Waists, in black and colored figures,
box plaited, full length,

cluding

25c Each.
Ladies’ Cambric Waists, plaited,with
belts, in a choice line of styles, with
laundered collars and cuffs,

50c Each.

rs.

At this sale we shall sell one

of regular $1.00 Corsets, Elastic Hip, Nursing Corsets, and all the popular styles,

CO.,
dtf

COl COUNTY, ILL.

17c Each.
Worth 50c.
One case Ladies’ 62 I-2c Egyptian
shaped, Jersey
Cotton,
Vests, fancy finished neck, long

toy

_

12 l»2c Each.
■

IVamora,

Ladies’ Percale Waists, cuffs and
collars laundered, box plaited, very
desirable styles,

Home

Life

and

Characteristics of the

Philosopher.
Who has not read and admired the
works of Henri Taine, that remarkable
Frenchman who treats all literary efforts in a cold,
Great French

69c Each.
79c Corsets

For 49c.

philosophical
way, as though
they were ma-

All sizes,

chines intended
to do certain
classes of work,
and not the product of that mainspring of human
intelligence, the

imagination?

Outing Cloth and Cheviot Waists,

in all

$1.00.

Mrs.

Capt. J.

E.

Headache and Dyspepsia

CURED

BY

SKODA.

Mrs. Melvin is

a lady of intelligence, HONESTY AND TRUTHFULNESS,
AND HIGHLY ESTEEMED BY ALL HER

SHE WILL
NEIGHBORS AND FRIENDS.
COROBORATE ALL THE STATEMENTS IN
THE FOLLOWING LETTER.

Gentlemen
For years I had a territrouble with my stomach—my food
sonring immediately after eating, towith a severe headache. I would
ave a prickly, nnmb sensation in my
and
down my sides, with strong tenarms,
dency towards Paralysis. For thirteen
I
have
been troubled with extreme
years
Constipation, combined with that most
terrible tormentor,
m. ■ouniBMEB ran
ble

BETTER

bleed
and pain me severely, so
that I could neither sit, stand, sleep or
eat.
I became very much reduced in
flesh and strength, and felt completely
worn out.
I have tried nearly all the
Physicians in this vicinity, and have taken
patent medicines in large quantities, but
received no permanent benefit. Through
a friend, mv attention was called to the
merits of SKODA’S REMEDIES. I consented to try
them, having
but little
faith in their
■
first felt but
etticacy. I at
little effect, hut persisted in their use.
I have now taken four bottles of SKODA’S DISCOVERY, used two boxes of
SKODA’S PILE CURE and four boxes
SKODA’S LITTLE TABLETS. MyJDyspepsia is all gone. Bowels regular,
Appetite good, and have gained much
in flesh. In fact, AM Pliiil'KCm

profusely,

_

25c Each.
Men’s Colored Kalbriggan Shirts and Drawers,
regular 75c quality, for
One case

39c Each.

__

SKODA DISCOVERY GO., BELFAST, ME.

Changeable and

$5.00.

Fancy

Silk Waists,

We hare also a new line of Surah,
China and Changeable Silks, in an elegant line of colors and designs, suitable for fancy waists, to which we
would call your attention.

case

at

Baibrig-

gan Shirts and Drawers, actual
valise $1.25, at the ridiculously
low price of

65c

EACH,

or

je9dtt_

Ladies’ and Children’s

HOSIERY.
will be
great values
placed on sale today.
We have
a
complete line
of the different qualities in the
Some

LINWGRTH HOSIERY.
for Ladies, Men and Children.
One pair warranted to outwear
two pairs of any other make.
This is a Spot Cash Purchase;
every sale will be positive and
for cash.

Do You Know from Experience that
there is Some Satisfaction

—

SOLD BY

—

J. M. DYER.
may26eodtI

putting

an

Secures the best of workers. All our goods are
union made, In our own factory, famous for
neatness.

SLEEPER’S
EYE
CIGARS

Are without

Try’em

a

peer,

10 cents.

trade hare registered.
S. S. SLEEPER & CO,,
Factory, Boston.
ju9
eodlw

OITT 03?* 333E3:E!3F&.X:N-«3r.
of registration, of voters,
Deering, Me., June 1, 1892. NOTICE—In
order to accomodate those who are physically
unable to come from home the Board will visit
such persons, upon their written
request.
Notice should he sent to

Board

ju3d2w

J. N. READ. Chairman
Board Registration,
Woodfords, Me.

The policy contracts of the UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANT COMPANY are free from technicalities
and ambiguous phrases, policyholders’ rights being clearly and tersely
stated.

BASE

You have had plenty of experience
with shirts, and this experience has
probably taught you something. There
isn't the least reason why you should
be content with second rate material
or make when that which is neither the
one or the other is at your disposal
for less than the
same amount of
money. Our BONANZA, made of the
Langdon Cotton, reinforced front and
back, perfect in fit and workmanship.
Try one.
Only 75c unlaundered, 85c
laundered.
Our Forest. City Short Bosom Shirt
and Portland Pride are equal value according to price, 65c and 50c each 10c

extra laundered.
The Wonder Shirt

is

Price 85c unlaundered,
laundered.

rightly named.
10c

extra for

ilSOftMMBEE,
Je*

246 Middle Street.

dti

BALL.

PORTLANDS

Friday and Saturday, June

PORTLANDS

11

and

12•

WOONSOCKETS,

vs.

at

and

3.30.j69dlw

J. R. LIBBY
-ON-

Investments.

■PIIAAIII

IU55AH

WOODBURY k

Al AVPII

A

ULUm,

6 I-L CIS.

4

A

A very fine Cotton Dress Fabric in
beautiful styles imitation of India Silk.
Price has been 12% c all the season.

iOULTON,

ENDYI10N CLOTH, 8 l-2c.
32 inches wide, fast colors, choice patterns, marked from 12%c.

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.
ap2Gdtt

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,
FEED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier,

Deposits

in

NEW PONGEE, 12 1-2 cts.
32 inches wide, silk finish, superior
and styles. Ought not to be sold
less than 17c.

quality

BROCHE SATINE, 37 l-2c.
The most
Fabrics that

dtf

jly25

rTubby,

j.

Congress

BONDS.

We have for sale the Portland & Rochester Railroad
Terminal
Bonds, interest
guaranteed by Boston &
Maine Railroad Company.
FRED. E. RICHARDS & CO.

flag

in your

about

Everything
The
guaranteed.
commonly ordered

most

are—

12.
15.
Extra.

27 feet x 20.

x
x

Lettering

30 feet x 20.
8c. per letter.

G. W. SIMMONS & CO.,
“Oak Hall,” Boston.

FLAGS.

FIVE PER CEIYT

a

ju7

dat

B<DM

TVe specially recommend these bonds
for Savings Banks and other Trust
Fund Investment.

Extract cf Beef.
Do

Price 92 1-2 and interest, subject to
advance.

want

you

Beep Tea?

SWAN &BARRETT,

made from the genuine.

or

Pure,
ing.

See Baron

big's
in

Lie-

the

palatable,

best.

refresh-

Dissolves clearly.

signature

blue

on

each

label thus

PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

—

Casco National Sank
—

cup ol

a

See that it is

Incomparably

THE

stars,

section.

them

sizes

FIRST MORTGAGE

.TAUT,

U. S.

candiARE
READY NOW.
TELEGRAPH
YOUR ORDER and float the first

STREET RAILWAY

RITE

funelOtf

Campaign Flags of Best
Bunting, felled seams, 44
rope heading, with names of
dates printed and attached,

24 feet
27 feet

BOARS,

Street.

CAMPAIGN

FOR SALE

GOER

Cotton Dress

season.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

PORTLAND

beautiful

have been imported this
Equal in appearance to silks
and satines. They are selling freely.

our

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

—

—

Portland, June 1st, 1892.
Ml*. Edward A. Hay is admitted to partnership in our firm
from this date.
II. H. HAY &
SOJY.
lw
jelO
IS HEREBY
TVfOTICE
subscriber has been

MU.,

PORTIiAND,

Incorporated 1824.
CARD.

GIVEN,

that the

duly appointed and

XI

aken upon himself the trust of Administrator
de bonis non of the estate of
NANCY TOOTHAKER, late of Deering,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
Ail persons
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands upon the estate oi' said dethe
same; and
ceased, are required to exhibit
all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
FRANK E. TRUE. Adm’r. de bonis non.
may211aw3wS*
Deering, May 17th, 1802

DELSARTIAN
Summer School of

MISS ETTA M. OWEN desires
to
to
her many
announce
friends and customers that she
has accepted a permanent position in the store of EASTMAN
where
BROS. & BANCROFT,
she hopes to have the pleasure
of waiting upon them,
lwk.
ju 8

LOWELLS,

vs.

Bonds due Hay 1st, 1892,
CUT PRICES
EXCHANGED FOR OTHER
SUMMER

jeadtf

Laundered $1.10, Unlaundered $1.

je8dlw*

91 Danforth Street.

Wednesday. June 14 and 15.
Admission 25 cents; Boys 15 cents; Ladies
free to grounds and grand stand. Games
begin

BANKERS,
186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

on a shirt that’s fit to wear,
excellent place for the shirt that
If you have not
in’t, is the rag basket.
been troubled with an ill-made, ill-fiting uncomfortable shirt, you have escaped a positive infliction; if you have
been bothered by such an article you
will be all the more apt to steer clear
in the future.
Don’t get in a perfect
rage every time you put a shirt on,
OUR
but try
SENATOR, the most perThe price does
fect fitting shirt made.
not signify the value.

iu

PAID LABOR

Today at 4.30 p.m.,at Mr. Bellows’s School

DULUTH
Testimonials have come
from different sections
stating that AMANDINE
with QUINCE is found to
be just the best tiling to
use while traveling,
for
face
and
bathing the
hands, to remove cinders
and dust. Everyone knows
iiow impure and irritating
is water used on trains.
AMANDINE
cleanses
quickly, and cools and
soothes the skin.

LESSONS,

By-

Prof. Etienne Lambert, of N. V.,
(fully explaining this wonderful system)

Tuesday

—

Cleveland, Ohio,

$1.25 A SUIT.

A few small lots of Ladies’ and
Men’s extra fine qualities Summer-weight Underwear to be
sold at one-half the value.

Reserved Seats 25 cents

FREE TRIAL

50c Each.
One ease silk finished

:

HOW TO MASTER FRENCH

SdSOUP

Men’s regular 87 l-2c
quality Shirts and Drawers,
silky fibre, combed Egyptian
yarn, all sizes, gossamer weight,
One

__

WELL.
All credit is due to your
Wonderful Remedies,
B
STJ
*** “ jHe
and I cannot say too much
in their praise.
Truly yours,
MRS. CAPT. J. E. MELVIN,
No. 38 Warren St.,
Rockland, Me.
We GUARANTEE 6 Bottles to BENEFIT or
CURE. You get help or get your money back.
WILL YOU TRY IT?

Surah Waists,

$4.00, $4.50,

50c quality Medium and Summer-weight Underwear to be
sold for

§ether

_

BOYS’

UNDERWEAR.

MELVIN.

Paralysis Defeated!
BLEEDING PILES,
S

and

10 cents

Friday Night, Testimonial to James Hall.

Figured Lawn Waists,

$2.00 Each.

GENTS’

day.
Taine’s career is a lesson to young men
of genius. He did not burst, like a meteor, upon the literary firmament. On
the contrary, his rise was the result of
laborious and unremitting effort, coupled
of course with his wonderful mentality.
Born in 1830, Taine,'as soon as he was
able, was obliged to work, not only for
his own support, but also for that of hi >
mother, to whom he exhibited up to the
day of her death a devotion that was almost sublime. His first work, “Philosophe Francais,” appeared in 1855, and
was followed successively, and at reasonable intervals, by “La Fontaine,”
“La Litterateur Angl'aise,” “Le Voyage
en Italie” and “L’lntelligence.”
He
married, when he felt that his future
was assured, Mile. Dennel, the
daughter
of an eminent architect. Two children
have resulted from this union, which has
proved a most happy'one. Taine adores

white, drab, pink, blue

For 25c.

A

writer has denominated Taine
“the inventor of
that powerful machine called scientific
criticism, a criticism immovable, inexorable, which in some way destroys individual liberty, making of man the
simple product of precise and defined
factors, from which he can, under no
pretext, disengage himself, such as race,
epoch, surroundings, which classifies
and labels all literary works like specimens in a museum of natural history;
which seeks, above all, the law, and forgets, in its desire to bring all things into
common, thi3 element of difference
which is felt, this vibration of soul to
soul, this something which escapes and
constitutes genius.”
And yet Taine has written some beautiful poetry, thus combating the very
theory which he labors almost constantly
to maintain.
Enthusiastic admirers
have declared that Taine is the first
writer of our time. Be that as it may,
he is a genius and an analyst of the first
magnitude. His power of expressing
much in little is remarkable. Perhaps
the most conspicuous example of this
faculty is to be found in “The Normans,” where, in describing them, he
speaks of them as “these heroic seekers
after profitable adventures.”
Taine is a thoroughly domestic man.
in that he spends all of his time at
home; but he can scarcely be considered
an ideal husband, for apart from the
meetings at meal time he sees little of
his family. Mme. Taine is a hospitable
entertainer, and she and her beautiful
daughter are prominent figures at most
of the social events of the fashionable
literary circles of Paris; but the great
philosopher has so arranged matters
that he is by common consent absolved
from all social obligations. Prom early
morning until far into the night, with
but brief intermissions for the “constitutionals” which he compels himself to
take, Taine is immersed in his study—a
dingy sort of den isolated from the family’s apartments and richly stocked
with valuable books. The great writer
and thinker is morbid in his dread of
notoriety, and would not even permit
Bonnat to exhibit his portrait in the
Salon. He is, perhaps, the most inaccessible of all the great men of to-

75c, 98c, $1.25 Each.

and black.
A regular 50c Corset,
sizes, white and drab.

A DOUBLE BILL.

75c Each.
Ladies’ Satine Waists, with and without laundered collars and cuffs, in
black, white and navy, also in stripes,
polka dots and figures,

Mexican Wonder.

the

with conversational fluency within the compass
of 800 words.

mar 11

regular

LUCAS.

MK. AND MRS. SAM

5’s

Sale

For

8th.,

tTiine

of

HAMILTON’S
Musical Comedy Company.

--

37 l-2c Swiss Bibbed Vests, low
neck and sleeveless, all sizes,
One case Ladies’ Unbleached
Ribbed Vests, low neck and
sleeveless, all sizes, finished
witli silk,

W ooXzl

5’s

II. Iff. PAVSOI &

Worth 25c.
case

6’s
5’s

TEED.

Sc Each.
One

City of Portland
City ot Bath
City of Clinton, Iowa,
Toronto, Ohio,

Also, several issues of Water Co. 6 PerCent
Bonds, Principal and Interest GUARAN-

weight Underwear.
One case Ladies’ Jersey Vests,
low neck and sleeveless,

cors

TAINE.

of Rumford Falls & Buckfleld
Railroad Company bonds due July 1st,
3 898, and holders of Receivers Certificates due
3 893 and 1895, can
exchange the same on a safe
and profitable basis for tne Fust Mortgage
Bonds of the Portland & Rumford Falls RailParticulars given on
our
office.
way, at

application.

A FEW MORE DAYS.

AMUSEMENTS.

TO HOLDERS

Manson C. Larrabee,

ously appointed.
Ho Will

FINANCIAL.

financial.

GOODS.

DRY

more case

Cleveland is not the candidate of the

■

on

minority.

Undoubtedly the convention in selecting President Harrison to lead the
Republican forces has been animated by
a desire and intention to make the
strongest possible selection that circumstances
permitted. Some may think that it has
not done so. But it will be unprofitable
to discuss that
President
question.
Harrison has been fairly nominated, and
it is the duty now of
Republicans, whatever their preference
may have been to
afford him a cordial and active support.
That ought to be easy to do, for President
Harrison is a tried and true Republican,
is in in full accord with Republican ideas
on all the great questions of the
day and
has proved his ability to wisely administer the executive office by four years of
succssful administration.
From this day forth let the Republican
party close up its ranks and fight the
common enemy.
Success is before it if
wise and harmonious counsels prevail,
but the Democratic party is alert and uncommonly enthusiastic and success will
be jeoparded by crimination and recrimination and” useless discussions of
what might have been, which will only
serve to intensify whatever bitterness
and disappointments exist.

Democrats, but if, as seems probable,
he is nominated, that question can hardly assume much prominence inasmuch
as the positions of President Harrison
and Mr. Cleveland on this question are
practically identical.

tion

theory

ment exists and in

PRESIDENT,

VHITELAV REID.

a

of the convention

one.

Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
or less
square each week. Three insertions
*1.50 per square.
Reading Notices In nonpariel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type
25 cents per line each insertion.

THE

majority

to be wiser than the

This is the
one

ditional.

prevent

that the

children and is very fond of cats. His
summer homo is a magnificent estate,
Borenge a Menthon, St. Bernard, on the
shores of Lac d’Annecy. His-wife superintends the vineyard and looks after all
the business details of the place. Their
winter home is in Paris and is sumptu-

Accounts of individuals, firms and
tions received on favorable terms.

Interest allowed

on

corpora

time

deposits.

__

Stephen R. Small,
President.

(ebI4

Marshall R. Goding,
Cashier.

dtf

Expression

will open at Shaw's Business College, Portland,
July 11th to August 1st. Vocal and Physical
Culture, Gesture. Shakespeare. Painting and
Languages; a large faculty of the most prominent Boston teachers: courses for beginners and
for teachers, singers and public readers; seud
FRED WINSLOW ADAMS,
for circulars.
principal, 507Va Congress street, Portland. Me.

H. E.
Piano

jeTTT&Slm

MILLS,

Slate atChandler’s Music Store 413
Congress Street.
febSeodu
Order

j

“JOLLIED”

A Republican Stats Convention

The Portlands Won

Yesterday’s game was of a somewhat
farcical character.
The home team had
the game from the start, the Lowells not
playing the game of ball of which they
are capable.
The home team presented
a new
pitcher, in the person of Quackenbos, a brother of Harvard’s old third
baseman, and he pitched a good game.
He has good curves and uses his head,
and held the Lowells down to three hits.
The home team, after the first two innings, batted and fielded well and played
good ball throughout. Whitney hurt his
hand in the third inning, and Guinasso
was substituted.
The “Count” looked
just the same as when in years past he
played for the same city, and he also
“funked” two ground balls that McLaughlin had to be given errors on in
trying tohandle.
The umpire was “jollied” by the home
team to the great amusement of the
spectators and the intense disgust of the
visiting team, and no wonder. Both

City Hall, Portland,

21,

1892,

At 11 O'clock, A. M.,
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Governor, to be supported at the September
election; and nominating candidates for electors
at large for President and Vice President, to be
supported at the November election and transacting any other business that may properly
come before it.
The basis of representation will ba as follows
Each city, town and plantation will be entitled to one delegate, and for each 75 votes
cast for the Republican candidate for Governor
in 1888. an additional delegate, and for a fraction of 40 votes in excess of 75 votes, an additional

delegate.

Vacancies in the delegation of any city, town
plantation can only be filled by residents of
the county in which the vacancy exists.
The State Committee will be in session in the
reception room of the hall at 9 o’clock on the
morning of the convention, for the purpose of
receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegates in order to be eligible to participate in the
convention, must he elected subsequent to the
date of call for this convention.
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
political differences who are in l'avdr of maintaining a protective tariff, who believe in the
Republican policy of reciprocity; in protecting
the industries and the agricultural products of
this state; in elevating and dignifying human
labor by securing to the laborer bis just
reward;in a sound and honest currency; in
free, popular education; in securing political
power to every citizen; in the promotion of the
cause of temperance ;in just ana equal taxation;
in all measures for. the encouragement of American ship building, ana in an economical and
efficient administration of state affairs, are cordially Invited to unite with the Republicans in
the selection of delegates to this convention.
Rer order Republican State Committee.
J. H. MANLEY, Chairman.
F. E. SOUTHARD. Secretary.
Augusta. Me., May 16, 1892.
Dr

REPUBLICAN" COUNTY

nofo fnr oooh oitu anil fnnm

delegate for

anrl

nna

QrlHitiGnol

76 Republican votes cast for
governor at the last state election, and one delegate for each fraction of 40 votes.
The delegates have been apportioned upon
the foregoing basis, as follows:
3
Baldwin.. 3 New Gloucester...
Bridgton—.. 6 North Yarmouth.. 3
3
Brunswick.10 Otlsfield.
Cape Elizabeth. 7 Portland. 62
2
Casco. 2 Pownal.
Cumberland. 4 Raymond. 2
Peering. 9 Scarboro. 3
Falmouth.
SSebago.. 2
Freeport. 6 Standish. 6
7 Westbrook.
9
Gorham.
Gray. 3 Windham. 6
Harps well. 3 Yarmouth. 4
3
Harrison.
Naples. 3 Total.162
The county committee will be in session at
the hall at 9 o’clock in the forenoon on the day
of the convention to receive the credentials of
the delegates and attend to such other business
as may be necessary.
G.FredMurch, Chairman.
Charles A. True, Secretary.
Portland, June 3,1892.
each
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O’Brien, cf.
Rogers, lb..
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Lachance, rf. 4
Burns, ss. 5
Clymer. 2b. 4
Platt, c. 6
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At Brockton—Brocktons, 11;

the ladies of Portland

gave it a set of colors. Some Portland
boys marched away under those' colors.

Several

seventeenth

girls from
regimental

men

Portland homes.

married
In 1890

a

association
was
formed.
About one hundred survivors have been
A reunion
at
traced.
Portland
is
planned for next August. Will the
Press please pass the word to surviving
members and their friends and the
friends of those gone and any of the
donors of the flags who yet remain?
I should like to hear from survivors
who will join, and friends who will help
our association and make the reunion a
success.
F. A. Gower.
_Wakefield, Mass., June 9th.

The

ONLY.

following games were played by
League clubs yesterday:

Philadelphia

At
1

At

—

Philadelphias, 7; Cleve-

are

See

0A

ONLY.

1.

At Baltimore (first game)—Baltimores, 25;
St. Louis, 4.
(Second game)—Baltimores, 9;
St Louis. 3.
At Boston (first game)—Bostons, 4; Chicagos,
1, (Second game)—Bostons, 7; Chicagos, 0.

for
I at $4.

THE
rokmagei?^’

and

—

quantity

!

:

cheaper.”

It is therefore

the deck.
just what

:

1

three delegates were chosen to attend the
convention at Portland, June 21st.
The

delegates were instructed to vote for
Henry B. Cleaves for governor. The Republicans here are wide awake a nd are
preparing a new club house.
Yarmouth.
FIRE IN

YARMOUTHVIIjLE.

At noon today, fire was discovered in
the barn adjoining- the house owned and
occupied by Mrs. Harrison Russell and
family of this place. The nouse and

barn burned to the ground.
The furniture was saved; insured.
The adjacent
houses were saved from conflagration by
the efforts of the Yarmouth fire company. Mrs. Russell has the sympathy of
the whole community for the loss of her
home which she had occupied for so
many years.
Gorham.

Rev. L. H. Winslow delivered a temlecture in the Congregational

perance

chapel, Thursday evening,

to

sized audience.
Next Wednesday

a

good

evening, June 15th, at
Grange Hall, Gorham Grange dramatic
club will produce a five-act drama enti-

tled “The Farmer’s Daughter,’’ assisted
by the talented actor, Mr. Ben. W. Reed,
as Luke Fenton the blind farmer.
Mr.
Reed has had many years experience on
the stage, and under his supervision this
will no doubt be the best drama ever given by the club.
North

Sunday.

:

a

for

very neat cap in
$1, that is very

AND

Yarmouth.

ONLY.

Middle, Pearl and Vine Streets.

:

Free Street

Congregational

Well
Posted
>

Church Pastorate.

ALLEFS

The Free street ohurch is not negotiating with Rev. Mr. Busfield of Bangor
to

accept

its

Is the man, who, like William
E. Currier, of Kennebunk, Me.,
knows what he needs and where
to get it.
Mr. Currier was siek
for s years with severe stomach
trouble. Then he tried

SARSAPARILLA.

pastorate.

He has taken two bottles and
says he is cured
good appetite
feels perfectly well.

MARRIAGES.

—

—

In Industry, June 7. John W. Nichols, M. D.
of Farmington and Miss Bertha E. Johnson of

128 Doses

Industry.

In Newburg, May 25, John F. Marcho and
Mrs. Annie Pooler of Bangor.
In Dover, June 4, Ozias Plummer aud Miss
Maud Taylor, both of Dover.
In this city, June 9, Thomas C. Robertson and
Miss Minnie L. Johnson, both of St George, Me
In Ellsworth, June 5, Capt. Herbert S. Higgins
and Miss EUzaberth Scott.
In New Portland, May 30, Ernest 0. Pratt
and Miss Mary A. Goodwill, both of New Vine-

Guaranteed

[To

Cure Tou.

50 Cents;
Druggists.
Allen’s Sarsaparilla Co., Woodfords, Me.
All

Boston Offioe, 125 Broad St.

yard.

In Bluehili, June 6, Otis A. Hooper and Miss
Fannie J. Eaton, both of Brooklin.
In Northfleld. June 1, Seth T. Schoppe of
Beddington and Miss Emma L. Sweet of Northfield.
In West Lubec, May 31, Lafayette Ramsdell
and Miss Etta M. Wilson, both of of West
Lubec.

<■
_

__

day will be appropriately
the
church

Mr. Brown and wife and Miss
Mr. J. P. Rowe and wife, Mr. N.
S. Shutleff and wife, and Miss Susan
Hamilton attended the conference at
Lewiston this week.
Mrs. M. A. Rich of
Lynn, Mass., has
been spending a few days in town.
Miss Brown, who has been teaching in
the West, is spending the summer at her

Brown,

winning both, 6-3.
Throughout the field by being too sure.
match the applause was almost constant.
Captain Burnt, of the Middleweight
Both teams played a steady, careful
Splendids, accepts the challenge of the
game, but the Portland men played with Mystics to
play on the plaster mill
father’s, the Rev. Oliver Brown.
more lieadwork and rather forced the
grounds at 2.30 p. m. today.
Their
and
net work were
play.
serving
far superior to that of their
Scarboro High School.
opponents,
and many times they took advantage of
Rev. D. Or. Donnocker closes a very
the Bates men’s lack of team work.
S
profitable term of the Higll school in
inARTISTICOESIGNS
When the finals in singles were playsd Scarboro June 17th.
810
Thursday, June
FOR ALL PURPOSES.
off the Bates men present had a good
16th will be publio day.
All interested
chance to cheer, but yesterday it was in the school are invited to be
615 Congress St.
present on
Bowdoin's turn, and the dozen students that
PORTLAND, ME.
day.

DEATHS.
In Kennebunkport, June 10, Mary J., wife of
Rev. Alvah A. Cook, and daughter of the late
Joseph Bourne of Wells, aged 65 years.
In Somerville, Mass., June 5, Clement Littlefield of Kennebunk, (member of the late firm of
Emmons & Littlefield, old time shipbuilders in
Kennebunk), aged 78 years, 2 months.
In York, June 3, Samuel Bradley Marshall,
son of the late Hon. Nathaniel G.
Marshall, aged

42 years.
In this
June 9, Joseph A. McGinniss,
aged 9 months.
In Bangor, June 9, John P., son of James and
Margaret Nelligan. aged 4 months and 16 days.
In West Gouldsboro, June 2, Peter L. Hill,
aged 71 years.
In Indian River, May 28, Mrs.
Emeline
Decker, aged 67 years.
In East Bluehili, June 1, Miss Julia
Curtis,
aged 61 years.
In Albany, June 6, Lyman
69

city,

years.

Johnson,
*

aged
&

FLOWERS

__

MADE.

SATURDAY

COMPANY,

Captain John T. Hilton.
John T. Hilton, an old retired sea captain, formerly of Wiscasset, died from
the effects of a fall at his home on Washington street, Brookline, Mass., about
noon Thursday.
The accident, which
resulted fatally, occurred about an hour
before he died. It is said that he was
descending a long flight of steps beside
his house when he slipped and fell and
was soon after picked up unconscious.
He was 85 years old. A widow survives
him.

commenced on the butter
C. H. Hodsdon laying the

Rev.

_

have

HAVE

...

publican headquarters, Tuesday evening,

next

FRIDAY

OBITUARY.

Millbridge.
enthusiastic caucus, held at Re-

Work has
factory, Mr.
foundation.
Children’s
observed at

colors.
We

WE

FOR

of Yachting
misses, in all

Yachtsmen will find
Bicycle Caps in league colors
our stock. from 50c to $1.25.

MAINE TOWNS.

an

and

a

drive

they want in

■

■

knowledge.

yachting,

—

At

rich variety

White Sweaters avoid scratching the paint from

our

ATKINSON

■■

A

Caps for ladies

black silk,
IF YOU GO YACHTING
popular.
you want a rubber soled shoe to

wheeling

will be

big

great

SATURDAY

At New York (first game)—Cincinnatis, 7;
New Yorks, 3. (Second game)—New Yorks, 2;

Cincinnatis,

This

going fast; there are
very pretty effects in the
mixtures ; and you should also
note our Summer Overcoats at We have a nice article, though,
the same prices*
for tennis and yachting at $1.25.

AND

game)—Brooklyns, 5; Pittsgame)—Bro jklyns, 4; Pitts-

—

and does better work than
any other of which I have

are

three.

—

(jgveiancfs

and

FRIDAY

Washington—Louisvilles, 7; Washingtons,

At Brooklyn (first
burgs, 4. (Second
burgs, 3.

THAT

some

Two Games Today.
The Portlands and Lowells will play
two games this afternoon, and only one
admission fee will be charged. The first
game will be called at 2 o’clock, and is
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
General
*
a postponed game.
The second game
1
—
.1
will
be
the
scheduled
Portland Theatre.
regular
game, and
Last evening Mr. James Hall, took a will be started immediately after the first present made good use of their opportuCasey and Platt will be the nity. The score:
benefit at this house. Mr. Hall has been finished.
i.
a very
valuable assistant to Manager battery in the first game for the home
Pierce and Pickard.011101010 1—6
and
Klobedanz
and
Lachance
will
and
an
team,
excellent bill was presentHoward and Sturgis... 1 00010101 0—4
Chace,
ii.
ed. Mr. Robert Rexdale and Mr. Ar- be in the points in the second game. Lamand were very happy in their efforts. dies will be admitted free to both grounds Pierce and Pickard.10110011 1—6
Howard and Sturgis.o 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0—3
Mr. James Dixon and
another well- and grand stand.
in.
known sparrer, gave an entertaining exPierce and Pickard.10111010 1—6
The Tennis Tournament.
Howard and Sturgis.01000101 0—3
hibition of the manly art.
Max FreeThe only match of yesterday morning
Mr. L. C. Southard of Boston, a graduman was warmly received as he always
was that between Dana and
Payson of ate of Maine State College, has presented
is and Harry Hamilton’s comedy compaBowdoin, and Howard and Sturgis of to the association a silver cup, to be held
ny gave great pleasure.
Bates in the semi-final round. The first by the college winning the second place
The shaving contest this evening will
set was close and exciting, both teams in singles. When won three times by the
be a unique feature, and the ladies and
a sharp game.
Howard and same college it becomes the permanent
children will find much that will amuse playing
Sturgis won, 6-4, only to lose the next set property of that college. This cup this
them at the matinee this afternoon.
to their opponents, 6-1. In this second year goes to Bowdoin. Bates takes the
Notes.
set, the Bowdoin men played all round championship cup in singles, and BowThe Peak’s Island Loyal Temperance
the Bates team and won as they pleased. doin that in doubles. The winner of first
Legion will give a musical and literary
entertainment in the Golden Cross Hall The last set was won by Howard and and second place in both singles and
evening at 7.30 o’clock.
Sturgis, notwithstanding a beautiful doubles were presented with fine rackets
braes by which Payson and Dana, with by various firms, among them Owen,
Beal Estate Transfers,
the score 4-1 against them, won three Moore & Co., of this city, Wright & Ditson and Partridge & Horsman.
The following transfers of real estate straight games. The score:
The tournament has been under the
have been recorded in the office of the
i.
Dana and Payson.0 01010101 0—4 efficient management of Mr. R. C.
Register of Deeds:
Pay1 10101010 1—6
Falmouth—Harriet N. Mountfort to Nathan- Howard and Sturgis
son of this city, to whom much credit is
iel H. Leighton.
n.
due for its success.
Baldwin—William Thorn to Lorenzo Thorn.
Dana and Payson.1 11110 1—6
$1900.
Howard and Sturgis-0 0 o 0 0 1 0—1
Westbrook—Wm. Lamb to Marrett Lamb.
Marrett Lamb to Wm. W. Lamb.
McAuliffe in Training.
nr.
Geo. T. Roberts to Milton Libby.
Danaand Payson.0 00101110 0—4
[Special to the Press.]
Caroline Files to Andrew T. Bodge.
1
Howard
and
Sturgis... 11010001 1—6
Brunswick—Charles W. Fisher et als to ,Tas.
June 10.
Bangoii,
McAuliffe, the
Leering. $115.
The finals in doubles were played at
Cumberland—Rufus A. Soule to Mabel C. Hill.
light weight pugilist champion, was here
2.30 in the afternoon. Shortly before
$100.
today, on his way to Hampden, where he
play was called the crowd began to gath- will train for his great fight with Myer,
er, and before the match was finished to take place in New Orleans.
In ten
nearly 200 people were on the grounds, a days he goes to New York to have a setlarge proportion of them ladies. The to with Billy Frazier. McAuliffe’s trainfirst set opened with a long deuce game, er
accompanies him.
which Howard and Sturgis, the Bates
(From a letter of Marioa Harland’s,
Written February 5, 1892.)
team won. Pierce and Pickard, however
Notes.
took three straight and, by good serving
“
That throw from right field to third
A
like
of
and net play, won the set 6.4. The secbase, by Lachance, yesterday, was magond and third sets were almost exact rep- nificent.
etitions of the first, the Bowdoin boys
O’Brien missed a pretty catch in centre

Baking Powder goes further

$12, $15

FOR

League.

29c Neckwear.

our

$10«<>$20 4E SflBS
to $20,
value

DAYS

the National
lands, 1.

10c each. See

ing Cotton
1 cent a spool.

Woonsockets,

Salem—Salems. 13 ; Manchester, 6.
At Pawtucket—Lewistons, 13; Pawtuckets, 7,

At

left for the front

SATURDAY.

Four-ply Linen
TOr 91*
3far
60C Collars 3 for 25c,

500 spools Bast-

England League.

The National

^

$3to$2.25 marked1

ance 300.

To the Editor of the Press:
Thirty years ago the 17th U. S. Infantry
was stationed at Port Preble.
When it

—$ 1I —5JS9 We

■

B,

Earned runs—Portlands. 3.
Two base hits—
O’Brien, Rogers. First base on balls—By Quaekenbos, Guinasso, Hart, McCauley, Rudderham;
by Rudderham, Clymer, Quackenbos. First
base on errors—Portlands, 6; Lowells, 4. Sacrifice hits—Kirmes, O’Brien, Cull. Struck out—
By Quackenbos, Hawes, Guinasso; by Rudderham, Annis, Lachance, Burns, Platt, Rogers.
Stolen bases—Kirmes, Rogers,: Clymer, Quackenbos 2, Hawes. Hit by pitched ball—i.achance
Double plays—Kirmes and Rogers, Hart and
Hawes, Guinasso, Hawes and McCauley. Time
of game—lh. 50m. Umpire—Howard. Attend-

7th P. S. Infantry Association.

FRIDAY

STRAW HATS.

M1

Portlands...1 0311100 2—9
Lowell.0 0000000 0—0

5.

OUTING FOOTWEAR.

SATURDAY.

Innings.1 23456789

New

NOTICE THE BARGAINS

Russia Calf is the proper thing
are sellMen’s fine Mack- d* fl
PA
illg a lot of for summer ; we have an excep- inaw, Canton and $ I i%)U
Negligee Shirts, gift gtripe and tionally fine line in this.
English Milan Straw Hats, low
well made, reduced from $3 to
We have just received a Bluch- crown and wide brim the fash$2 ; very handsome for summer er congress in Russet that is the ionable shape, $1.50.
Ladies’ Blouses wear. We have Outing Shirts, neatest thing ever offered in the
We offer for
city; the price is $3.50.
though for 25c.
50 cents,
these
clays only
Men’s Mackinaw P
We have some great bargains
a line hatOU QlSi
regular price$l.
Straw,
in Russet Calf at $3, $2.50 and
for little money, all sizes and
THIS
$2; then our hand
different styles, 50c.
a We shall sell a lot sewed
Ladies’ Blouses
250
at
goods
W lot of Men’s Hose in
■
75 cents,
will
Fine Crystal
$d
suit
the popular colors;
our special those who want
Men’s cheap I C
never less than
Glass Berry
IS
price is 3 pairs for 50c. We have a better shoe.
harvest hats, wide I %} vl9i
$1.50.
Bowls,
7inch,
also a lot of Black Hose that we
for
out-of-door work,
brimmed,
at 10 cents each.
will sell 2 pairs for 25c.
from 15c to 50c.
Ladies’
Gauze
ONE
Tests 19 cents,
down
marked
170
from 25c.
9 inch Bowls,
OF
BICYCLE SHOES.
mer, very dressy, at $3.50 ; we
same as the above
from
have them
We have the L. A. W. regula$1 upwards ;
Ladies’ Jersey
at 17 cents.
they are the correct thing with a tion shoe, both in low and high
Tests
black coat, but they look well cut; they are very flexible and
THE
In the popular
37 1-2 cents,
with any suit.
easy on the feet; only $3.
Sailors
We have a cheaper shoe at $2, shapes,
500
always sold at
and Turbans, in plain and coland
can fit you in Russet or Blk.
50c.
25c.
ors, only
Individuals, to MOST
match
TENNIS SHOES.
down
Ladies’Fast Blk.
the
above, makOur Children’s Hats are our
Everyone who plays tennis will
some Odd Pants from $3 to 2.25,
Hose
our
inhere
line
be
interested
and
we
are
;
exing a neat
specialty
running
$2 to 1.50, and in proportion ; we
POPULAR
12 1-2, 19, 25 have a good working pant for $1. cludes the canvas top at 75c, and cellent bargains at this table. and
handsome
the finely finished Russet at $3. We have everything for the very
and 37 1-2
set, at only
little one as well as for the
cents.
2
cents each. OFFERINGS
(iil
school children.

LOWELLS.
AB.

Attention !

AND Z_

PORTLANDS.
R.

miscellaneous.

CONVENTION

:::

Lots of

FRIDAY

score:

AB.

::7 NATIONAL

miscellaneous.

SO DO OUR SPECIAL WEEKLY SALES.

suffered equally from his poor
judgment, but of course the home team
could laugh at his attempt at umpiring
the game as they had the lead. The

Annis, If. 4
Kirmes, 3b. 5

miscellaneous.

Attracts

teams

CONVENTION.

The Republicans of Cumberland county are
hereby requested to send delegates to a county
convention to be held at Reception Hall, City
Building, Portland, on Thursday, the thirtieth
day of June, A. D., 1892, at 10 o’clock in the
forenoon, to nominate candidates for the following offices: Four senators, county attor
ney, sheriff, judge of probate, register of pro
bate, county treasurer and one county commis
sioner, also to choose a county committee for
two years, and to transact any other business
that may properly come before the convention.
The basis of representation wiil be one dele-

in Yes-

terday's Game.

WILL BE HELD IN

TUESDAY, JUNE

Down

Hands

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE UMPIRE-

j flowers

I

Rojfll Gem«®
Best grown in China. Finest drank in America.
Packed only in half-pound and pound tea-lead
packages.
The same as served in the Japanese Garden at the Pure Food Exhibition.
We send free, on receipt of a 2c. stamp,
sample of either Formosa
Oolong or English Breakfast Tea. State your choice.
CHASE & SANBORN, Boston, Mass.

__WtesgJJ only

to the trade.

THICKLY POPULATED.

POULTRY WEIGHTS.
American Poultry Association's Standard

Weights for KaoU Breed.
The American Poultry association,
which is composed of breeders from
nearly every state in the Union, and
which in its annual conventions legislates for the interests of its members,
has not only fixed a scale of points
which describes all the breeds, but also
attaches to each breed a certain minimum weight This weight may be exceeded, hut any bird not reaching the
weight fixed for the breed is severely
cut off for the defect It may be interesting ip some of our readers to know
hosw much each cock, hen, cockerel and
pallet should weigh. A cook and hen
are birds over one year old.
A cockerel
and pullet are birds under that age.
Bronze and Narragansett turkeys
should weigh as follows: Cook, 83
pounds; hen, S3 pounds; cockerel, 33
pounds; pullet, 14 pounds. Buff, slate
and black turkeys—cock, 27 pounds;
cockerel, IS; hen, 18; pullet, 12. White
turkeys—ceck,2$ pounds; hen, 16; cockerel, 16; pullet, 10.
Of geese there are 6even varieties.
The Toulouse and Embden weigh as
follows: Gander, 25 pounds; goose, 28;
young gander, 30; young goose, 18. The
African gander weighs 20 pounds; the
goo3e, 18; young gander, 16, and young
goose, 14. The brown and white China
and the Canada goose are about four
pounds less than the African, and the
Egyptian about four pounds leas than
the Canada.
The largest ducks are the colored and
white Muscovys. The drake weighs 10
pounds, the duck 8, young drake 9 and
young duck 7. Next come the Rouen
and Aylesbury ducks, the drake weighof

A Spot in Sew York City that is
Densely Settled.
Motiving
Flaw
itant.

Like
on

It

Sarth

In One

Very

Anywhere—Me Other
Ha. So 33any Inhab-

Square 33310—There Are

350,030 People Living in This Section.
One square mile of New York

city’s
area., inclusive of streets and public
squares, has a population of more than
{>50,000. It is possible to plot on the
map an irregular district covering a
territory of a square mile which will
have a population of half a million, bnt
to do that one would have to zigzag
over the map, picking out thickly populated blocks. It is not possible to plot
an area with a population of more than
400,00ft living in a compact and contiguous territory.
That population of more
than S5d,000 to a square mile is not exceeded anywhere else. It is the most
thickly populated spot on the earth.
The large population is possible because the builders and real estate ownof New York are more modem and
more inventive than those in European
cities. The densely populated tenements
in New York are not usually the property
of estates, handed down from generation
to generation, like the property of the
As tors and the Duke of Westminister;
the largest real estate owner in London.
No man can manage a large block of
tenement property so well as several
small owners can.
He will not get
much revenue from it, and he will not
see that it is filled with tenants; neither
will he improve it so promptly.
The most thickly populated quarter
of Now York, is owned by hundreds of
men and many comparatively small estates. The owners, or agents, give their
whole time to the management of property, and whenever they can get a rate
ers

of inconifl 1

ramfc. Yrif/hp-r tl-uw

or

■will tear down an old building and put
up the modern tenement in its stead.
They cannot afford to let their land lie
idle and pay their taxes and assessments
on it for its prospective profits, as do
the large landowners of Manhattan
island. Many of the owners have bought
tenements with their savings in the same
neighborhood where they made their
money. The tax rolls show that a large
share of the tenement property is owned
by men of foreign names and birth who
same to New York as poor immigrants
and now own the property where more
recent immigrants live, and where the
owners store as many of them as they
can and charge as mnch rent as they

get.
No known form of habitation will
hold more people than the lower class
lodging houses and cheap tenements on

can

the east side and the west side between
Ninth and Twelfth avenues. Neither
Chinatown, in San Francisco, the lowest quarters of an Asiatic city, nor the
slums of London or Paris will hold so
many people to the acre, because three
aud four story buildings are comparatively rare in either place, while a five
story tenement is seldom known. In
the poorer quarters of London the owners spend little money on improvements
when they are not compelled to by the
health authorities, because any expenditure for improvements would have to
come out of their income at first, and
they do not want their incomes curtailed.
_i.
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mile in New York does not include Five
Points and Chinatown. It might be
made to zigzag over to the Tombs, taking in Pell and Dover streets, the Mulberry bend and Baxter bay, but Paradise park, the Tombs, the new criminal
court house, and the numerous intersecting streets in that neighborhood
take up so much of the space that tne
section is not so thickly populated a3
that new- Stanton and Bivington streets,
where Avenue C begins, and down Pitt,
Eidge, Essex, Ludlow and the other
east side,streets which stop at Houston
street. Close by Houston street and
Avenue C is the most thickly settled
block, with a rate of population of more
than a million to the mile.
The most thickly populated square
mile includes the whole of the Eighth
assembly district, all of the Twelfth except the three election districts along the
water front, all of the Sixth west of
Lewis street, all of the Fourth except
the five districts along the East river,
and all of the Tenth and Fourteenth except the ten election districts between
Second avenue and the Bowery and
Third avenue. It includes Tompkins
square, which is as large as three avenue
blooks and has no population, the small
squares at the intersections of Canal
street and the large manufactories. The
exact boundaries are Fourteenth street.
Second avenue, Houston street, the Be
ery, Catharine street, Cherry streo«,
Jackson street, Grand street for a block
-„

-T-i.

__J
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D back to Fourteenth street.
In that district, not op tin ting the
squares and places at the intersections
or diagonal streets, are 223 blocks, most
of them small blocks, the whole averaging less than 000 feet one way by 200
feet the other way; 21 in the Fourteenth
district, 34 in the Twelfth, 30 in the
Tenth, 66 in the Eighth, 43 in the Sixth,
42 in the Fourth. The population of
that area is: Fourth district, 60,868;

nue

Sixth, 64,327; Eighth, 89,262; Tenth, 44,493; Twelfth, 64,148; Fourteenth, 38,006;
making a total of more than 350,000.
The Twelfth and Eighth districts average 1,600 people to the block, while the
highest average population to the block
is in the Fourteenth district, around
Tompkins square. The larger number
of people around .Tompkins square is accounted for by the larger size of the
blocks, as they are all avenue blocks,
from 650 to 700 feet in length, while further down town the blocks are not twothirds that size. The most densely populated neighborhood is at the upper part
of the Sixth district and the lower part
of the Tenth district, around Rivington,
Stanton and Houston streets.—New York
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drake-8 and young duck 7. The Pekin
and Gaynga breeds are a pound less,
and the white crested dnoksajo a pound
less than tie Peking.
Among chickens the Light Brahma
comes first, the cock weighing 13 ponnds;
hen, 9%; cockerel, 10, and pallet, 8. All
the Cochins and the dark Brahmas
weigh alike, the cock being 11 pounds;
hen, 8%-, cockerel, 9, and pullet, 7. The
Plymouth Bock cock weighs 9J.£ ponnds;
cockerel, 8; hen, 7%, and pullet, 6J£.
Wyandotte cocks weigh 8}4 ponnds;
cockerel, 1%; hens, 6}£, and pullet,
5J^. Minorca cocks weigh 8 pounds;
cockerel, C^; hens, 6)£, and pullets,

5J^. Java cocks weigh 10 pounds;
cockerels,
hens, 8, and pullets, 6%.
Langshan cocks weigh 9% ponnds;
cockerels, 8; hens, 7, and puHets, 6. A
colored Dorking cock weighs 8% pounds;
cockerel, 8; hen, 7%, and pullet, 6. The
silver gray Dorking is about a pound
lass, and the white Dorking about half
a pound less than the silver gray.
Leghorns, H&mburgs, Black Spanish

and the ornamental breeds have no
weight fixed. A Bed Cap cock weighs
7% pounds and a hen a pound less. The
French breeds weigh as follows: LaFleche cock, 8% pounds; Crevecosur
oock, 8 pounds; Houdan cock, 7 pounds,
the hens weighing about a pound less.
Bantams are the opposite in weights,
the smaller the bird the more valuable.
There are also disqualifying weights,
which are much lower for all the breeds,
and which are intended to prevent very
small specimens from being exhibited
at' the shows at any time.—New Hampshire Mirror.
Fowls in and Thieves Ont.

This Httle building was made strong
and fitted to keep fowls in and thieves
or marauders out.
It is 13 feet long, 6
feet wide, 7 feet high on the front and
on the rear.
It has two sashes swung
on the inside and five iron rods sunk two
inches in oak and fastened on the ont-

POULTRY

experience that one seldom sees on
the colts from perfectly sound and
strongly bred stallions from the Shire
or Clyde breeds any blemishes like sidehones, spavins or other troubles that
We have never had
cause lameness.
any unsatisfactory colts from the above
mentioned treatment of the breeding
question. One is perfectly safe in breeding mares to perfectly sound stallions
with properly shaped feet and leg bones.
Of course the mares must not have
blemishes from such causes as ringbone,
sidehone, spavins or other like blemishes and we would never advise breeding a mare that has the heaves.
our

HOUSE.

SHEEP

PORTRAITS*

Varieties of Sheep Differ

u

Widely

an

Races of Men.

Here are two pictures of breeds of
sheep which are strikingly different.
The first illustration shows a Shropshire ram that took first prize at the
Royal society exhibition of 1891. The
Shropshire finds much favor in the west-

ENGLISH PRIZE SHROPSHIRE,

sheep districts at present because of
its hardiness. In Canada it is also popular.
The Shropshire’s best point is
probably that it yields a large quantity of
good mutton. But its-woolly merits are
■worth counting on as -well. The average weight of a,lleeceof the improved
Shropshire is seven pounds of long, not
overdue wool, which pays very well
In the second picture is a unique animal of the sheep family.
era

It is an illustration
mountain ram of a
black faced Scotch
breed in Scotland.

of a black faced
breed akin to the
sheep, the oldest
The Scotch sheep

Mares.

In answer to a

question from The
Plural New Yorker on this subject J. S.
Crosby writes from Greenfield, Mich.:
In my lumbering operations in this
state 1 find it nuite difficult to (ret finch

draft horses as I need. We imported
from Canada and sent directly to the
woods about forty head of grade mares,
Shires and Clydes. They had been bred
in Canada and were half, three-quarter
and seven-eighth bloods, etc. All purchased and brought here were as good
specimens as we could find in Canada,
and cost from $175 to $240 per head
there. We put them in the woods at
work at the heavy business of lumber-

ing.

»

When we have nsed them two or three
years, if they become injured or debilitated, we send them to our farm and put
them on grass until they are in perfect
health, although not sufficiently strong
for the heavy work in the woods. They
are then bred to the stallion and used
about the farm for light work until
about four months before foaling time,
when they are again turned loose and
allowed to run until they drop their
foals. They require no treatment except a run at the grass and a little condition powder as a tonic.
We have found that it is almost impossible to get a mare with the heaves
in foal. If a mare is injured in the legs
or if she has flesh wounds or other injuries that prevent her from doing hard
work, she may be in just as good a
shape to breed as though she did not
have these wounds or injuries, It is

About Jumping-

||m}

Popular Sport.
Jumping in America has of late years
become quite a popular sport. Years ago
jumping contests were seldom arranged
and few followed this special branch of
Now

a

athletics. Probably the first champion
jumper of any note in America was Norman Borties. He flourished in the sixties.
Borties was a fair jumper for the times as
the game was not well patronized, but
Bob Way, of Olean, N. Y., defeated him
by jumping 12 feet 6% inches in a broad
Jump. Bob Way was one of the most
wonderful jumpers America ever had during the time he remained champion. At
Chicago, in 1865, he made a record of 12
feet 8J4 inches, which stood as the best
performance on record until Ed. Searles,
of Sing Sing, N. Y., succeeded in defeating Way and beating all jumping records,
covering 13 feet 6% inches in a broad
jump. Searles was a phenomenal jumper,
and he made his record in a contest for
the championship with A. V. Loomis.
The latter jumped 13 feet 7 inches and
fell,while Searles covered 13 feet 5% inches.
Searles was the champion until he died.
After Searles died jumpers sprang up in
all parts of the country, and George W.
Hamilton came out as the champion, and
covered 14 feet 5y3 inches in a single
standing broad jump, which is to-day
the best record in the world.
One of the best jumpers in this country
to-day, and who boasts of being the
champion trick jumper of America, is
George Brown. He was born in Brooklyn,
N. Y., and since he has followed jumping
he has met the best jumpers of the country. He accomplishes numerous wonderful feats at what is known as trick jumping. He cannot only jump long distances
level, but clear obstacles backwards and
forwards.

are

■

in texture.

Raising Calve* Without Milk.
The young calf must have new milk
for the first two weeks of its life; no
other food will do. After attaining that
age it may be reared on artificial food.
One successful substitute fbr milk is
hay tea. The hay—about three pounds
—is cut so as to get it into a kettle or
boiler, with 2}4 gallons of water, and
boiled half an horn-. The liquor is then
strained and returned to the kettle, and
about a teacnpful each of flaxseed and
wheat middlings added. This is boiled
to a jelly and fed warm. After the calf
is two months old, a small handful of
commeal may be added with the flaxseed and middlings.—Exchange.
Dairy and Creamery.

Don’t overwork the wooden butter
ladle, and thus yon will not run so much
risk of overworking the butter and
breaking its delicate fat globules into
grease.
Milk begins to sour from the bottom
and sides of a vessel; therefore set the
milk pans in very cold water for the
cream to rise.

is skimmed. If yon let it do
you lose a heavy percentage of the

the
so

cream

cream.

A syndicate of cheese factories in
Canada employed an instructor ia cheese
making for two years at their establishmoTvf
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A worshiper of Jersey cattle says that
the Jersey breeders of America have
bought and are using today more Babcock and other milk testers than are
employed by all the other breeders of
dairy cattle combined. Is this true?
Cows bred now will still come in in
time to make the butter churn easily
late next winter and early in the spring
It has been found that rich milk yields
its cream more readily than thin milk.
In a single drop of cream soared or
ripened till it is fit for churning there

millions of bacteria. These are necessary to ripen the cream. In truth,
science is beginning to discover that
about everything, and we ourselves even,
are made of bacteria.
There are good
and bad bacteria, just as there are good
and bad people.
are

Maay Cook*.

“Why are you so naughty?” asked
Bobby’s father.
“I dunno,” answered Bobby. “I guess
it’s ‘cause I’ve got so many aunts rand
uncles to mind.”—Harper’s Young People.
The

Example Soon Supplied.
Professor—Please give an example of
actions speaking louder than words.
Adlet—When a man calls for soda water and accompanies his order with a
wink, sir.—Jury.
Not Equal to That.
Patient—X guess I am about well, ain’t I
Doctor?
Doctor—Almost.
Patient—What’s my bill?
Doctor—You are not quite strong enough for
that yet.—Detroit Free press

BROWN.

The following is Brown’s record: He
defeated J. C. Medway July 4, 1890, at the
Sixty-ninth Regiment games, in 3 standing jumps; distance jumped, Brown first,
38 ft. 9 in.; Medway, 38 ft. 10 in.; also
won the running hop, step and jump with
At
a jump of 44 ft. 8 in. in the first trial.
Cheltenham Beach, Chicago, July 4,1891,
defeated Dick Douse in the running hop,
step and jump with a jump of 45 ft. 10 in.;
running long jump, Brown first, 21 ft. 9
in.; Douse second, 20 ft. 8 in. At Pawtucket, R. I., August 29, 1891, beat T.
Hunt in the running high jump, Brown
first, 5 ft. 11 in.; Hunt second, 6 ft. 9 in.
At the New York Caledonian games,
September 4,1891, beat Wm. Henderson
in the running hop, step and jump 44 ft.
6 in.; Henderson second, 44 ft. 1 in.; long
jump, Brown, 20 ft.; Henderson, 19 ft.;
running high jump tied at a height of 5
ft. 7 in.; hitch and kick, Brown, 8 ft. 9
in.; Henderson, 8 ft. 6 in.; standing high
jump, Brown, 5 ft.; Scott, 4 ft. 10 in.
To Ride Around the World.

Frank G. Lena, who

short time ago
started on his trip around the world, is described as a good looking young man of
medium height and powerful build, and
besides being a man of indomitable pluck
and energy and an accomplished rider, he
is also a thoroughly practical mechanic
and an amateur photographer of no mean
ability. On his trip he does not exfrom ordihis
diet
pect to vary
nary fare for he claims that his daily
plain living is the best kind of preparation for the test he is about to undergo. He does not intend to eat at certain hours simply because it has been his
habit to do so, and will partake only
when he shall relish it, and at the same
time feel that it will do him good.

If A delivers 6,000 pounds of milk to
the creamery in thirty days, containing
300 pounds of butter fat, and B delivers
13,000 pounds of milk during the same
time, containing 450 pounds of butter
fat, what do honor, truth and justice
require in the apportionment of divi-

dends?—Hoard’s Dairyman.
If, in spite of the best care and treatment, a milk cow persistently declines
in health and flesh, it is a sign she has
some ailment and her milk is unfit for
use.

This will Be a Hot Campaign.—You
want the Brass,-U.50 cents a month.
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His Private

Opinion!

O'Reilly (being entertained by the cook, who
produces a bottle of olives)—Vou’U excuse me
Norah, but it’s me privit apinyun that these
plums is slipoiled.
Norah—Sliure, thim is not plums; thirn is
olives, and they kirn from Shpain.
O’Reilly—Behivins! thin they must bavekim
in the shteerage.—Judge.

Men’s Hose, two pairs
for 25c, etc.

Remember Onr Elegant

Laundry

MERRY,

on

CLOVE SALE
FOR-

11th.

Pairs, Tan Shades, 5 Hook Suede Kids

49c Pair.

are

palatable, safe

children,

for

Woman’s Advice.
never

to take a

“Because, just fancy, my own husband, every
time he pays me my monthly allowance, taken
ofl the discount.”—Exchange.
PREVENTION BETTER

The worst fever sores, bed sores and the like
have been driven from the skin by them. Only
begin in time and a few of Brandreth’s Pills
will prevent many a sickness.
Bbandeth’s Pills are purely vegetable,
absolutely harmless and safe to itake at any
time.
_

Weight and Yield of Eggs.
Geese four to the pound, 20 per annum.
Bantams, sixteen to the pound, 60 per
annum.

Houdans, eight to the pound, 60 per
annum.

Guineas, eleven to the pound,

5
5
5
6
6
7
7

PRICE.

1-4
1-2
3-4

49c
49g
49c
49c
49c
49c
49c

1-4
1-4

They are first quality, and the usual price is
$1.00. The low price of 49c is simply to close
the entire lot in one day.

pound,

30 to 60 per

“The best stock in the market.”—[Investor.
“ALASKA has a great future before her. Her
mining companies will reap very large returns.”—[Boston Traveller.
"Winthrop W. Fisk, mining engineer of Juneau, Alaska, has reported on tife property.”—
(Recom[Engineering and Mining Journal.]
mendation enough.)
Within 20 months this mine will pay 3 Per
Cent a Month on Every Share, when it will
surely be wortjh par (*1.00 per share). If you
can possibly spare ahy
money, invest it at
You can find nothing that
once in this stock.
will pay better. Treasury stock ONLY for sale
in blocks of 220 shares or more.
Price Now, 10 Cents Per Share.
Price After June 7,12 1-2 Cents.
Price After Jane 18, 15 Cents.
It is sure to keep on upward until it reaches
$1.00 per share, and dividends will keep it up.
We have the ORE to do it. For stock or in.
formation address

DENVER-SUMMIT
HARRISON E.

my31
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ASBESTOS PAINTS
Have Hie

EPPS’S

C0GDA.

BREAKFAST.

•*By a thorough knowledge of the uaturallaw* which
govern the operations of digestion and nutrition aud
by a careful application of tnc tine properties of wellselected cocoa, Mr Epps haa provided our breakfast tables
with a delicately flavo red beverage which may save us
It is by the judicious use of
many heavy doctor’s bills.
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tendency to
disease. Hundreds of subtile maladies are floating around
us ready to attack wherever thore i& a weak point. We
may
escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves wellfortlficd with pore blood and a properly nourished frame.
—’'Civil Service Gazette.’*
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold only in
half-pound tint, by grocers, labelled thus:

Homoeopathic Chemists,

mar28

STu&wly

W. W. WHIPPLE & GO.,
21 Monument Sq.
mar26dtf

~KNABE.~

to the pound, 150

annum.

by

concerts

as

FIRST, by such great

in the musical firmament

as

DR. HANS VON BULOW,

3 Free St.

S.

annum.

Prime and Choice Porto Rico

Leghorns, nine to the pound, 160 to 300
annum.

Crisped Bread,
There were several slices of stale bread
and some crusts. These were spread in
a pan and put in a very hot oven for ten
minutes. In that time they became
brown and crisp, and were delicious with
the hot chocolate. Broken rolls, crusts
and slices of bread never go begging in
our house.
Sometimes they are made

crisp in the manner described;sometimes
dipped in cold water, spread in a pan and
put in the hot oven for about 10 minutes,
when they are taken out, buttered, and
served hot; again, they are toasted dipped
and
in
water
buttered,
boiling
and served very hot; or, if they are not
are
dried slowly
used for luncheon, they
in the warm oven, put into a canvas bag
and pounded, are then sifted through tho
flour sieve, and bottled for use in breading. Sometimes in Summer they are
crisped in a modera tely hot oven, and then
crushed on a board with a lolling-pin,
cured into a deep dish, and served with
owls of milk for luncheon, or on Sunday
evenings fursupper.—.Exchange.

HIOL. ASSES.
Just landed from schooner “Alianza,”
and for sale in lots to suit
by the

PORTLAND CRAYON PORImporters.
BILIM, T01LLYSM& CO.
TRAIT SOCIETY.
je6dlw

185

wreck—u. s.

Engineer
Middle St., Oxford Building, Removal
Office, 637 Congress street. Portland,
Maine, June 2.1892. Notice is hereby given
to all persons interested in the wreck of the
Portland Maine.
schooner “Isabel Alberto,” and the cargo thereof

In order to advertise our new Studio for the
next 30 davs we will make you life size Crayon
Portrait free of charge providing you purchase
Our work is the best that can
a frame from us.
be made. It is not air brush work such as is
We only make
done by artists in Portland.
fine crayon work.

jcS.lw*

Mil Conley <£ Son.

ol, sunk in the southern part of Rockland Harbor, Maine, that unless said wreck shall he removed by July 13,1892, the United States will
proceed to remove it in accordance with law.
Sealed proposals, in triplicate, will he received
at this office until 3 p. m., on Wednesday, July
13,1892. for the removal of the above named
wreck. The attention ot bidders is invited to
the Acts of Congress approved February 28,
1885. and February 23, 1887, Vol. 23, p. 332,
For
and Vol. 24, p. 414, Statutes-at-Large.
specifications, forms of bid, and information,
apply to this office. PETER C. HAINS, Lieut
Colonel of Engineers.
jelO,ll,13,14Jyll,12

Lubricating, Burning and Leather Oils
and Gasolene, Tallow, Axle and
Machinery Greases, Parafine Wax
and Candles, Cod Liver Oil for
Medicinal Purposes, and all

Naphthas

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY isapurely
mutual company, owned by its members, managed by its members, and
solely in the interest of its members.

Kinds of Fish Oils.

OIL BARRELS, TANKS ANI> CANS.

33 and 35 Commercial
ntnvlfi

PORTLAND, MAINE,

St.,
dtf

“IjAWSOW MOUSE,”

E

South Harpswell, Wie.
fit Ills pleasant seaside UoteUms been greatly
3. improved, and is now suifblied with ail th®
modern improvements, including hot and cold
sea water baths.
Scenery unsurpassed; good
bathing, boating and fishing.
Open for guests
June 15th. 1892. Special rates tor parties.

$oo6 cAiii."'
Massachusetts

gentleman.
gent, by
LADY
to assist me in oflice work and help boom

a

Foot Kernedv for sore and tender feet. Nothing
like it. in the market.
Everybody wants it.
All cash trade.
No risk.
Perfect bonanza.
Profit $20 per dav. clear of expenses, guaranteed. Now advertised in 200,000 papers to appear. Address "DEXTER.” care of Portland
Daily Press.
juO-dltv

Hogsheads.

10 Tierces.

per annum.

Light Brahmas and partridge Cochins’
eggs, seven to the pound. They lay 80
to 100 per annum or even more, according to the treatment and keeping.—Fanciers’ Journal.

12 Free
TUUKSrON.

dtf

497

eodtf

mar8

had.

general agency

MOLASSES!

to the pound, 180

Black, white and buff Cochins, eight
to the pound, 100 or less per annum.
The eggs of the modem, improved
breeds of fowls have gained one-third in
weight, as compared with eggs formerly

The

aprll

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.

Dominiques, nine to the pound, 130 per

host of others.

Spring stnek of TKUBSTOMi HOUSE,
St.,Portland.
Block,
Paper Hangings is ready to

Game fowls, nine to the pound, 130 per
annum.

a

Our new

exhibit.

Hambnrgs, nine to the pound, 150 per
annum.

or

all

EUGEN D’ALBERT,

annum.

per

nsed at

commended

lights

an-

Dark Brahmas, eight to the pound,
and about 70 per annum.
La Fleche, seven to the pound, 130 peT

seven

is

MISS NEALLY STEVENS,

and

Black Spanish,

piano

and is

Plymouth Bocks, eight to the pound,

seven

**’'*»*

Hie World,

This

London, England

100 per annum.

Oreveeoeurs,

Rg
in

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

num.

per

FI6K.E, Trustee,

MASS.
Building* BOSTON,
Tu Tli Sat lmo.

Room 12, Herald

Ducks, five to six per pound, 30 to 60
pound, 160 per

OOaVE3E=^.3Xr-S-

GOLI3

any mined

je!0d2t

per annum.
to the

COMPANY

OF ALASKA.

sale at

annum.

Polish, nine

eodtf

DENVER-SUMMIT
GOXiX)

larpst

JAMES EPPS & Co.,

60 per

annum.

to the

SIZE

4
56
64
104
1
4
5

THAN CURE.

Many persons are afflicted with skin eruptions, boils or ulcers.—Brandreth’s Pills
taken freely will in a short time effect a complete cure of all such troubles. Ulcers of long
standing have been cured by them. Carbuncles
have been cheeked in their inclpiency by them.

Turkeys, five

NO. PAIRS.

Street.

Middle

J. if. LIBBY.

Saturday, .Iisne

Tuesdays.

THlf HATTER,

Je4

238

/
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Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, being a highly concentrated alterative, only small doses are required.

/

Men’s Underwear 50c
and upwards.
\_

287 and. 220©

—

/T

new.

in a Tie for Soft
Shirts.

new

The beard can be easily colored brown or
black by Buckingham’s Dye.

a

How to manage Learned Names.
We recollect asking an old Scotch
gardener whether he did not find it difficult to teach his apprentices the long,
learned names. “I do that,” he replied;
“and—fac’—I dinna see hoo I could
teach them without my memoria technica.” Asked to give an example of it
he pointed to a tree. “See there,” said
he, “yon’s what they ca’ a Cryptomeria
japonica. Noo, I says to the lads, when
ye want to mind the name o’ that tree,
think o’ ‘Creep-to-the-mear-an-jump-onto-her.’ ”—London Spectator.

Something

\

*

success.

nn«

tied oil prize after prize at the fairs and
their cheese got a good name, which the
Bible tells us is more to be desired than
great riches, only in this case it brought
the riches too.

Too

GEORGE

Everything

\

f

Ift

banker for a husband.”
“Why not?”

One of Brown’s wonderful feats is jumping over five chairs and a table. He also
accomplishes the feat of jumping into
three barrels and out of them, the barrels
being placed three feet apart. Another
wonderful feat is jumping from the top
of two bottles over a table, landing on
two other bottles, and then over three
chairs.
Brown’s champion feat is standing on a
chair and jumping over onto another
chair until he has oleared six chairs. The
latter are placed five feet apart and the
distance covered is thirty-six feet. Brown
also does the brick jump from one brick
to another, placed four feet apart, until
he has jumped on six bricks, the latter
being placed on end. Besides being a
trick jumper Brown has made his name
famous as a general all-round athlete. He
•'
n athletic
has compete
games in all
ed States with various
of
the
parts

NEGLI8EE-:-:-SHIRTS.
l\

■!

•‘My dear, let me advise you

css*

Straw Hats.

?>

MissPetrolia Bnllion-Hogge (from the
course you know, baron, that
my father is not in the remotest degree
a nobleman:
He—Say no more, beautiful one. A
man who will give his daughter a million dollar dowry is noble enough for
me.—Life.
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the hardiest domestic breed in the

world, also the most intelligent and cunning. The phrase, “as silly as a sheep,”
does not apply to them. Their mutton
is of choice flavor, and they can take
care of themselves almost equal to a
Texas steer.
The fleece, while very
long, is light in weight and rather coarse

DUNLAP & CO.
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Record—Something

and more effective than any other cathartic.

It is specks of clabbered milk that
cause the white specks to appear in
butter.

Crippled

ALWAYS THE CORRECT STYLES.
Very Nimble on His Feet—Some Remarkable Jumps
His Wonderful

MOCHTAIN RAM.

perfectly dry.

from

Straw Hats I

Ayer’s Pills
BLACK FADED

MISCELLANEOUS.

MERRY’S

**

A Business Young Man.
Drestbeef (of Chicago)—'Will you
marry me, MiS3 Fosdick?
Miss Fosdick—Really, Mr. Drestbeef, this is
so sudden. You must give me time to consider.
Young Drestbeef—Very well. I will let you
have an option on me for one week.—Judge.

Once more allow us to say that milk
must never be allowed to clabber before

Breeding

*^Tature *• No&lemi».

George Brown Holds that Title for F
America.

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

WIT AND WISDOM.

Young

side of the windows with wire 8-inch
The roof is of planed boards,
screws.
with a groove worked on both sides of
the joint and a strip nailed on the top of
the joint, also grooved, which makes it
The door is in the front between the
windows. The outlets for the chickens
are in the ends and have a slide door to
close them up. I have my henhouse
divided into two parts by a lath partition. The door works from right to left,
so that when I go into one part the door
closes up the other half. The strips over
the joints on the outside are two inches
wide and beveled off on the edges, and
fit into the pieoe at the top of the coop
and the bottom, forming panels.—H. C.
Schenck in Poultry World.

champio¥^ricr^umperT

HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY. PROPRIETORS
For accommodations

•odtf

J. J.

or particulars apply
FOOLER, Manager, Portland. Me.
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extra imitation creamrv 14 ®15 c; factory cnoice
12® 19c;Northern creamery, choice at
@20o:
New York ana Vermont
good to cnoice
16@17c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
10@i9c. The above auotations are receivers,
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
choice full creams, new at
lO'UlOVbc; fair to good at 8c@9c; western
choice, new, Ova® 10c; lair to goou at 7@9o;
sage loy3@llc.
Eggs—Eastern extras 17@17yse: Vtand N H
extras at 17@17V2C; Mich, extra at 16V4@17e;
Southern choice at 16; Western firsts at 16(g

FINANCIAL ANMOMIERCIAL
Quotations of Staple Produets
Leading Markets.

—

daily,

Cheese—Northern

in the

16%e.

and

Stocks

Exchange
Quiet

Dull and

Steady-Govern-

and

Quiet

ment Bonds
and

Poultry—Northern fresh-killed spring chickens at 30@35c; fowls at 16@18c; Western iced
fowls 13e:Western dry packed chickens at 17
(®18c; do fowls 14@14r/3e.
Keans—N York hand-sicked pea. 1 90@1 95:
marrow pea 1 8558190: choice screen at 1 50
@1 75; liand-piekea med l 80®1 85;clioice yellow eyes. 1 70@1 75; California pea Deans at
2 30®2 40; hand-picked. 2 50®2 60.
Seed—Timothy. 1 GOffil 75: Western red top
1 50®$2; clover, 12@1 3c ;1Bulgarian, 115®1 30.
Hay—Choice, at—@21 00: some fancy higher;
fair to to good 19 50@$20 60: Eastern line, $17
<®S18: poor to ordinary, $15®$17.
Potatoes—Choice (natives and Maine stock at
$1@1 10E bbl: choice Vt and northern N H
Burbanks 40®
bush;NY Burbanks and white
stars 49@43c ;Honlton Hebrous
@45c ;Aroostook Hebrons 40@-t3e.
Apples—No 1 Kussets 3 60@4 25; No 2s at

Bonds—Money Easy-Sterling
Dull and

Generally

Steady—Railroads

Firm—Stocks Closed

Heavy.

New York, yesterday, money was easy,
ranging from liglVa percent.; last loan at
1 % per cent, closing at 1V3 percent.
Prime
mercantile paper was quoted at 2% @5 per cent.
Sterling Exchange-was quiet and steady with
actual business in hankers’ bills 4 87 for 60day bills and 4 SSVt for demand: posted rates
at 4 88@4 89->/3. Commercial bills were 4 86%
Government bonds were duU and
@4 88.
steady. Railroads were quiet and generally tirm.
Trading in the stock market after 12 o’clock
continued active in spots, and there was the
usual animation in prices, and as a rule, continued to yield. Rock Island at 76, was down
1»4 from the opening. St Paul for the first time
retired below first price. Movements were still
confined, in the main, to fractions, the market
closing dull and heavy, generally at about lowAt

est

—

—
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Gloucester Fish Market,
9, 1892.
Mixed fish for curing,cod, 1 87 for large, 1 25
for small; cusk, 1 25; hake, 50e;liaddoek 80c.
Fresh shore cod $2 76; haddock SE/i.
Last fare sales of Georges Cod 3 02 and 4 00
for large and 2 25ffi$2 50 for small; Bank 3 00
and 2 00.
Last fare sales of halibut 11 and 7c E ib for
white and gray.
Squid bait S3 e bbl.
Fresh Aiewive bait $3 00 E bbl.
Fresh clam bait $9 E bbl.
Small fare lot of Mackerel out of pickle $5 50
and $6 50 E bbl.
We quote new Georges Codfish at $6 E qtl
for large, ancl 4 75 for small; Bank at $6 00(8
5 30for large, and S3V4 for small; Shore at
5 75 and 4 00 for large and small. Dry Bank
at $6; medium $3 50.
quote cured cusk at 8 —@375 E qtl;
[('(We
hake at $2 00; haddock $2Va Jieavy salted pollock $274, and English cured do 3 75.
Boneless and prepared fish 5 to 8e E ib for
hake, haddock-and cusk, and 7 to IOV2C for
codfish.Smoked Halibut IOV2C Elb for strips,11
for chunks; smoked salmon 18c p ib.as to style
and quality.
Labrador herring 4 00 E bbl; round a,t’$3 00;
pickled codfish at $6 ;liaddoek $5 ;halibut heads
3 60: sounds $13; tongues and souuds $12;
tongues 811: alewives 3 60; trout $14; California salmon $14.
We quote cod oil at 33c E gal.; medicine oil
65c; blackfish oil 60c; menhaden oil 26c; livers
30e per bucket.
Fish scrap $8 per ton; dry do $16; Liver do
$6; fish skins $18; waste S3.

prices.

Betail Groeers'

Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf 6 V3c ;confectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
5c; coffee crushed, 3%c; yellow, 3c.
Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND, June. 10.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portana. 89 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 152 cars.
Quotations.
YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTEDBY PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.

*

NEW

ThnrarJn.v’s mintait.mna
WHEAT.

Aug.

Opening.

Highest...

July.
93%
93%

Lowest.

92 vs

93%
92%

Closing.

92%

93

00.

fob the week ending June

Transatactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 228,826 shares.

Grain

50@3

98 %

Opening.
Highest.
Lowest

55/8
Closing.
Friday’s quotations.

July.
Lowest.

92
92
91%

Closing.

91%

CHICAGO. June 10. 1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 6,000; shipments 3000; irregular;
extra steers at 4 25@4 45; others at 3 50@3 90;
Texans 2 50(2)3 50; Stockers 2 25@3 70.
Hogs—receipts 22,000; shipments 9,000; active and 6c higher; rough at 4 00@4 40; prime
packers and mixed 4 80(5 4 92%; prime, heavy
and butchers’ weights at 4 95@o 05; light 4 70
@4 90.

Aug.
92%
92%
92%
92%

Sheep—receipts 6,000; shipments 2000;

ac-

tive and steady.

July.
65%
55%
64%

Highest.

Sept

(By Telegraph.)

54%
54%
53%
64%

NEW YORK. June 10.1892.—The Flour markLowest.
er—receipts 24,019 pckgs; exports 17.891 bbls
Closing.
165
and 13,703 sacks; moderately active; sales 45,600 bbls.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Flour quotations—low extras at 2 65(6)3 35;
city mills extra 4 25 5,4 60: city mills patents
Thursday’s quotations.
4 70@4 90; winter wheat low grades at 2 65@
WHEAT.
3 35: fair to fancy at 3 45@4 60 :patents at 4 25
Julv.
Sept @5 00; Minnesota clear 3 50@4 35; straights
«5% do at 3 90(24 60; do patents 4 15@5 10; do rve
Opening. 86
85% mixtures 3 60@4 00; superfine at 2 10(32 80;
Closing. 85%
fine at 1 85(6,2 45. Suothern flour weak 3 30
CORN.
75.
flour quiet and firm. Cornmeal is
Julv.
Sent. @4 andRye
steady 2 85@3 10. Wheat—receipts
49V* quiet
Opening. 60
197.160 bush ;exports 59,157 bush; sales 132,Closing. 49%
48% 000 bush; lower and quiet; No 2 Red at 98%
Friday’s quotations.
@99%c afloat; 96y8@983/sC fob; No 3 Red at
91%; No 1 Northern at 9iys@92yac; No 1
WHEAT.
hard at 94%e; No 2 Northern at 85%; No 2
Julv.
Sept Chicago 90(5,90% e;I No 2 Mil at 89% c; No 3
Opening.84%
84%
Spring —c. Rye lower and dull;Western at 83@
Closing. 84
84% 87c. Corn—receipts 12,400 bush ;exports 3123
CORN.
bush; sales 147.000 bush; quiet and lower;
2 at 56V2@57c in elev, 57Va@58e afloat;
July.
Sept No
48V* steamer mixed —e. Oats—receipts 59,450 bush;
Opening. 48%
Closing. 48
48% exports 146 bush; sales 75.000 bush: lower, unsettled and dull: No 3 at 3644c; do White 43c;
No 2 at 36%@38c; do White 44ya(g;46c: Mixed
Boston Stock Market.
AVestern 36(339c; White do and AVliite State at
The following were to-day’s quotations of 43@5lc. Coffee—Rio dull; No 7 at 13@13%c.
stocks n Boston:
Sugar—raw quiet, strong; refined fairly active
AtchisoD. Topeta & Stanta Fe R. 34% andfirm;No6 at',3yg@4c; No7 at3 13 16@3 15C, B. & Q. 97
16 ;No 8, 3%@3% c:No 9 at 3 11-16 6,3 13-16C;
Mexican Central...
16%
No. 10 at 3%@3%c;No 11 at 3 9-1 6@3 11-16c:
Union Faoihe.
39%
No 12 at 3%@3%c; No IS at 344@3%c: oil A
Boston <& Maine R-.....
4c(444c; Mould A 4 9-16@4 ll-16e: standard
do pfd...149% A 4 5-16@4 7-16e; Confectioners’ A 4 3-10(24 5Bell Telephone.
202% 16c; cut loaf at 5@6V8C; crushed at 5(®5**c:
New York and New England it.[39% powdered 4%@4%c; granulated 43/s@4%e:
do pfd. 84
Cubes at 4 9-10@4 11-16C. Petroleum steady
Maine Central R.132
and quiet; united 5442 c.
Provisions—Pork is
quiet and steady; Beef dull; beef hams quiet;
out
pierced beef dull;
meats firm and quiei; midNew York Mining Stocks.
dles firm. Card firmer and quiet (Western steam
(By Telegraph.)
closed 6 65; city steam 6 00; refined quiet ;ConNEW YORK. June 10. 1892.-The following tinent 6 50@7 00; S A at 7 40(5(7 50. Butter
are to-day’s closing quotations or mining stocks:
is; good demand and firm; State dairy 13@18c;
Col. Coal.33% do erm at 16l/2@18yac ;Western dairy 12,214c;
Hocking Coal.,...14
do erm at 14®18c; do factory 10@13e; Elgin
Homesrake..14 00 at 18c.Cheese in moderate demand and steady;
Ontario.30 00 State 8@9%c; fine White 9ya@944 ;do colored
Quicksilver. 3% ,at 9; part skims 3@6%c.
do pfd. 17%
r Freight* to Liverpool are quiet and steady;
Mexican...
grain per steam —d.
DETROIT.Jne 10.1892.—Wheat-No 1 AVhite
New York Stock and Money Market.
at 90c ;No 2 Red —e. Corn—No 2 at 63c; Oats—
No 2 AYhite 39%c; No 2 at 374ic.
Rve nomi(By Telegraph).
nal—No 2 at 80c.
NEW YORK. June 10.1892.
—bbls; wheat. 16,000 bush;
Reoeipts—Flour,
The following are to-day s closing quotations
corn, 8.000 busn; oats, 9,000 hush.
of Government securities:
June 9. June 10.
Cotton Markets.
New4’s reg....116%
116%
(By Telegraph.)
New 4’s coup.117V*
117 V*
United States 2s reg... 100
100
NEW YORK. June 10. 1892.—The Cotton
Central Facile lsts.108%
108% market is quiet, unchanged; sales 2426 bales:
Denver & K. G. 1st.1156/8
116
good ordinary uplands at 68/sc; do Gulf at
Erie 2ds.106 V*
105
6% c; good ordinary stained at 4% c; middling
Kansas pacme consols.,. 109
109
uplands at7%c: do Gulf 8Vsc; do stained at
Oregon Nav. lsts...110
110%
7 5-16c.
Kansas Pacificilsts.108%
108%
WVW OVT.V A VC Tune mi QOO _The Del+en
Closing quotations of stocks:
market Is quiet; middling 7(4 e.
Adams Express.147
146%
CHARLESTON. June 10. 1892.—The Cotton
American Express.120
119% market is steady; middling 7(4c.
Central Pacific.30%
30s*
SAVANNAH. June 10. 1892.—The Cotton
Ches. & Ohio. 22%
22% market is
quiet; middling 7 (4c.
Chicago & Alton.148
148
MOBILE, June 10.1892.—The Cotton market
&
160
Chicago Alton preferred-160
is nominal; middling 7a/s e.
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. 97%
97
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.137%
137%
MEMPHIS.June 10. 1892.—The Cotton marDelaware. Lackawana & West..156%
155% ket is firm; middlings 7 (4 c.
Denver & Bio Grande. 16%
16%
Erie. 26%
26%
Foreign Markets.
Erie preferred... 64%
64%
Illinois Central.
102 V*
101
(By Telegraph.)
Bloom
&
West.
Ind.,
LONDON. June 10,1892—Consols 96%dfor
Lake Erie & West. 24V*
24%
Lake Shore.132%
132% money and 96 15-16d for the account.
Louis
Nash. 72%
LIVERPOOL. June 10, 1892.—The Cotton
72%
St. Louis & San Fran.
market is steady: middling 4 3-16d: sales 6,000
Manhattan Elevated.129%
131
bales; speculation and export £00 b..ies.
Michigan Central.107
107
LIVERPOOL, June 10.1892.—Quotations—
Minn. & St. Louis.. 11%
10% Winter wheat 6s loyad@6s lld;Springwheat at
Mum. & St. Louis pfd. 27
27% 6s 10(4d@6s lid. Mixed American corn at
Missouri Pacific.... 65%
66% 6s l%d. Cheese 60s 6d for white.
New Jersey Central.137%
137
Northern Pacific common. 20%
20
Portland Wholesale Market.
Northern Pacific pfd. 56Vs
54%
PORTLAND. June 10,1892.
Northwestern.118
115%
Northwestern pfd.146
146
■The Flour market is strong with a good deNew York Central.112%
112V* mand. Pork and lard are also strong.
New York. Chicago & St-Louis. 16
1C%
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,
do pfd. 68
69
Ohio & mss..
20
20
Provisions, Produce, etc.:
Ont. S Western. 18%
18V*
Flour.
Grain.
j
North American..
15%
14% Superfine &
Corn, oar lots. 6414 @66
Pacific Mail..
34%
33%
low grades.$4(4@4% Corn, nag lots. .66®67
Pullman Palace.197V*
197% X Spring &
(Meal, bag lots. .62@63
Beadinc. 59%
59%
XX Spring $4%@4Vst !Oats,car lots.. .44®45
Bock island...77%
76%
Patent Sprng
j Oats, bag lots.. 46@48
St. Paul. 784*
Wheat... 6 26@5 50lCotton Seed
do pfd.124%
124% Mich, str’ghl
car lots. 25 50@26 00
!
St. Paul. Minn. & Mann.113
113
roller.... $4% @5 101 bag lots.. $26@27 00
8t. Paul & Omaha. 48%
47%
clear do... $4%@43A! Sacked Br’n
121%
uopfd.121%
StLouis st’gt
! car ots.
S19@20 00
9
Texas Pacific, new.
9
rooler.$5@6 12(4 I bag lots.. $21 @22 00
Union Pacific. 39%
39%
clear do... $4%@4% I Middlings.. $20@22 oo
U. S. Express. 62
50
Wnt’r wheat
! bag lots.. S22@24 00
10
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
10%
patents... 6 25@5 60Provisions.
do pfd. 23%
23%
Fish.
i Pork. Bks.15 50ffil5 7b
Western Union. 94
94% Cod—Large
clear.. .14 75@15 00
Sugar Trust. 99%
95%
Shore-B 26@6 60| short ctslB 00@15 25
do pfd.
Small do. .3 76@4 26 Beef,extra
Bichmona & West Point.
8%
8%
Pollock-2
75@3 751 mess... 8 00@ 8 25
do pfd. 44
48
Haddock... 2 00<®2 501 plate... 9 0O@ 9 50
Hake.176@2
00j ex-plate.10 00® 10 50
Boston Produce Market
Herring,box
]Lard.tubs. ey8@ 7V«
BOSTON, June 10,1892.—The following are
Scaled....
ll@15cj tierces... 6 @ 7’4
Mackerel, b)
;
to-dav's quotations of Provisions. Produce, etc.
pads.... 6(4@11
Shore ls..$
i pure leaf.10
@10 V2
Pork—Long cuts 00 00@14 50: short cuts at
Shore 2s..$
I Hams_11
@111/3
00 00@14 75; Dacks at 14 75®00 00; lean lends
Med. 3s...l8 00@$14| docov’rd.ll ffiiiy,
at o0 00@14 75; pork tongues 17 25; butt pork
..

..

Large

3s..
Produce.
CpeCran’s. busn..

Hams at 10%c; small do lie; pressed hams

11c.

Lard—Choice at 7c ^ lb in tierces and tubs;
10-lb pails In cs 7% c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6%c ® lb; country
do 6% c.
Butter—Western ext creamery 18%®19%c:
fancy higher; hrsts ana extra firsts at 15® 18c;

(Butter.

lemons.

Palermo
.3 00@3 75 Creamery.20@21
Messina... .3 60@4 00 Gilt Edge Yr’mt.l9@20
Choice.18:520
Oranges.
Valencia....® 00(5:7 25 Good.17@19
Florida_
I Store.14@16
Cheese.
Sicily.3 75@4 251
'N. Y. fct’ry.ll
@12
Bggs.
Eastern ext_17@18l Vermont.. liya@12
Held.
iSage.I3ya@14
Limed.
Leather

Bread.

PiotSup.7Va@8
do sq.5ya@6
Crackers

5
Coal.

@6

....

Cumherland.4 25@5 00
Acadia.
Chestnut_5 75@6 00
7 50
Franklin_
6 00
Lehigh.
Coffee.

New York—

Light.19@20
Mia weight_21322

Heavy.22323
Slaughter.31@ 2
Good d’mg.19@2o
Am. calf.60(570
Lumber.

S’tli pine.... $30@S40
Clear pine—

Rio, roasted... 18@21 Uppers.$65@70
Java do.29@30 Select.$45@52

Fine common .338(545
Cooperage.
Hhhd shooks & hds—
Spruce....... $14315
Mol. city. 2 00@2 10 Hemlock.|ll@12
Sug.eount’y 90e@
Clayboards—
Spruce, X.$32@34
Country Mol,
hlid shooks
Clear..$28@32
hlid hdg ml
2d clear...... $22@24
32 in. 24@26
No 1.S15(520
Spruee35m 20®22 | pine.$25@0O
20@22
Shingles—
Softpine36
Hardline:! 1 2b@30 X cedar... .3 60@3 75
Clear cedar .3 00@3 26
Hoops 14 ft.
X No 1.2 25@2 50
Hoops 13 ft.
No 1 cedar. .1 25@1 75
Hoops 8 ft.
Cordage.
Spruce.1 25@1 60
Amer’n & lblO%@ll
Laths,spce. .2 20@2 26
Manilla... 12
Lime—Cement.
@14
Manilla bolt
Lima,S’ cslc. 1 00(51 05
<S)14
Cement.1 40®1 60
rope.
Russia do. 16J/i> @17'2
Matches.
50
Sisal.10>A@llMt Star,:p gi-oss
I Diriao.
Drugs and Dyes.
39@40
Acid Oxahc.... 12@14 j
Meatls.
Acid tart.40@421 CopperAmmonia.15@20i 14®48 com.
.00@19
22
Asnes, pot.... 644 @ 8 Polished copper.
35
Hals copabia... B0@60 14x48 planished.
20
Beeswax.35@40 Bolts.
6 Y M sheath_
Blch powders...
14
Borax.12@14 Y M Bolts.
Brimstone.
.2ya@ 5 Bottoms.24@26
..

..

Cochineal.40343 Ingot.13314

Copperas.1%@ 21

CTf autcv

TvrrMtru’iiTir'xrnrc

FROM

FOR

TIME

Arizona
New York.. Liverpool... Jne 11
Servia.New York.. Liverpool.. .Jne 11
.Jne 11
Furnesia.New York. .Glasgow
.Jne 11
Elbe.New York. .Bremen
Werkendam ..New York..Rotterdam.. Jne 11
Jne 11
Noordland.... New York.. Antwerp.
Arizona.New York. .Liverpool. .Jne 11
Jne 11
Geilert.New York.. Hamburg
LaBourgogue .New York. .Havre.Jne 11
Jue 12
Sardinian
Quebec.... Liverpool
Bothnia.New York. .Liverpool. .Jne 14
Spree.New York. .Bremen... .Jne 14
Jne 16
Gallia.New York.. Liverpool
Britauic.New York. .Liverpool .Jne 15
City New York New York. .Liverpool .Jne 15
.Jne 16
Normania... .New York. .Hamburg
Etruria..... .New York. .Liverpool.. .Jne 18
Aller.New York. .Bremen.Jne 18
Veendam_New York.. Rotterdam.. Jne 18
New York.. Havre.Jne 18
La Bretagne
Werra.New York.. Genoa.Jne 18
Majestic.New York.. Liverpool.. .Jne 22
City of Chicago New York.. Liverpool.. .Jne 22
Nordlaud.New York. .Antwerp ..Jne 22
•. .New York. .Liverpool. ..Jne 25
AuraniaAlaska.New York. .Liverpool .Jne 25
.Jne 25
Circassia.New York.. Glasgow
Obdam.New York. .Rotterdam..Jne 25
.New York. .Antwerp ..Jne 25
Belgenland
City of Paris. ..New York.. Liverpool.. .Jne 29
.New York.. Liverpool .Jne 29
Germanic
.Jne 29
Friesland .... New York.. Antwerp
Umbria.New York. .Liverpool... .Jly 2
.New York.. Liverpool—Jly 2
Wisconsin
City of Rome. .New York. .Glasgow.Jly 2
New York.. Rotterdam... .Jly 2
Maasdam
Fulda.NewYork. .Genoa..Jly 2
.....

..

..

....

..

..

64
PeaBeans. .195@2 101 Ligonia.6t4
Ger. med.. .1 75@2 10| Centennial.6(4
Yellow Eyes.l 7o@2 001 Pratt’s Astral.. 8hi
Cal. Pea....2 60@2 6O1 Devoe’s brilliant 8(4
lrisn Potat’s 40@60e!
Raisins.
3 60@4 00j Muscatel_1 60@2 00
Sweets
Caobage.bbll 60®i 75iLoodon lay’r2 oo@3 50
....

>

Oil.
I Kerosene. Porf| land ret. pet...

..

..

...

..

...

....

MINIATURE ALMANAC

...

JUNE 11.

water
Sun sets.7 21 Hlgh
1

....

11 32

MoofrisL^f: :lrs If iHeighttide {gggjjj
NEWS

Passed Hell Gate 9th, Ed Sawyer, Beale, New
Boston; A Heaton, Handy, Hoboken

York for

FRIDAY, June 10.
Arrived.

Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch Percy Birdsall, Burr, Philadelphia—coal

to Me Cent RR.
Sch Neva, (Br) Delory, Paspebiac, PQ—5400
RR ties to B & M R R.
Sch Morning Light, Nickerson, Cape Sable.
NS—lobsters to CW Marston.
Sch J R Atwood, Cook, Port Monton, NS—
lobsters to W C Rich.
J C Jameson, Woodward, Shag Harbor, NS—
lobsters to A L Johnson.
Sch Arville H Perry, Philadelphia.
Sch Cicero, Calais for Boston.
Sch Lillian, Grindle, Boston.
Sch Prince-Lee Boo. Rockland for Boston.
Sch Ben Hur, Bath for Boston.
Sch Gold Huntor.Suow. Bangor for Gloucester.
Sch M A Pope, Steele, Boston.
Sch Laura & Marion, Eastman, Harpswell.
Sell Sereft, Merriman, Belfast for Boston.
Sch Chaparral, Teal, Port Clyde.
Sch A Paine, Cameron, Rockland for Lynn.
Cleared.

Brig Plymouth, (Br) Hoeberg, Little Glace
Bay, CB—Ryan & Kelsey.
Sell Morning Light, Nickerson, Cape Sable,NS
-W C Rich.
Sell Robert Graham Dun, McKenzie, Chisholm’s Island, NC—PeterS Nickerson.
Sch Walter Sumner, Read, Rockport, NB—
—Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch C J Willard, York, New York—Portland
Cooperage Co.
Sch Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, New York—
Portland Kerosene Oil Co.
It

uvu

vuunu

n
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BRUNSWICK—Sid 9th, sch Eleazer W Clark,
Goodwin, Philadelphia,
CHARLESTON—Bid 9tli, sch Albert W Smith.
Richmond.

NORFOLK—Sid 9th, sch John Pauli,Whittier,

for Providence.

GEORGETOWN—Ar 9th,

sch

•‘The

BBALTIMORE-Ar

Bangor.

Foreign Ports.
At Coatzacoalcos May 26, sch Jessie Lena,
front Vera Cruz (for Alvarado and-).
Sid fm St Pierre, May 21, sch Jennie S Hall,
Hall, for Porto Elco.
Sid fm do May 28, sch Albert L Butler, Foster,
for St Thomas.
At do May 31st, schs Nimrod, Falker for
Turks Island; Seth M Todd, Johnson, from

Wilmington.

Ar at St John, NB, 9th inst, schs Sea Bird,
Andrews. Bockland; Vado, Hatfield, Tliomaston; Essie C, Colwell, do; Uranus, Colwell,
Bockland; Eagle. Smith, Boston; C J Colwell,
Colwell, Bockland; Comrade, Akeiiey, do.
Also ar at do 9th lust, schs Boland. Webster, Bockland; Chieftain, Gunter, do; Beulah,
Wasson, Camden; Boy, Hanselpeeker, Bockland ; Lleywelynn, Colwell, do.
Ar at Hillsboro, NB, 8th inst, sch A P Emerson, Day, Boston.

DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE
arising from

eases

of debility

enfeebled di-

be

glassful

fore

regular meal

We
THE 5VSSLLETT
(Geo.

indigesti b 1 e
Sold by Druggists everywhere.

MR. GEO. C. FRYE.
Dear Sir:
Please send me one
dozen bottles
AMANDINE to Adams House,
Boston, by next Thursday, as I there join a
party en rente to Montreal, and we wish your
preparation to use while
travelling as I have
found it to be excellent
for bathing the face to
remove cinders and dust,
besides being very re-

Congress Square.

guarry,

Are

A PURE AND DELICIOUS TABLE WATER.

Not
CONTAINS FIVE TIMES AS MUCH LITHIA
as

any Lithia “Spring” Water sold, and will be found

one

of the

Gravel, Kidney
and Bladder Disorders. Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, and all forms
of Stomach Troubles.
ANALYSIS—12 grains of pure Lithium Carbonate to each United States gallon of Hygeia Distilled Water.

Repeated Analyses have proven that Natural Spring Lithia
Waters are not reliable, that they change with every variation of
the weather, and at times do not contain a trace of Lithia.

High

For this reason Hygeia Lithia is now prescribed by Leading
Physicians in preference to uncertain Spring Waters.
Office of ,T. C. Kennedy.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 28 State Street
Boston, April 24,1891.

Priced

Messrs. C. S. Curtiss & CoAgents Hygeia Distilled Water Co.:
Gentlemen—For about ten years I have suffered from Sciatic Rheumatism. It attacked principally my hip and knees, and at times has been so painful I could scarcely walk. 1 have tried all
manner of remedies, including natural Lithia Waters, but without obtaing the relief I sought, for.
I did so reluctantly, expecting no
A few months ago I was induced to try Hygeia Lithia Water.
better results than from other Lithia Waters which I had tried, but much to my surprise and deof
when
I experienced a marked relief. I
or
four
bottles
the
Still
Water
I
had
used
three
but
light
have used it from that time to this.
My rheumatism has constantly decreased, and 1 am now
I
attribute
the
cure
free
from
it.
to
entirely
Hygeia Lithia Water, and can strongly
practically
Yours truly,
J. C. KENNEDY.
recommend it to those who are suffering as I have.

“KEEP

Store,

COOL”

Brown’s Russian Calf and Coat Shoes,
Men’s Russian Bluchers, Hot Weather Shoes for your
troublesome corns.
Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Russet Boots and

By wearing;

Shoes.
Ladies’ Southern Ties and

stylish

SOMETHING

Oxfords.

NEW!

Ladies’ Blucher Oxfords.
Ladies’ Blucher Boots.

Examine our $2.00, $2.50, and $3.00 Boots.
Men’s $2.00, $2.50 and $3.00 Boots.

by

may31eodtf

FOR

CONGRESS

X L \CA„
MISS A. L.

SAWYER,

Teacher of Shorthand and
BROWN

$25,

we

We have
ber Set,

an

worth

we

Sign

STREET

of Gold Boot.

$17,

Ash Champieces, that is
sell it for $17.

10

We have the

eodtf

it is

ney,

Refrig-

world, the Gurworth $15, we sell it

for $15.

WEEK..

THIS

best

erator in the

°f seasonable and desirable goods marked way
down, and they must be closed out. The people
fJIJU
www
*
J
appreciate the great bargains we offer, and keep
us busy all the time.
Plain, Printed, Hemstitched, Embroidered and Eace Handkerchiefs, marked down.
Black, White and Colored Ribbons marked down to close.
One case 27 in. Printed Challies, 6 1-4 cts. worth 10.
200 Antique Eace Tidies 13cts. worth 25.
One lot Portcmounaies at about half price.
One lot Steel Scissors, 25 cts., all sizes.
One lot of Jewelry at one fourth of the cost.
One case 10c Printed Cambric for S cts.
One lot Coclieco Prints, 5 cts.
A few more pieces of Plaid Repellents 69 cts., worth $1.00.
Oood 9-4 Unbleached Cotton, 15 cts.
“
“
“
16 cts.
10-4
Misses’ 50c. Fancy Cotton Hose, Sets.
“
“
“
“
12 1-S cts.
62c.
“
“
“
“
15 cts.
75c.
If you are looking for Bargains call on us.
Ours is the Bargain Store of the City.
A j

STEPHEN BERRY,

10

sell it for $1.40.

BARGAINS EXTRAORDINARY

& BANCROFT.
»

461

944 CONGHJBSS ST.
jun4

EASTMAN BROS.

worth

Oak Champieces, that is
sell it for $25.

an

We have an Oak Dining
Chair that is worth $1.40, we

BROWN,
Union Station,

Sold

We have
ber Set,

We have an Oak Sideboard that is worth $22, we
sell it for $22.

ELLEN Y. ARNOLD,
New Haven, Conn.

We have
Shade that

a

Window
25c, we

is worth

sell it for 25c.

We

riage

have

a

worth

Baby Car-

$15,

we

sell it for

$15.

We have

a

complete

assort-

ment of all kinds of Furniture
and

Drapery

that is worth every

cent we ask yon for them.

Typewriting

BROCK, 037 CONGRESS ST.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
my29eodtf

Send for circular.

CLIFF

J.

m£30

IkK.

DYER

SEMINARY NOTICE.

COTTAGE- THE

Mr. C. B. Saunders, so long and favorably known as the steward of the Cumberland Club, lias taken the fine estate
known as Cliff Cottage, on the Shore
Road, 2+ miles from this eity. The
house has been elegantly refitted and
will be kept as a first-class summer
resort.
All applications for hoard
should be made to
C. B.

SAUNDERS,

Cumberland Club,
mays

A

most effectual remedies for Gout, Rheumatism.

freshing.
Res’p Yours

New

NEW YORK—Ar 9th. ship James Drummond,
Curtis, Sau Francisco; barque Nellie Brett.
Knight, Nuevitas; tug boat B W Morse, with
barges Investigator, and John Watts, from
Norfolk; T A Stewart, Kelly, Hillsboro, NB,
Newark; Ella B Kimball, Kimball, Georgetown, Me; Eugene Borda, Robinson, Atkins
Me; Harmons. Dodga, Bangor for New
ochelle; Cornelius, Pierce, Long Cove; Sam’l
Carter, Jr. Burroughs, Carvers Harbor; Edith &
May, Strout, Millbridge; Nulato, Sawyer,
.Machias; Florence A, Strout, Halioweli; A

STORE,

Co.,)

GROCERIES,

FINE

distress from
food.

C. Sliaw &

each

No. 37 PLUM STREET.

Domestic Ports.

Co.

S&Thlynrm

decl2

will avoid all

Memoranda.

at North Sydney. CB, 7th. schs Roulette,
Robert Pettis, Ethel & Addie, Ellen Lincoln, A
H Knight, and Laura Belle, (and all sld).

Edwin F. Pardee, M. D.,
“The Winthrop,” 125th Street and 7th Ave.,
New York City.

je7eodllt

BOOK BO® JOB POINTER,

Ar

results.”

wine-

Notice to Marriners.
Office U. S. Lighthouse Inspector, l
First District,
5
Portland, June 10,1892. J
Notiee is hereby given that the Egg Rock
whistling buoy. Frenchman’s Bay, Maine, has
been replaced for the summer soason.
By order of the L. H. Board,
Frank Wildes,
Commander, U. S. N„
Inspector 1st. L. H. Dist.

Fishermen.

your1 Castoria,1 and shall always continue to
do so as it has invariably produced beneficial

The Centaur Company, 77 Murray Street, New York.

_

Ar 8th,
VINEYARD HAVEN
barque
Cheshire. Philadelphia for Boston; sch A S
to
via
Calais
Hyannis,
Murch,
discharge at this
port.
NOBSKA—Passed east loth, sch Blanch H
King, from Philadelphia for Salem: Cassie F
Bronson, do for Portland, and Belle Brown,
coastwise.
SALEM—Ar 9th, schs C C Miles, Hoboken.
PORTSMOUTH—In lower harbor 9th. sells T,
T Chester, Kockport tor Boston; Collector,
Calais for do; Sarah, Vinalhaven for Hoboken.
BATH—Ar 9th, schs AbelE Babcock, Boston;
S P Hitchcock, Blair, Portland.
Sid 9th. schs Charles S Bayles, Philadelphia;
M A Aehorn, Achorn, do; Lewis K Cottingluim,
Patrick, do; Emma, Littlejohn, do; It T Carter,
Peck, Washington; J K Smith, Freeman, Philadelphia; E H Naylor. Wilson, do.
BANGOB—Ar 9th, sch John F Eandall, Hall,
Portland.

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

terest.

For several years I have recommended

universal and

_

8th, sch Addle Jordan, Emerson.
Sid 10th, sch Mabel Rose, Barrett, Gardiner.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 9th, schs Hiram, Lee,
Calais for Pawtucket; Sandy Point, Maclilas.
Bid 9th, schs St Elmo, Kennedy, Rockland;
E F Mansfield. Crossley, Norfolk.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 8th, sch A It Keene,
Brunswick.
Sid 8th. sch Silver Heels, New York; W H
Card, Sullivan, Meuemsha Bight, to load for
Ar

Ar at Taltal 2d inst, ship L J Morse, San Francisco.

passage from Port de Paix for
York or Philadelphia, was valued at about
S7000. She was owned almost entirely by Bangor parties and there was but little insurance
except that carried by Capt Wood on his in-

so

Carlos Martyr, D.D.,
New York City.
Late Pastor Bioomingdale Reformed Church.

WISCASSET, June 10—Ar, sells Millie Wash-

the

of ‘Castoria’ is

_

Cld 9th, sch C A White, Connor, Boston.
Ar 10th, schs Charles E Morrisou, Smith,
Havana; Gazelle, Starkey, Macoris.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater loth, sch Jennie
A Stubbs, Stubbs, St Vincent, AVI.
In port 10th, sch Geo P Davenport, McLeod,
from Matanzas.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 9th, sch M A Holmes,

burn, Coffin, and Coquette, Wheeler, Bostou.

on

use

gestion,

Without injurious medication.

ford.

Philadelphia; Allston, Bar Harbor; Bessie C
Beach. Kennebec for Wilmington.

while

Castor! a cures Colic, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
Kills Worms, gives sleep, and promotes di-

Its merits so well known that it seems a work
of supererogation to endorse it. Few are the
intelligent families who do not keep Castoria
within easy reach.”

Z Slieriuan,

OtfiUchs Eliza J Pendleton, Fletcher. Bangor; Timothy Field. Sawyer,
Messer
.Smith, Bath; AV H
Wareliam; Harry
Oier, Crowell, do; Ida C Schoolcraft, Booze,
J
E
New York; Anna
Morse, Crocker, Bath;
Levi B Phillips. Elouthera.
Old 9th, sell Wesley .Milkier, Kelley, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 9t,b, sells Fannie J
Bartlett, Hutchinson, Guantanamo; Clara A
Donnell, Brendige. Swan Island: John Holland,
Stevens, Bath; Julion Nelson, Kelly, New Bed-

from odr correspondents.
SACO, June 10—Ar, sch Ella May, New York.
Cld 10th, schs Sarah C Wood, Danesville for

Nassau, NP, June 6—Barque Ormus, Wliithank, from Mobile for Queenstown, before reported in the vicinity of Memory Rock leaking,
and seeking this port, has not yet arrived here.
Boston, June 9—Schr Ida C Southard, 1400
tons capacity, recently launched at Waldoboro,
will be ready for sea next Monday.
She was
built by A It Reed, and will be commanded by
Capt G C Southard. She is chartered to load ice
on the Kennebec for Philadelphia.
Belfast, June 9—The three-masted schr E H
Harriman, of Bangor, before reported wrecked

infants and Children.

“Castoria is eo well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Elizabetliport.

IdUlUUliUi

Ya—Peter S Nickerson.
Sch Lucy Bell, Look, Addison—J H Blake.
Sch Enterprise, Chamberlain, Phipsburg—J H
Blake.
Sch M A Pope. Steele. Addison—J H Blake.
Sch Gamecock, Wallace, Millbridge—J H
Blake.
Sch Starlight, Bunker, Tremont.
SAILED—Luey H Russell, and C J Willard.

Walter

°BOSTON—Ar 9th. sells Isaiah K Stetson,
Trask, Mayaguez, PR, via Delaware Breakwater, and J Manchester Haynes, Matthews,
Philadelphia, (before reported as ar at Norfolk);
Humbolt. Hodgdon, Rockland; F A Smith,
Hau
Barnes. Ipswich; *
Hutchings, Bangor.
Old 9th. sch Ben] A Van Brunt, Pearce,
Bangor and Baltimore; Mary Augusta, Bowden,
Somes Sound and New York; Appliia & Amelia,

gestion.

PORT OP PORTLAND.

FURNITURE.

Alley.^uUivan.

is recommended in all

MARINE

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Hayward, Warren, RdclUana. Fleet Wing,
Matthews, do: Clara,
Bathelder. do
Gregory, do; Maggie Bene, Rogers, do; Billow,
Tollman, do; Elizabeth_Aiu;ularivs. do; Addie
Sherman, do;
Weasel, Dyer, do; Joii^pafiCone,
Ella Pressey, Kay, do, Root Byron, Thurston,
do, TP Dixon. Bostwiokj, Richmond; Ella F
Thomas, Thouiaston; ''dpfts Young, Young,do;
Abraham Richardson, Paitershall, Belfast; C W
Pickering, Whittaker, Ellsworth for Rondout;
Hazel Doll,
David Faust,
Gill &
Baird, Knowlton,
Conlons, Deer Isle;
do; Bessie H, Gross, do; Raven, Pendleton,
New Bedford; J Nickerson, Winslow, Vinal-

Boston.

..

Domestic Marktes.

COBH.

Opening.

..

..

(By Telegraph)

Sept
55%
55%
64%
64%

WHEAT.

Opening.
Highest.

muda... .1
Egyptian do 3

..

F'V: __-nr_V_2.

COBH.

Julv.
56%
66%
156%

-p—-—

<Onnura iay’r.s
@9%
\ aleneia.
50(©
6Vfc@7
25
00@3
Sugar.
Standard.
Chickens... I6@17it>
4%
Fowls. 13@ 14c Ex-oual’ty fine
granulated... 411-16
Turkeys.... 17® 19e
! Extra C.
4®*
Apples.
1
Seed.
No 1 Eusl 75@i 85
setts.2 50®3 50 Red Top.
ating.2 75@8 25 Timothy.. .1 66(0,1 70
7
@8c Clover-12 @16
vap 0fb..

Onions—Her

Portland,

Trustees of Westbrook Seminary are
hereby notified that heir annual meetine
will be held on Wednesday, June 15th A. D,
1892, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, at the Semi-

building, in Deering, for the transaction
of the following business:
1. For the choice of officers for the ensuins
year.
2. To fill any vacancies that may exist in the
Board of Trustees.
3. To see if they will alter or amend the
by-laws of the corporation.
4. To transact any other business that ma\
properly come hefore said meeting.
AUGUSTUS F. MOULTON
8e®retary of Board of Trustees.
Deering, June 7,1892.
ju7dtd
nary

dfe

CO.
cltl

CUMBERLAND SANITARIUM,
Cumberland, Me.
Institution will

15th.

open July
and 7 rooms in
THIS willinbeSanitarium
let for
rooms

A

few

■

■

COREV

COMPANY,

I

Maple

summer boarders. Meals
Cottage
in Sanitarium dining rooms. No people here
to
those
in good health.
objectionable
For prices and circulars address
JOHN H. POTTER, Treas., or
WM. CALDWELL, M. D.

je7

WALTER

lm*

The policies of the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY contain unusually liberal conditions, including the automatic application of the best non-forfeiture
law in the world.

lo.
my31

28

Free Street.
eodtf

THE

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

PRESS.

Historic
ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

TODAY.

University

a

WAITING FOR NEWS.
of

How tlie Nomination Was

Maine.

EIGHTH 1*AGE.
X. John Little & Co.
Horse collars.
Boarders wanted at. Hotel Long Buckfield, Me.
State of Maine.
Homo for Aged Women.
Farrington & Bickiord.
H. II. Hay 6c Son.
Owen, Moore & Co.

meeting
ciety was held at the library room, Baxter building, last evening.
In the absence of the president, Mr. Baxter, Hon.
M. F. King was chosen to preside.

Page.
BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Somebody stole a watch yesterday from
Samuel Davis’s store on Fore street.
The committee on electrical appliances
met last evening and arranged some details for the police signal service.
It was bright and cold yesterday. The
mercury didn’t rise above 60° during the

day.
Tomorrow will be Trinity Sunday and
will be observed by the Episcopal and
Catholic churches.
The Cornelia H. is laid up repairing
and the James Sampson is plying between
the Cape and the city.
The street department is working on

Received in tlie

Dr. C. E. Banks was introduced and
made brief remarks upon two articles
which lie has presented to the society.
One of these is a drawing of “Falmouth,
now Portland, in Casco
Bay, North
America,” in 1786, made by John SeyThe
mour, Jr., of Axminster, England.
original is in the Harvard College libraThe picry and this is an exact copy.
ture discloses several well known buildings, among them the First Parish
church, but the Second Parish church
was not built at that time.
The other present is a plan of Casco

Bay

and islands, made by the French
marine department. Dr. Banks thought
that it must have been made about 1720.
Among the localities of interest laid
down is Fort Casco, on Falmouth Foreside. Some of the French attemps to in-

Yesterday afternoon tlie Merchant’s
Exchange, the sidewalk in front of the
Western Union, and the newspaper
offices began to fill with citizens eager to
hear the news from the Convention for it
considered certain that a ballot
would be reached.
Mr. Livermore,
manager of the Western Union, had
arranged to send bulletins as quickly as
the news was received, and as fast as
two or three states balloted the bulletins
were put out bearing the
At
figures.
5.40 o’clock the Western
Union announced the nomination of Mr. Harrison,
was

although
was

the exact

standing

of the vote

not received until later.

As soon as it became certain that Mr.
Harrison was the nominee, the city committee fired a salute of a hundred guns
from the Oaks.
The Lincoln club put out their flag and

lighted

their rooms upon receipt of the
news of the settlement of the contest at

Minneapolis.
DOCTORS IN COUNCIL.

terpret the English names of the islands
are laughable.
Bast Day of the Maine Medical AssociaItev. E. C. Cummings was then introtion.
duced and read a scholarly and interesting
High and Congress streets and is repair- paper on “Historic Hints of a University
The association met at 10 o’clock yesing the sidewalk on Dow street.
of Maine.” He spoke of thepopularity of terday
morning, and after the transacThere will be an interesting social meet- the recent
university extension move- tion of routine business and the usual
ing for young men at the Y. M. C. A. ment and suggested that the efforts to vote of thanks, Drs. G. A. Pudor, of
Sunday afternoon at half-past four.
impart higher education in Maine should Portland, and B. E. Donnell, of South
The county commissioners are consid- be combined, if such a
thing is possible. Gardiner, were elected to membership.
ering the matter of tiling the registry of He referred to the aims of the higher
The board of censors made a final redeeds office. It is also thought that the schools of the middle
ages and of the port and the following are the appointwalls will be newly painted.
present number of universities in the dif- ments and recommendations:
UUltl.

atU,L

LiUULil

<UiU

jitlilDU

Will

rereni

European nations, r or instance,
Germany lias 20 and Italy 10. The Uni-

Orator—S. J. Bassford, Biddeford.
Visitors to Maine Insane Hospital—Drs. D. A.
Robinson, Bangor; E. A. Thompson, Dover; C.
G. Adams, Portland.

hold a meeting next Thursday evening to
legalize the appropriation for the new versity of France, embracing the whole
meuiuru Liisirucuou—
church font.
system of national education, was de- Drs. H. F. Twitcliell, Freeport; W. L. Goodale,
The teachers and scholars of Bridge scribed. The speaker called attention to Saco.
To Medical School of Maine (two years)—Dr.
street grammar school, Saccarappa, will the
practical suggestions of the Universi- W. P. Giddiugs. Gardiner.
Necrologist—Dr. Alfred King, Portland.
go on an excursion to Sebago Lake to- ty of London. This is an examining body.
DELEGATES TO OTHER SOCIETIES.
morrow.
It allows the student to get his educaAmerican Medical Association—Drs. E. M.
New carpets are to bo placed in the tion anywhere he pleases, and then con- Fuller, Bath; W. A. Albee, Camden.
New Hampshire—Drs. W. ,J. Mayhury,
city messenger’s and city clerk’s offices, fers a degree according to his actual Springrale;
B. F. Dunn, Portland.
and the other carpets in city building knowledge. He then hinted in a
Vermont—Drs. Isaac Bounds, South Paris;
sugges- W. II. Parsons. Damariscotta.
xu x uiuiiuu ouuuui tur

cleaned.
tive way that the aim should be to comThe new five inch chime whistle is in bine in some such way as this the efforts
position on the electric light works and of Maine’s scholars towards higher eduhereafter will be blown in cases of fire cation.
alarms.
The paper was ably discussed by Hon.
Bev. Dr. Miner of Boston will deliver
George F. Talbot and Hon. George F.
the baccalaureate address to the graduEmery.
ating class of Westbrook Seminary toAmong articles recently presented to
morrow morning at All Souls’ church.
the society are a photograph of Fort
Biddeford wheelmen are to make a one Edgecomb on
Folly Island. Wiscasset
hundred mile run tomorrow from Biddeharbor, by Hon. Henry Ingalls, and a silford, north, and back to Biddeford, pass- ver shoe buckle worn by Rev. Paul Cofing through Portland.
fin of Buxton, by Dr. A. K. P. Meserve.
The will of the late George A. Frost of
Afternoon Concert.
Sanford leaves $5000 to establish a free
Yesterday afternoon a charming conbed in the Maine General Hospital, and
cert was given at the residence of Dr.
$2000 to the Maine Missionary society.
The Boston Journal says, speaking of Charles O. Files, before a few invited
the convention Thursday night, “Big friends. Mr. and Mrs. Sam Lucas played
•Tom’ Eeed was the jolliest looking figure the guitar and mandolin and sang several selections in a manner that gave very
on the stage. He sat in his customary
pleasure to the audience. Mrs. Lugreat
surrounded
the

place,
picture

by lovely ladies,

of

good

accompanied
Jerrod, exhibited
cas,

nature and content.0’

the parsonage
of the First Methodist church, Hanover
street, Lynn, occupied by Bev. N. T.
Whitaker, AYednesday evening. The fire
spread quickly and despite the efforts of
the firemen, the kitchen was totally deFire was discovered in

At the last regular meeting of Naomi
D. of B., the Noble Grand, in behalf of tlio lodge, presented Miss Flora
Martin with a handsome silver pudding
dish. Miss Martin is soon to leave to
take up her residence in another state.
Miss Martin responded in an appropriate

Lodge,

manner.

PERSONAL.

Ex-Mayor George W. True and Mrs.
True have gone in the country.
The steamer on which Mr. Harry Verrill took passage lias arrived safely at
the well known

has arrived in town.

Ho

will

actor,

manage

Murray and

Mr. Frauk L.

jogged along trying to keep its
position. The driver took the bird off
and put it in a basket where it could be
comfortable but before he had driven
a great distance the little bird took
and flew
courage, spread his wings
away.

Harvey
Rankin, organS.

field

He is

his way to Bangor to visit relatives
and do a little training.
At the
Baptist church, Freeport,

on

Thursday evening,

Evangeline

tee in

Pear-

a

she exhibited much

people.
Deorlng Democratic Committee.
The Democrats of Deeriug have elected
the following as city committee:
Ward 1—J. T. Sawyer. Janies B. Blake, Jolm
Erwin, E. B. Robinson.
Ward 2—Thomas C.

Cribb. Simon

lowing Sundays alternately.
Excursion to

Quebec.

The Grand Trunk will have an excursion the 21st and 22d of June to Quebec

Tracey,

and Montreal.
This will be a delightful
trip, and tickets can be secured of Mr.
John Lawlor, tlie well known ticket
agent at the railway station.

George j\T. Cram, Captain William Sennett.
Ward 8—Georgs P. Sherwood. K. H. Hooper,
A. A. McKone, Joim.J. Connery.
Ward 4--Georg*i,W. Furlong, George V. Kelft. S. Hoyden.
ley. C. A. Marsh,
Ward 6—L. W. Dyer, A. II. Huston, John E.
Sawyer, C. 1. Riggs.
Ward 6-—Seth W. Clark, Isaac F. Clark, E. M.
Lang, Jr., Howard Winslow.
Ward 7—II. A. Jackson, A. Tate, E. Johnson.

Missing From
Oscar

1

Home.

Knight, aged 20,
Company,

for the Portland

F. L. Starbird.

The committee will meet for organization Monday evening June 13, at i> o'clock
at Adams Hall, Wood fords.

charge.

Spiritualism.
The discussion between Rev. G. P.
Woodward and Andrew Cross on the
above subject is becoming interesting.
On Sunday next Mr. Cross is to lecture
in Mystic Hall at 2.30 on “Spiritualism
apart from either the Bible or Spiritualists,” and lie and Mr. Woodward intend
continuing the discussion on the two fol-

number of selections in which
ability. Her vocal
solos delighted the audience and after
the song, in costume, “Who’ll Euy My
Blackberries,” she was presented a beautiful basket of flowers.
Miss Pearson
has become very popular with Freeport
son

read

Miss

Field Day.

The Sheridan Rifles have voted to have a
day June 28, at one of the islands.
Base ball, tug of war and other athletic
sports will be indulged in. Three prizes
for actives and three for honoraries will
be offered for off hand 200 yards.
Lieutenant M. C. Sheehan, J. A. McCarthy,
M. J. Dooley, Matthew J. Burke and
John McDonnell are the active commit-

Jack McAuliffe, the pugilist, who is
matched to fight Bill Frazier at the Manhattan Athletic Club, New York, on the
22nd, and Bill Wyer at New Orleans in
September, arrived here on the boat

yesterday morning.

_

Sheridan Rifles*

ists.

from Boston

Sight.

afternoon the driver of one

horse

Tlie Sixth street church in Lewiston is
to have a new pipe organ. There will be
a concert for its benefit soon, in which
there will be talent from Portland, Miss
Mr.

Mrs.

Federal street livery stable keeper—saw
something bobbing up and down on the
horse’s back.
A nearer examination
disclosed a young sparrow riding horse
back just behind the horse’s collar. It
was evidently a very young bird that
had not acquired the full use of its
wings, and it bobbed up and dawn as the

city.

Rice, solois^;

piano by

Massachusetts—Drs. F. E. Hitchcock, Bockland ; C. A. Peaslee, Wiscasset.
Connecticut—Drs. C. M. Bisbee, West Sumner; E. H. Bennett, Lubee.
Bhode Island—Drs. E, A. McColIister, Gray;
J. L. Bennett, Biidgton.
New York—Drs. B. B. Foster, W.B. Moulton,
Portland.
New Brunswick—Drs. W, E. Baxter, Bangor;
S. W. Boone, Presque Isle.

Constitutes Uncle Sam’s Navy
Great Labes.

It

a

machinist

missing.
The last seen of him was on Monday evening, when he got off the bus on Washington street.
is

NEW

NEW advertisements.

ANTIQUE WARSHIP.
on

the

[Special Correspondence.]
Cleveland, June 9.—The discussion
in the senat e of Senator McMillan’s resolution to abrogate that section of the
treaty with England by which the
United States is bound not to build
warships on the great lakes and not to
maintain more than one such armed
vessel there, has excited great interest
in all the lake cities. The defenseless
condition of the five great cities on the
inland seas has long been recognized by
thoughtful citizens, and the ease with
which British gunboats could ascend
the St. Lawrence river, pass through
the Welland canal, and either levy tribute upon these
great centers of trade
and industry or lay them in ruins, has
frequently been pointed out.
At present the
only war vessel on the
lakes is the United States steamer
Michigan, an antiquated old hulk with
an old style
armament that would
stand no show at all in a battle
with a modern gunboat equipped with
powerful modern batteries. She is
a slow sidewheel steamer, and a
very
few shots
through her wheelhouses
would render her uncontrollable. Her
length is 167 feet over all, with 47 feet
beam and a 14-foot depth of hold, and
her measured tonnage is about 600 net
tons.
To the Michigan belongs the
credit of being the first iron steamer on
the lakes, having been built in sections
at Pittsburg, transported by canal to
Erie
and there put together and
launched Nov. 9, 1843. She was accepted by this government and went
into commission on Aug. 15, 1844, and
wiun me
exception or repairs made in
1800 has been in regular service nearly

forty-eight

years.
Besides the need of

gunboats for defense there is a very general feeling that
the United States ought to have at least
one modern
warship on the lakes when
the World’s fair is held to take part in
the demonstration of lake shipping
which is planned for part of the dedicatory exercises.
Such a vessel could easily be built on
the great lakes at a cost that would compare very favorably with that of like
vessels constructed at a seaboard yard.
At least six large shipbuilding plants

The Secord Parish will celebrate Children’s Day by having a service at 3 d.
m., entitled “Mother, Home and Heaven.
Miss Ricker will sing the old New
England lullaby, Miss Knight, Home, Sweet
Home. Then there will be the baptism
of infants, presentation of Bibles, other

appropriate music, flowers, etc.
Congress street church will celebrate
Children’s Day with appropriate exercises.

Consolidated Car Heating Company.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Consolidated Car
Heating
company held at Albany, N. Y, a semiannual dividend of 1 £ per cent was declared, payable Aug. 15, books to close
Aug. 1. Col. H. S. Osgood and Albion
Little, of this city, were members of the
board of directors.
An Old

Time Highway,

[.Special Correspondence.]

Harpjman, Tenn., June 9.—The old
state road from Knoxville to Nashville
has as much interesting but unwritten
history as any thoroughfare in the country. By stage, by wagon, on horseback
and on foot thousands of men whose
names fill a big place in the nation’s history have traveled over this romantic
route. All the leading state politicians
and leaders of the olden time and military heroes of both armies have passed
along this road, and today one may see
long strings of white topped wagons
passing to and from the Carolinas and
western states.

At the foot of Walden’s ridge, in the
beautiful Emory river valley, fifty
miles west of Knoxville, stands a house
built in 1811, called the Margrave mansion. It may have been a mansion
once, but it is far from.it now, for it is
mly a last resort for a family of negroes.
It is claimed that three governors of
Tennessee were bom in that house, and
that nearly every prominent man in the
south, of two and three generations ago,
has been entertained at the “Old Margrave.” Some of the old apple tiees,
jnarled and twisted, are still standing.
A half mile west is the famed Byrd
mansion, the home of Colonel Byrd, a
prominent man in the military history of
Tennessee fifty years ago. The house i*
still standing in a good state of preservation and is occupied.
Near by, across the Emory, is Byrd’s
ferry, a noted crossing place during the
tvar, being on the direct route from east
;o west to Emory gap, and close to it.
This gap is the only opening in Walden’s
ridge for a distance of forty miles that
s practical for a
passageway to the
sountry on either side. The river is
mossed at Byrd’s ferry by a flat bot:omed boat, pulled across by means of a
:able. The boat is substantially the
*ame one used during the war, and on
which Morgan’s command crossed when
foing westward from Cumberland couny. Hundreds of squads and details of
loth armies were ferried across the river
>u this old boat,
generally in the night,
when on important secret service.
J. W. P.TUnWF.T.I.

NEW
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PORTLAND, June 11, 1892.
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ALLthings

summer

in the

are

basement

whether

country

beach for the
at

June ir, 1847, Sir John
Franklin died in the Arctic

oughtn’t

to miss

regions.

teresting place

ones

$1.50, in white and
colors, and for children to

play

in there’s

nothing

so

good.
Baskets for a
lunch or for a din-

Picnic

goods.

for

ner

a

whole

family.
everywhere

Fans from
of

every size and sort.
Picnic
Lawn
things,
Cushions
and
Tennis
you didn t get one ol
those flannel Tennis Suits

go, it won’t be
them now as

(coat and trowsers) advertised yesterday at $5, to-

it will be after they go away.
See
our washable
suit, just the thing for
a vacation suit.

day
for

shc^ljjj

comirig.

be your time
There are not

many left but the assortment of sizes is unbroken

BICKFORD,

Formerly Farrington Bros.,

—there’ll be

STREET.

no more.

dlt

Do you know about our
line of Artists’ Materials?
We keep a complete as-

DUST
MICHIGAN.

in operation

on these inland seas
that are easily capable of turning out
first class steel cruisers. The heaviest
work of this kind can be done with perfect satisfaction in lake ports.
Thej
great shafts of several of the cruisers
built at Philadelphia, for example, wer<3
forged at Cleveland, and the facilities
for building warships at Cleveland, Detroit or Chicago rival those of any sear
board yards, while the shipbuilding
plants at Bay City, Buffalo, West Superior and Toledo are also large and
well equipped.
Lake shipbuilders consider it a hardship to be shut out from bidding on warship work, and claim that if the obnoxious clause of the treaty were abrogated they would be able to capture
contracts even for ocean cruisers, in the
face of seaboard competition, and notwithstanding the disadvantage they
would be under of cutting large vessels
in two in order to get them through the
St. Lawrence canals. Competent naval
critics think the government would profit
in a business sense in building the new
navy by abrogating the antiquated provision, even if no war vessels were built
on the great lakes for exclusive use there,
S. G. McClure.
are

sortment of

will gather everywhere except
in a place where a Brush is a

for which Brushes

are

IF

want

morrow

morning when they attend
Baptist church.

ser-

vice at the First

THE HOME FOR AGED WOMEN.

_

1S92._jelltd
Pownal.

The Republicans of Pownal are requested to
meet at the Town House, in said town on Saturday, the eighteenth day of June instant, at 3
o’clock in the afternoon, to choose delegates to
the County Convention to beholden in Portland.
June 30th, 1892.
Per Order Town Committee
Pownal, June 9. 1892.

Boarders Wanted at Hotel
Buckfleld, Me.

Uong,

This house has recently been enlarged, newly
and painted, and otherwise improved
Buckfleld Is a beautiful village on the Portland
and Rumfort Falls R. R., and easily reached by
train. Saturday train leaves Portland at 5.10
p. 111.; due at Buckfleld at 7.25 p. m.
Correspondence solicited.
GEO. M. LUCE, Proprietor.
Jell
dtf.
SALE—A canopy top, two seated carFORriage,
used but few times. High backs,
a

LOST—Small

red

pocket-book

containing

bill and some small money
Rochester car or between
of Treble
street. Please
HOUSE OFFICE and re11-1

SALE—Steam launch, 20 feet long, only
been used for a few months. Oil bnrnlng
Shipman engine and boiler. Everything complete, awning, life preservers, signal lights, etc.
Price low for quick purchaser. Apply to E. C
SHERRY, Room 4, Jose Building, 98 Exchange

FOR

street.11-1

let—The two elegant modern rents. No
190 New' High street, seven rooms each,
bath rooms, nice cellar and desirable vard; also
a fine flat of 7 rooms with stable, and furnace on
Oak, Woodfords for only 516. N. S. GAIiDINER, 186 Middle street.
11-1

TO

XtOR SALE—Three first class houses with
*
large lots on Pleasant street, Deering, the
most desirable street inltlie city, all at bargains
that cannot fail to interest buyers. Electric oars
W. H. WALDRON, ISO
every 15 minutes.
Middle street.
n-i
_____

40 Years

great suffering. When she caught cold could not
walk two blocks without fainting. She took

skye terrier with collar marked
poUNI)—A
a

W. P. Preble. Owner can have the same
by calling on MISS CROCKETT at the Atkinson House Furnishing Co., aud paying
for this
advertisement.
ll-l

Hood’s SarsapariI8a
Wanted—A

_

____

man or man and wife to work
farm. One who can sail a boat preApply to CHASE BROTHERS, 3 Long

And is now free from it all. She has urged
many others to take Hood's Sarsaparilla and
they have also been,cured. It will do you good.

ferred.
wharf.

HOOD'S Pills curs all Liver Ills, Jaundice,
lick headache, biliousness, sour stomach, nausea.

hand bell.

oil a

r|to
A

LET—Two good furnished
quire at 43 MYRTLE street.

11-1

rooms.

In-

Ring right
11-1

iu aaiu

v.uuniy

White Henrietta Cloths, White Veiling, White Crepe and Crepon,
Whits China Silk, White
Lansdown, White Siik Warp, Bedford
Cords, White Wool Bedford
Cords, White India Linen,
Victoria Lawns and Muslins, Choice
Laces and Fringes for Trimming.
100 dozen Fast Black Hose at
12 l-2c per pair.
100
dozen
Children’s Fast
Black Hose at 12 1-2c per pair.
5 dozen Japanese Fans at 3c

apiece.
10 dozen

Japanese

Fans at 5c

20 dozen Palm Leaf Fans at
3c apiece or 2 for 5c.
100 pieces pure Silk Ribbons :
No. 16 at 15c per yard; No. 12 at
13c per yard ;
No. 9 at 10c per

yard.

100 pieces loop edge Ribbons
at 5c per yard.
100 boxes Cream Linen Stationery, 78 sheets of paper and
78 envelopes, at 25c a box.
50 dozen Unbreakable Dressing Combs at 10c apiece, worth
20c.
100 dozen John D. Cutter’s
Sewing Silk at 6c a spool, all
new shades.
200 dozen best quality Machine
Cotton 3c a spool.
2 gross Princess Hair Curlers
10c apiece.
25 dozen
Cream
Chamois

Gloves $1.00

a

pair.

25 dozen best quality Biarritz
Gloves at 69c a pair, usual price

$1.00.

ieet.
Also

all the right in equity which the said
Frank L. Jones had on the sixth day of June,
A D. 1891. when the same was attached on the
iriginal writ, to redeem the following described
uortgaged real estate to wit: a certain parcel of
and with the buildings thereon situated in said
Deering being lot number three Fessenden
itreet on the plan of the lands of said Deering
band Company bounded and described as folows: beginnig at a point on the
northerly side
ine of said street one hundred and ninety-four
md forty-live one hundredths feet from an iron
noiiument in the easterly side line of Deering
dreet at its intersection with tne northerly side
ine of said Fessenden street; thence easterly by
laid Fessenden street fifty feet to a point;
hence northerly from the two points so located
n a direction at right angles with Pitt street
1 me hundred and
twenty-five feet more or less to a
ine mid-way to said Pitt street containing sixtywo hundred and fifty square feet more or less.
Dated this eleventh day of June, A. D. 1892
LEANDEE E. CRAM. Sheriff.
]u 11law 3w3
!

LET—Store 278 Middle street,
ro
ument square,
occupied
-owell. Tnls
has been
now

store
, md shoe store for over 20
1 liven July 1st. CHAS.

near

Mon-

by Cyrus
occupied as a boot

years.

Possession
JR.
11-tf

MCCARTHY,

-One-half
PORrooms, with
modern
also
SALE

i or

one

family;

apiece.

5 dozen Hair Brushes at 25c

apiece.

3 gross cakes Bath Soap at 4c
per cake.
One gross Hoyt’s Rubifoam at
19c per bottle.
One ton Castile Soap 10c a

cake.

LADIES’

oi

plan of the lands of the Deering Laud Company bounded and described as follows: Beginning at a point on the northerly side lino of said
Fessenden street one hundred and twenty and
sixty-five one-liuudredths feet from an iron
monument in the easterly side line of Deering
street at Its intersection with the northerly side
line of Fessenden street aforesaid; thence eastsrly by said Fessenden street, seventy-three and
sight tenths feet to a point; thence northerly at
right angles with Pitt street one hundred and
twenty-five feet more or less to a point on a
line midway between Pitt street and Fessenden
street; thence westerly on said midway line
sixty-one and five-tenths feet more or less to a
point on a line one hundred and twenty feet
jasterly of said Deering street when measured
it right angles therefrom; thence southerly parillel with said Deering street one hundred and
nventy-five and eighty-one one-hundredths
eet more or less to tne point of beginning, confining eighty-four hundred and sixty square

papered

twenty dollar
either in Portland &
the depot and head
leave ht PREBLE
ceive a reward.

Goitre

and

uumDenanu, to wit, a certain parcel of land with the buildings thereon being lot number one Fessenden street on the
liik,

easy riding and stylish, one of the best in the
city. Also one end spring top buggy nearly
new: a good one: both for sale cheap or will
exchange for Goddard Buggy. Can be seen at
149 MAIN ST., Westbrook.
P. O. address
box 288.
11-tf

Mrs. Anna Sutherland
Kalamazoo, Mich., had swellings in the neck, or

Windsor

Portland in the County
of
Jones,
Cumberland had on the sixth day of June, A.
D., 1891, when the same was attached on the
original writ, to redeem the following described
mortgaged real estate situated in Portland, in
said County, to wit a certain parcel of land with
the buildings thereon situated on the easterly
side of Vaughan street and commencing on the
line of said street sixty feet northerly of West
street; thence easterly parallel with said
West street one hundred feet; thence northerly
parallel with said Vaughan street sixty feet;
thence westerley parallel with said West street
one hundred feet to said Vaughan
street;
thence southerly by said Vaughan street to
the place of beginning.
And also all tno right in equity which the
said Frank L. Jones had on said sixtn day of
June, A. D. 1891, when the same was attached
on the original writ to redeem the
following described mortgaged real estate situated in Deer-

an

lace, engine
Badge Americus

fineer,

colors, in-

Newton’s; canvasses,
drawing paper, sketch

easy good-fitting collar trv our
heavy team collar. JAMES G. McGLAUFLIN, Manufacturer of Custom Harness, Portland, Me.
jull lmo
you

CAUCUSES.

Picture old Portland 2. with S. F. Davee, enThomas H. Williams, driver, Peter F.
elinings, hose driver, by William D. Lowery.
Iron face from proscenium of City hall, passed
through the great fire, bv L. B. Bragg.
Bucket of Eagle 2, L. fi. Bragg.
Banner, Washington 1. L. B. Bragg.
Uniform belt, Portland 2, ex-Capt. George A.
Dow.
Copy of ordinances and list of municipal officers of Portland, by H. II. Verrill.
It was voted to extend an invitation to
all firemen both of the present department and the old department, or of other
cities, who may be in town on Sunday,
to join the ranks of the association to-

We would call attention to our
selection of Graduating
materials.

H. H. HAY & SON,

2.

Trowbridge.

Evening.

50 dozen Suede Mousqnetaire
Kid Gloves at 79c a pair, marked
down from $1.50.
teesh, Tooth, Nail, Shaving,
blocks, crayons, brushes,
10 dozen Ladies’ Silk Hose,
f’alu!, and almost every conpencils, easels, pallettes
fancy shades, at $1.00 a pair,
ceivable sort, all at a price that
usual price $1.50.
and studies.
will not cause you to hesitate if
100 dozen Ladies’ Cotton Hose
you want a Brush.
colors blue,
pink, lavender,
orange, nile green, corn color,
cardinal, tans, slates and browns
OWEN, MOORE & CO.
at 29c per pair, worth 50c.
20 dozen Rubber Dressing
Middle Street.
STATE OF MAINE.
Combs at 5c apiece, usual price
jell
dtflstorSthp
Cumberland, ss.
10c.
Taken on Execution and will be sold by public
One gross Hand Mirrors at 25c
auction on the sixteenth day of July, A. D.,
1892, at three o’clock in the afternoon at the
Sheriff’s office in Portland, in the County of apiece, usual price 38c.
Cumberland, all the right in eouity which Frank
35 dozen Tooth Brushes at 5c
a
L.
of

Fire alarm card, Portland, 1870, pen and ink
work by S. F. Davee, presented by Capt. Wal6 of New York, by C. Q.
Goodhue.
Fire bucket of 1801—marked “Mutual Belief,” and name of William Cutter, by Wm. S.

cluding

have them in the Hair,

I'dfe

At the recent meeting of the Veteran
Association, donations were
acknowledged as follows:
Firemen’s

tube and water

made.

Will be open for the reception of subscribers
and friends on its anniversary, WEDNESDAY
JUNE 16th from 10 a. m. to 5 p. m.
All persons interested in the institution are
cordially invited to be present.
By order of the managers,
'.HAKKIET T. McCOBfi, Sec.
June 11th,

The Veteran Firemen.

all the best

known standard makes of

daily visitor and the office of
dust remover is not the only one

and

Day

apiece.

it

much trouble to fit

CONGRESS

to

for

will soon go into the
country for their
summer vacation. You had better
get

&

98c

We have the old

$4.25.

single

FARRINGTON

the

fashioned Mexican

ing
Furnishing Goods. We are
headquarters for everything in that
line.
Yesterday a heavy weight suit
was not
uncomfortable, today you
will peahaps want a
lighter one.
We’ve got just what you want, and
the prices will please
you. The boys

they

in

Hammocks from

All

you

early

an

store.

or

their suit before

home

or

visit to this the most in-

Two years before, he started
on his unfortunate search for the
Northwest Passage. It was not
until 1859 that definite knowledge of his fate was obtained.
Captain McClintock found on
Williams Island in a canister,
the record of the tragic story of
Franklin and his companions.
The expedition had no survivors.
Come with all expedition to our
store if you want
anything in Cloth-

as

going
to the

or

season

staying
On

and

are

you

into the
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THE

ADVERTISEMENTS.

fair.

Children’s Day.

Special morning and evening services
have been arranged at the Williston
church for Children’s Day.
The baptism of children and the presentation of
Bioles, together with the exercises by
the young people, will come
at the
morning service. The evening will be
devoted almost entirely to music, the
congregation joining largely in the
praise service led by the choir.
Children’s Day will be observed at the
North church, Cape Elizabeth, tomor
row by a concert at 2.30
by the children.
Rev. Mr. Kelly will preach to the
young
people in the evening.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The Weather Today
is likely to be

The ossociation then adjourned till the
second WeduesJay in June, 1893.

of Mr. Wilson’s horses—the well known

sented Mr. Blaine’s name at Minneapolis, was born in Lovell in this state, and
when his father kept the United States
Hotel in Portland, he was a resident of

Henrietta

the

very high degree of

A Curious

Thursday

the theatre at Peaks Island this summer.
Senator Wolcott of Colorado, who pre-

this

a

skill on the violin by playing beautifully
Schubert’s “Serenade,” variations on
“The Old Folks at Home” and other selections. Next Mrs. Lucas played several well known airs on the cornet with piano accompaniment.
In her use and
management of the cornet Mrs. Lucas
displayed real musical talent of a high
order.
Mr. Jerrod gave some exhibitions of
sleight of hand and dexterity that were
remarkable. Little Marie Lucas, only
three years old, sang “Comrades” and
made a speech, repeating the words after
her father. He attempt at the pronunciation of the word “constituents” fairly
convulsed her audience.

stroyed.

Queenstown.
P. J. McCallum,

on

AN

City.

of tlie Maine Historical So-

A

For additions! Local News sea
Fifth

of

Hints

double house, 8
improvements, fitted
stable on the lot, situated
For further particulars ina

a

<o. 99 Elm street.
mire of A. 0. LIBBY, 42Va

Exchange street.
______11-1
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WAIolOi

10 dozen Ladies’ Blue and
White Stripe Shirt Waists, very
desirable, at 50c apiece.
25 dozen Black Satine Shirt
Waists, box plaited back and
front, at $1.00 apiece.
10 dozen White Lawn Shirt
Waists, box plaited hack and
front, 62 l-2c apiece ; also a
large variety of better goods up
to $2.00 apiece.
10 dozen all wool French Flannel Shirt Waists at $2.00 apiece.
Boys’ Blouses and Shirt Waists
25c, 37 l-2c. 45c and 50c apiece.

EN’S GOODS.
5 dozen Men’s Bine Chambry
Outing Shirts, laundered collars
and cuffs, at $1.50 a piece.
5 dozen Men’s Blue and White

Striped Tennis Shirts at $1.50 a
piece.
lO dozen Men's Indigo Blue
and
White
Striped Working
Shirts at 50c apiece.
5 dozen Men’s White hair lined
Flannel Outing Shirts
at 7 5c
apiece, worth $1.00.
One lot Men’s Gauze UnderShirts at 25e apiece, marked
down from 3Se.
One lot Men’s Gauze Under,
shirts at 39c apiece, marked
down from 50c.

IV!’ ANTED—Position iu church, by an expeT f
rienced chorus director and baritone soalst. Formerly of Lynn.
Best of reference
! liven. Address PINK.HAM, 49 Brown street,
• 'Ity•11-1
_

SALE—One light new' first class express
wagon.fit for a grocer or anv other light buss iness.
One two seated beach wagon, will he
s old cheap if called for soon.
Call oh E. MOKi 1ILL, Cor. Preble and Oxford Sts.
11-1

[JOR
1

K. John Lit & Co.
jelldlt

